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On February 19, 2011, Hassan Beheshti, a rug dealer here in Washington, D. C., gave a Rug and 

Textile Appreciation Morning program on “Beautiful Antique Rugs of Persia.”  

   

The Myers Room was full. 
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Wendel Swan provided Hassan with some facilitating assistance. 

Hassan said that he was born in Iran and his family came to the U.S. in the 7os.  He graduated from 

college here, with a degree in engineering, and worked for awhile as an engineer.  He, subsequently, 

came into the rug business in which members of his family were engaged and was active for some 

years at both the wholesale and retail levels of the market in the Atlanta area.  He married a lady 

from Washington, D.C. and several years ago bought a location and established a shop in the heart of 

Georgetown, called “Monarc Antique Rugs,”  where he continues in business. 

There was a single rug on the front board, and Hassan moved directly to treat it. 

    

It is a Tabriz from around 1875, one of the oldest Tabriz rugs you are likely to see. 

In the following detail images you will see that this subtle rug does not have an extraordinary range of 

colors, nor does it have high contrast, but the graphics are superb: 
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Tabriz carpets have symmetric knots, woven with a hook, and have a very uniform, almost “machine-

made-like” uniformity in the weave pattern on the back. 

Notice the simple border guards that separate the main and secondary borders. The back is typically 

Tabriz(below left). Here is a closer look at this back(below right). 

   

Hassan then moved to an antique Saruk. which has a very appealing ivory ground, and good colors, 

better than they appear to be in these images. 
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Notice in these details the “hand of Fatima” in the blue ground of the central medallion with the red 

tips and what might have been calligraphy in earlier versions. 
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Despite the fact that this rug has a fairly sophisticated border design, the corners are “unresolved,” 

that is, there is no effort to turn the design at a 45 degree angle to move smoothly and continuously 

around the corner, as is the case with some “city” rugs woven exactly to a cartoon.  Instead, the 
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weaver merely stopped weaving the border in its original orientation in the lower rows, rotated the 

design 90 degrees, and began to weave it in that orientation up the side of the rug. So there is a clear 

break in the pattern where the new orientation the side “buts” abruptly against the bottom 

orientation.  Butted borders can often, surprisingly, be found on rugs with quite sophisticated designs. 

   

The next rug was a smaller piece with a Persian tree of life design. It had a relatively narrow color 

palette. Here are some details. 
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Hassan took us to the next rug. 

 

This rug is an all silk Tabriz, meaning that it is silk pile woven on silk warps and silk wefts. 
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Here are some details of this silk rug, but silk rugs, whether in person or in a photograph, reflect light 

much differently than do wool pile rugs. 

Here the beautiful blue medallion can be seen in all its glory, but capturing colors in silk rugs is 

difficult. 
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From this perspective, the colors seem entirely different. 

 

Silk rugs are famous for looking much lighter or darker depending on the end from which one views 

them.  The colors will be more intense and more obvious if one looks into the pile, meaning from the 

perspective of the bottom.  We have been looking at the lighter seeming side of this piece.  Hassan 

and Wendel tried to let us see it darker aspects by lifting it so that the overhead lights would shine 

into the pile. 

 

But for this photo that effort was not entirely successful.  It was difficult to turn this relatively large 

piece on the board. 
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The next rug, an antique Saruk, had a dramatic medallion design. Saruks are often the favorite 

Persian rug among those who say they collect primarily tribal and nomadic material.  This Saruk has 

tremendous graphics and contrast.  

 

Here are some details. The tendrils are delicate, but enhanced by the ivory ground. 

   

The antique Saruks have a way of combing delicacy with strong design and contrast, as we see below. 
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This is the tightly woven back, one reason that Saruks are such sturdy floor rugs. 

Floral tendrils are also prominent in the main border, which is flanked by geometric secondary 

borders.  There is often an angular quality to the drawing of Saruks. 
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The next rug was another antique Saruk of highly unusual design, with a field covered in botehs. 

 

It has a floral border with tendrils and carnations. The colors were excellent and vivid, although it has 

an overall feeling of “redness.” 
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The following fuzzy detail gives some idea of the intricacy of the drawing. As is evident by the fringe, 

this rug is in nearly mint condition. 

   

This detail of the back shows how good the colors are.  Often antique Saruks used early synthetic dyes 

that faded, sometimes dramatically, over the years. This rug shows no such fading and may have 

been woven with all natural dyes.  Notice the aubergine. 
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The next rug was an exceptionally beautiful “Kurd” Bijar. It has a bold central medallion outlined in 

what might be called “kilim style” with notched lines. 
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The ground is probably dyed sheep’s wool, not camel hair.  There is a pink in this rug, probably 

derived from madder, that was used in earlier Persian rugs. 

   

The secondary floral meander border is very typical of the Bijar area. 
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Hassan took us to the next piece, another rug with a dramatic central medallion. 

 

Here is a full view of it. 
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There is a wonderful medallion. And botehs in the corners. 

 

It has a Herati style border. 

   

Notice the plain border guards and the secondary carnation border. 
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Hassan attributed the next rug to Khorassan, in Northeastern Iran.  It is a very rare piece and still 

quite striking despite the wear. 

The colors and color palette, some of the motifs, the mother and daughter botehs in the corners and 

the wear patterns all might suggest that this is a Senneh, as most in the audience first thought.  
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But it isn’t a Senneh. The medallion is filled with a Senneh-like Herati pattern.  

   

Even the secondary borders look like those on Sennehs. 

   

The next rug was, however, a Senneh, with a densely patterned, overall design. 
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Here is a detail of the Herati field. Hassan and Wendel compared the backs of the Senneh and the 

Khorassan.  They were decidedly different and distinctive. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/b100.jpg


   

Here it is with brighter (perhaps too bright) lighting. 

   

The next rug was a Bijar. 
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It had a Herati border and field design – both prototypically Persian. Everyone agreed that the colors 

were very good, including the green(below right). 
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The next piece was a late Kashan, probably from the 1940’s. 

 

It is typical of what is sometimes called the “American” period in Persian rugs. 
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It is not as fine as the older rugs shown. 

   

The next rug was a square-ish and rather late Saruk mat. 
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It was unusual in having only the outer secondary border. 

   

The next rug was a very attractive and extremely unusual antique Saruk. 
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You will see that it has architectural type prayer arches, with the tops of those arches going toward 

the center of the rug. Hassan called attention to its particular design features. 

   

Here are some additional detail images showing the excellent colors. 

   

It has an unusual border. 
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The next piece was smaller, but Hassan and Wendel held it up together. 

 

Although it has a very appealing design, the colors are less mellow than in the older examples. 
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Hassan next showed another antique Saruk, this with a niche design. Rugs of this format are often 

incorrectly called prayer rugs. 
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They are more properly referred to as meditation rugs. Here are some details showing the many fruits 

and flowers on the tree of life.  The colors are more accurate in the first image following. Everything 

emanates from a vase or pot at the bottom of the field. 

   

The scrolling tendrils are a particular challenge for weavers. 
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The main border is commonly found on antique Saruks, as are the tertiary borders. 

   

Hassan next showed another meditation rug, this time from Kerman. 

 

The field is densely filled with scrolling vines and flowers. 
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It has some calligraphy and birds in the field. 

   

And additionally in the border. Hassan turned to the back and noted a bird figure. The red ground is 

nearly covered. 
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Hassan showed another directional rug from Kerman, this with fewer floral motifs, but the vase is still 

prominent.  The border system is unusual. 
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There are many botehs. 

  

Two peacocks flank a device that resembles a cross between a boteh and a cypress tree. 
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Note how the vines emanate from the vase. The color palette does not have a particularly wide range. 
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The next piece, which was brought in, is a great Kerman tree of life rug. It is very unusual because 

nearly all of the tree of life rugs, whether from Kerman or elsewhere, are symmetrical. 

 

This rug is structurally different from the other Kermans, possibly because it is older bit also because 

rugs bearing the Kerman name were woven all around the city, including in the nearby village of 

Ravar. Ravar (or Laver more commonly) is mostly a term of quality rather than of specific origin. 

The cartouches in the border contain poetic calligraphy that praises a woman as well as inscriptions 

telling for whom and by whom the carpet was woven. 

 

The colors are accurate in the following two images. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/b190.jpg


   

There are many, many kinds of fruits and flowers depicted very much life-like, all of which spring from 

the vase that is flanked by dervishes. 

 

 

There is great contrast in the colors and a wide range of them. 
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The next piece had a niche “mille fleurs” design. Hassan attracted attention to the lower left corner of 

this rug. 

   

Here is a close-up of the device he is pointing at – a bird’s head that has morphed from a vine.  This is 

not unusual in Persian imagery. 
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Here are some further details of this rug.  Note the weeping tree. It is from Southern Persia. 

  

Like most other tree of life rugs, this one is symmetrical. 
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It has a meander floral border on an ivory ground. 
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The next piece from the Chahar Mahal area was smaller and wider than tall.  These are usually called 

Bakhtiyari. 
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It features a cypress tree. 

 

As with some of the antique Saruks, the corners are not resolved well. 
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The next piece was a small Jozan mat from Northwest Persian, between Arak and Malayer. 

 

It is partially “souf” – that is, part of the blue ground was clipped down to make the design stand in 

relief. There is a wide array of colors in this small rug, which was probably used to sit upon. 

The wool is particularly lustrous. 
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The next rug was a large Isfahan, a quintessential “fancy” Persian city rug. 

 

Here are some details.  Note the perfectly resolved corners. 
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The next rug was, again, a larger one with South Persian imagery.  This was brought in by an 

audience member. 

   

Here are some details of it. 
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A member of the audience had brought in a rug and a Persian tile that had very similar vase 

designs.  He and Hassan and Wendel held them up together for comparison. 

A little closer look. 
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The rug is one of many Isfahans that bear the name Seirafian.  Mohammad Seirafian (1881-1975) 

began the Seirafian tradition, but this rug bears the signature of his grandson, Bagher Seirafian, who 

was not born until 1951. 

Seirafian rugs are always fine and woven from cartoons. 

   

 

The signature in English script indicates that it was intended for a Western market. There is additional 

calligraphy at the bottom. 
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The next rug was another smaller one brought in by another audience member. 

 

It is from Northwest Persian, probably from around Hamadan, and shows Kurdish influence. 

Hassan and Wendel examined it, including its back. A little closer look at the area they are examining. 
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Here are some additional details. 
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The next piece was a diminutive kilim that is usually called Senneh.  The totemic design, however, is 

commonly found in Harsin, which is south of Sanandaj and between Malayer and Kermanshah. 

 

It is about as fine as a wool-patterned kilim can be and was woven on silk warps. 
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The field consists solely of birds, some standing separately and others stacked one on top of another 

totemically. 

 

The last pieces of the morning were two Persian purses used by the owner of a teahouse to make 

change for patrons as they paid and left. 

These little bags were very common in Persia, but they are seldom seen in the US. 
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Here they are individually and a little closer. 

The inscription in the border refers to the serving of a beverage, which is also the image(below left). 

The second purse has a mostly pile front but the lower part of its front and its entire back is of 

leather(below right). 

   

The owner’s belt could pass through the loops. 
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Hassan took questions, and adjourned the session. The audience came his way. Hassan’s father-in-law 

had come to hear him speak. 
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I want to thank Hassan for being willing to have this virtual version of his program produced.  A 

special thanks to Wendel Swan, who provided most of the comments in this virtual version, as well as 

considerable editing assistance. 

I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of Hassan’s “rug morning” program and, perhaps, have 

seen some old Persian “friends.” 

And that, as they say in show business, is a “wrap.” 

 

Regards, 

R. John Howe1 

 

  

                                                            
1 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/17/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/02/ 
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On January 29, 2012, Richard Kahn(below left) and Neale Perl(below middle), two Washington, D.C. 

area collectors, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program on the topic “Similar 

Interests:  Small Textiles.” 

     

Tom Goehner(above right), the TM, Curator of Education, introduced them, saying: 

“With us today are Neale Perl and Richard Kahn, who both collected, very 
independently, similar small bags and rugs.  

 “Neale Perl is a long time rug collector and Textile Museum member He currently 
serves as President and CEO of the Washington Performing Arts Society and one 
of the nation’s leading nonprofit, multidisciplinary, performing arts presenting 
organizations. When Neale moved to DC in the 1980s he taught cello in Bethesda 
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on Wisconsin Avenue’s “Rug Row.” Between lessons he would window shop and 
talk with the rug shop owners and soon began collecting. His musician friends 
advised him to resist buying any piece for at least a year. 

 “Richard Kahn began collecting rugs around 1975, simply because they were 
beautiful hand-made pieces of art that went on floors versus walls like painting 
and pictures. Once all the floors were filled with rugs, he moved on to bags and 
bag faces, which offered, basically, a smaller version of a rug, but that could fit 
just about anywhere. Over the years, he found bag faces at auctions, from other 
collectors and dealers, and even on a car trip around Turkey. He describes himself 
as a “pathological collector”, one who simply gets interested in an item and can’t 
help himself trying to find as many as possible, until either the money or space run 
out. 

 “In his other non-collecting life, he was the Chief Scientific and Medical Officer 
of the American Diabetes Association, for 25 years until mid-2009, when he retired 
to devote more time to his interests and hobbies. But since collecting is a genetic 
disorder, he still finds time to do part-time consulting, and has an appointment as 
a Professor of Medicine at the University Of North Carolina School Of Medicine. 
He lives with his wife and children, who don’t share his disorder, but are willing to 
put up with it.” 

Both Richard and Neale collect in other areas, for example, glass.  Richard collects glass sculpture; 

Neale collects art glass.  

They were brought together by Wendel Swan(below), who noticed the similarities in their textile 

collecting interests, and encouraged them to do this program.  Wendel facilitated, since Richard and 

Neale have bought well, without becoming deeply immersed in the technical side of textile collecting.  
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Wendel said that there was some discussion of how to organize the program, and, at first, he and 

Richard considered a chronological treatment, in the order purchased, but that Neale opted for a 

distinctive approach,  and tended to think of his pieces in terms of various “themes,” including the 

particular birthday on which he had awarded himself a given one.  So, Wendel said, their treatment 

would, thus, be somewhat chronological, but would sometimes diverge from that.  

Members of the audience had brought in some pieces, and Wendel, in his facilitating role, worked 

these in with the treatment of those drawn from Neale’s and Richard’s respective collections.  

 

Richard, said that, early, he bought most of his pieces at auctions, and started with two of the earliest 

purchases he made.  

He said the first piece he bought was actually larger than most they would show.  It was the rug 

below.  Richard said that he bought this rug in a NYC auction in 1996.  He said that he’d been going to 

auctions there for a while, and got to know an old dealer, who would comment on pieces that came 

up.  Sometimes, when Richard indicated interest, he would mutter “schmatta,” a Yiddish pejorative for 

“rag,” but when this piece came up, he nodded his assent. 
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NR1 

 

Here are some closer details of NR1. 
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Wendel said that this attractive rug is a Ferahan; some might say a Ferahan Saruk.  The Ferahan 

attribution, Wendel said, is mostly a judgment that this rug is of high quality.   One Ferahan indicator 

is the use of green we see in this piece. 

Richard’s second piece was the Caucasian rug below. 

NR2 

 

Richard says that this rug fascinates him endlessly.  It has 98 floral motifs in its field, with 

combinations and arrangements of colors that never repeat, despite similarities along diagonals.  He 

said that he often wonders how the weaver decided what the next device was to be like, especially 

when she was about three quarters along in her weaving task.  It was sold to him as woven in 

Daghestan. 

Here are some closer details of NR2. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/nr2.jpg


   

This piece is dated.   Wendel calculated it later as 1861, a pretty early date for a Caucasian rug. 

Wendel: “It is very finely woven, with a supple, almost handkerchief-like, handle, and the wool is still 

soft and velvety.   The original ends are missing and the selvedges have been replaced, so it’s difficult 

to say whether we would call it, by convention, Shirvan or Kuba (the wefts are ‘wavy’).  Either way, it 

is Eastern Caucasus in origin.  The striped secondary border is often attributed to Kuba rugs.” 

Wendel said that one thing to note with the small bags, that would be featured in most of this 

program, was that they seemed often to take the devices also used in larger pieces and adjust their 

scale to the smaller formats.  He used two “brought in” bags to illustrate this point. 

The first of these was a chanteh-size, bag face with field design devices frequently seen on Shahsavan 

pieces.  All the design elements of this piece have been reduced in scale so that they “fit” the reduced 

character of this smaller format.  This seems a fairly remarkable feat for a weaver used working with 

the scales of larger bags and even rugs. 

NR3 
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A second example is an even smaller South Persian bag. 

NR4 

 

Neale began by saying that “Collectors are the best people in the world.”  

 

He said that when he was first dating his wife, he was living in a large, Victorian house with marks of 

his collecting affliction in evidence.  He asked her what she collected and she said “Nothing.”  But they 

continued to date and one day he encountered a room of hers filled floor to ceiling with loaded book 

shelves.  He said lots of people seem to acquire a great many books without experiencing their 

acquisitions as collecting. 

He said that for a period, while he has been collecting textiles, he lived in La Jolla, California, and 

knew about ten collectors in that area.  Particularly noteworthy to him was the late Leslie Orgel, who 

had a large collection of bags.  So, he said, he has had some sound sources of influence on his 

collecting decisions.  He said that he has often bought a special piece on a special birthday, and the 

Shahsavan piece below was his present to himself on his 40th birthday. 
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LR5 

 

Here are some closer details of this piece. He said the olive green and the yellow in this piece are like 

catnip to him. 

LR5 
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Neale said that his concert responsibilities often prevent him from attending rug events like ICOC or 

ACOR, but once, when ACOR was being held in Burlingame, California, he developed a relationship 

with a dealer that resulted in his purchase of the Baluch spoon bag below. 

NR6 

   

He said that this first side reveals that he loves anything with star designs. 

Neale said that the other side of this bag is also fully decorated, but differently. 
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Although it’s hard to detect in the images above, this piece has silk decoration in places.  Neale was 

told that it was probably a dowry piece.  He said that his experience with this piece makes him want 

more spoon bags. 

In recent years, he said, he’s tended more to buy chanteh-sized bags, like this Qashqa’i with its back 

intact. 

NR10 

 

Wendel observed that the cruciform designs in the field of the piece above are related to Shahsavan 

usages. 
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Richard had brought some yastiks. 

 

The first of these is a published piece.  

NR8 
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It appears as Plate 67 in Brian Morehouse’s catalog, “Yastiks.”  Morehouse places it in central Anatolia, 

as part of the Nigde-Gelveri group.  

Here is a closer detail of a quarter of it. 

NR8a 

 

This is a classic, old yastik with good color and drawing. 
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Richard had a second Anatolian yastik. 

NR7 

 

Here are some closer details of NR7. There was a question from the audience about the tan 

areas.  Wendel examined them and said that the wool appeared, possibly, to be an undyed shade. 
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This piece is redder than, but otherwise very similar to, Morehouse’s Plate 52, which is in his central 

Anatolian section.  Morehouse says that Plate 52 has features that can be found in a number of 

Anatolian areas, but that when they come together as they do in Plate 52 they “distinguish a particular 

weaving group.”  Unless the redder palette is disqualifying, NR7 would also be a member of this 

group. 

 

The prominence of Memling guls in Richard’s yastik moved Wendel to insert a small Shahsavan 

mafrash side panel that also featured five of them. 

NR44 

 

Notice that the markedly smaller scale of the borders in this piece brackets, but does not compete 

with, the gul devices. Here is a closer look at just one of these Memling devices. 
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Hanging next to the two yastiks above, and very much a yastik size, Richard had the following piece. 

NR9 

 

The main field device in this piece is very like those in many Sewan Kazaks.  The borders occur in 

Shirvan and Shahsavan pieces.  But Wendel’s examination of the back showed that this piece has the 

“wavy” kind of cotton wefts that signal that this is a small, anomalous, Caucasian rug, woven in the 

Shirvan area, rather than an even more unusual Anatolian yastik. 
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Richard also had a small South Persian sumak bag, with a bright-ish red, but good graphics and fun 

animals. 

 

Notice the effort, even in this small compass, to give the lions in the lower corners, human faces, as 

South Persian lion renditions often do.  Wendel noted that the central medallion is a version of the 

device that appeared on the cover of the TM’s seminal flatweave catalog “From the Bosporus to 

Samarkand,” and that is widely referred to as a “beetle” image, despite it being no such thing. 

Here is a vertical half of this little bag to give you a closer look at it. 
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Richard also had an unusual salt bag that was originally thought to be Bakhtiyari, but Wendel later 

said that it is probably Quchan Kurd. 

NR11 

   

Lots of complicated-looking stripes. Here is a look at the lower part of the back of NR11 
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Since we were dealing with a salt bag, Wendel took that opportunity to slide in another that a member 

of the audience had brought. 

NR47 

 

This is a bag the projects Kurdish exuberance and color and completely different than the Quchan 

example.  Here are some other views of it. 
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Here is its equally colorful back. 

   

Its owner said that it was given to her by “Bill” Eagleton, when he was researching his book on 

Kurdish rugs, the latter published in 1988. 

Richard’s next piece was a Shahsavan khorjin face, published as Plate 10 in Wertime’s “Sumak Bags.” 

NR48 

 

This lovely piece is worthy of a couple of  closer detail images. 
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Wertime attributes it to the Khamseh District in Northwest Persia (not the Khamseh Federation of 

Southern Persia). 

Richard has a second khorjin face also published in the Wertime “Sumac Bags” volume. 

NR12 

 

Wertime calls attention to the crisp “butted” borders all around, and shows a similar Shahsavan piece 

in which some resolution of border corners seems to have been attempted. 
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Again, some closer details. Wendel said that this field design is never seen in a technique other than 

sumak. Wertime also attributes this khorjin face to the Khamseh District. 

   

Richard had another khorjin face. 

NR13 
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The central device in this piece is a Shahsavan version of the Memling gul, but the high number of 

small squares (diamonds) that surround it is very unusual.  Most of us had not seen this treatment 

before.  The squares are smaller than is usual  and their prolific use is very different from most 

Shahsavan designs. 

Here are some closer details of NR13. 

   

Neale had several smaller bags, and we treated them next. He said that these pieces reflect two 

themes.  First, sometimes he has found himself attracted to pieces that he subsequently discovered 

“no one else wanted.”  Some such, he said, are included in this sequence.  A second theme is that he 

has often bought small bags from southern England.  He said some may know of the “Bath boys.” 

NR14 
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This chanteh or single bag comes from Northwest Persia and is undoubtedly the product of the 

Shahsavan. 

Here are more images of it. 

   

Neale’s next small bag with this one.  He said that he bought this piece from another DC area 

collector.  The foundation is cotton, but the sumak is extremely fine.  The motifs are all floral. 

NR15 
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This chanteh was published by Tanavoli. Here are some closer details of NR15. 

   

Neale’s next bag was a little larger, a Shahsavan khorjin half. 

NR16 

 

This is probably from the Transcaucasus.  The pattern is reasonably well known in sumak bags and 

rugs. The red and brown stripes on the back are typical in that area for both mafrash and khorjin. 
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Here are some detail images of NR16. 

     

We return to Neale’s chanteh-sized pieces. 

NR20 
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This is a very attractive, diminutive NW Persian bag.  The lattice is raised about the surface of the 

field.  The instrumentation within the field diamonds is unusual.  Some Shahsavan Khamseh 

Districtpieces have the same colors. 

Neale said that the next small bag was a recent purchase and came home with him from the Capri 

Hotel sale in San Francisco. 

NR19 

 

The cruciform device in the field occurs in many Shahsavan weavings.  Neale said that he was taken 

with the dramatic, large-scale border, and the green. 

Neale invited thoughts about the border.  It’s clearly a variety of reciprocal.  Thinking about it since 

(this is likely a stretch) it could have echoes, for me, of a famous Seljuk border many will 

recognize.  Of course, the Seljuk border is not a reciprocal, but weavers can be inventive about what 

they adopt, and how they modify it, and reflection is a well-established, weaver move. 
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Neale’s next small bag was the one below. 

NR17 

 

It is another Shahsavan chanteh from Northwest Persia. Notice that the tan-brown edge treatment is 

the same as that on NR15 above. 

Neale said that the next small bag was one of those that apparently nobody else wanted.  The dealer 

had it for a long time. 

Neale said that, of course, he liked the stars and also its interesting “griffin” border.  There is also 

some green. Here is a closer vertical half view to let you examine these features. 

 NR18 
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Richard also had a complete Quashqa’i khorjin set that he bought at auction. 

NR22 
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Many Qashqa’i khorjins have a dark palette.  This one has a lighter one.   

Here are some closer details of this piece. 

   

Here is a peek at part of its back. 
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Neale’s next bag was another Qashqa’i khorjin half.  He said that he bought it and showed it, while 

visiting him, to Leslie Orgel. 

NR24 

 

Leslie said “I think I might have the other half,” and rummaged in his own collection and produced 

it.  Neale said that his half has 12 rows of devices in it field and Leslie’s had 10. 
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Here are some details of aspects of this piece. 

   

There was conversation in the room about the width variations in this piece, especially of its narrowing 

on this back.  Most indications credited variations in warp tension and a tendency for flatwoven areas 

to become narrower because they are less “bulky” than pile areas. 

Neale said that the next bag was bought only two weeks ago.  It is another Qashqa’i weaving that is 

only 5 inches by 7 inches. 

NR26 

 

It has a distinctive and very attractive back(below left). He said that he and the British dealer, from 

whom he bought it, had bargained seriously about it, and that at one point Neale had said to him 

“Give it up.” (that is, for Neale’s price).  The dealer said, “Neale, I love it, too.”  Neale said it is a 
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serious disadvantage to deal with dealers, who are also romantics. Here is a vertical half of its front to 

let you see some of it a little closer(below right). 

   

The next south Persian piece was yet another Qashqa’i and had fantastic birds, other quadrupeds, and 

tassels. Here is a vertical half of its face for closer viewing. 

NR27 
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The next bag was the one below.   

NR25 

 

This is South Persian, likely Luri. 

Here are some closer details of this piece. 
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The next piece was this one. 

NR28 

 

This is Kurdish, from Northwest Persia.  The yellow-ground cross panels at the top and bottom of the 

field are unusual. 

Here are two details of NR28. 
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Next were a series of very small, but beautifully articulated bags. 

The first was this piece with a spindle bag shape. 

NR29 

 

Almost surely Shahsavan sumak.  Here are some further images of NR29. 
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The next piece had a similar shape but was smaller. 

NR30 

 

Although it could also be Shahsavan, it might not be.  Still, it comes from the area.  Here are some 

detail images of NR30. 
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The next piece was a torba-shaped bag with a compartmented field design. 

NR31 

 

Also a spindle bag, this brocaded piece is from Turkey. Here are some closer detail images of NR31. 
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The next small bag was perhaps the most miniscule or the day. 

NR32 

 

Its origin was debated.  It is Persian, but no one could agree as to where in Persia. 

It is a simple envelop folded on the bottom.  The blurred photo below shows that its two sides are 

identical. 
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The next few pieces were bags almost as small at the one above.  The first of these was Central Asian, 

perhaps Uzbek. 

NR33 
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The next had a miniature khorjin format, a spacious medallion field, with animals on its connecting 

panel. South Persian. Its back is also attractive(below right). 

NR34 
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The next piece was the one below. Opened up, it looks like this(below right). Its owner said that its 

attribution is uncertain, and that we should probably say only “NW Persian,” for the moment. 

NR35 
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The next miniature Qashka’i khojin set was one of my favorites of the morning. 

NR36 
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A vertical half of one face panel(below left). This front view of one bag panel that shows the back. One 

face with back(below right). 

   

Here is opened up entirely, and viewed from the back 
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The next bag was somewhat larger Qashqa’i, closer to a smaller khorjin.  It has an unusual 

green…very strong. 

NR37 

 

Here is its back(below left). This piece had an odd feature. There are four small handles on its 

corners.  Here is a very visible one from the back view above(below right). It was not clear why such 

handles were needed on such a small bag and how they might have been used. 
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Here are some additional detail views of NR37. 

 

   

Ed.: What follows for the next piece is: 1) an original attribution made in the room during the 

program, followed by 2) an elaborating comment on the character of such pieces and a slightly 

different attribution emphasis, and, then 3) a narrower attribution, plus a link to another similar piece, 

with quite a bit of associated information and then, 4) Taher Sabahi sent the images that were the 

subject of his message. 
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Just so you don’t get confused. 

The next piece had strong graphics despite rather small design elements.  My notes indicate that the 

sense in the room was that it is Luri or Bakhtiyari. 

N38 

 

Its back was entirely decorated but with distinctive designs. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr38.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr38otherside.jpg


___________________________________________________________________________ 

Note 1: 

 Since publication, Taher Sabahi has contacted me on the side, saying that this piece is one of a group 

referred to as woven in the “shisha derma” technique, and that he treats it in his book “L’Arte del 

tappeto d’Oriente KILIM.Tessuti piani d’Oriente.” 

 I don’t have Taher’s book, but a little look around revealed a short article by Parviz Tanavoli on such 

pieces.  It is “entitled” “Shisha Derma: Iranian ‘Black and White’ Textiles, Hali 63, June, 1992, pp. 84-

89. 

Tanavoli says that “shisha derma” is a market usage that points to a group of “distinctive 19th and 

early 20th century textiles…made by the Qashqa’i and Lors in southwest Persia, and to a lesser extent, 

by the Shahsavan and the Turkmen in the north of the country.”  He further notes that most of them 

have one of two specific warp-faced structures, and that, while the predominant design and coloring is 

black and white tile forms, some uses of red and green also occur. 

Taher Sabahi says that Turkmen and Shahsavan instances of “shisha derma” are rare, and that he 

would like to hear from anyone who believes they have encountered one. 

My thanks to Taher for this useful elaboration. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Note 2: 

________________________________________________ 

And Mike Tschebull writes saying that this piece is most likely Qashqa’i.  

He adds “I don’t think there’s any possibility that this is Bakhtiyari, and probably not Lur, either.  

 “Hamid Sadighi thinks this weave is Kashguli and it could be Darrehshuri.  Woven on four harness 

looms that the Darrehshuri were known for.  

 “See my notes to a similar bag (ed. Number 25) in the ‘To Have & To Hold’ on-line exhibition on the 

New England Rug Society web-site.”   

 Link provided:  http://www.ne-rugsociety.org/gallery/bags/bags-navframe.htm 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

http://www.ne-rugsociety.org/gallery/bags/bags-navframe.htm


Note 3:  Taher Sabahi provides the images from the page in his book (referenced above) of pieces 

with the “shisha derma” weave. 

Here is his page 233 overall: 

 

And here are some closer images and details of these pieces. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/scan0008overall.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/scan0008horsecover.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/scan0008horsecoverdetail.jpg


   

   

Taher notes that his book, cited above, from which these images are drawn, will shortly be published 

in English and Farsi translations. 

 Ed.: Thanks to all for this elaboration. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/scan0012horsecoverdetail.jpg
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 Here are closer details of both of these sides of NR38. 
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With the next piece we returned to the very diminutive bags, this one South Persian. Here is a vertical 

half to let you see its details better(below right). 

NR39 

   

It was followed by another small piece. 

NR40 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr39.jpg
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This is another Khamseh Federation sumak bag.  The paired warps on the back are telltale signs of its 

origin. Again, a vertical half to improve your view(below). 

 

Another small Luri or Bakhtiyari piece followed. 

NR41 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr40verticalhalf.jpg
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The next piece was a Yomut group spindle bag. 

 

Wendel drew attention at the beginning to the fact that with many of this small bags, the designs 

which are also used on larger pieces, have been reduced in scale to fit the smaller formats and we saw 

some examples of that.  But there are some instances in which weavers seem not to do this.  That is, 

they employ on smaller pieces design devices use on larger ones but do not reduce the scale.  This 

spindle bag is one instance of that and the Yomuts seem to have done the same in the instance of 

other formats as well. 

Here is a full-size Yomut group asmalyk.  

 

It is the sort reputed to have been placed on the side of a wedding camel (with its pair on the opposite 

side) as decoration.  This piece is slightly more than four feet wide (126 centimeters).  I can’t 

precisely measure the size of the diamond devices in its field but we can estimate that the width of the 

white ground ground area of each diamond is about 10 inches.  We can see all or part of a number of 

these diamond devices in it field. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr42.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/asmalyk1.jpg


Now here is a much smaller Yomut group piece with this same shape and field device.  It hangs on a 

nearby wall as I write. 

 

The weaving is 13 inches wide and the white ground width of the only complete diamond form in its 

field is just short of 6 inches.  So, while the scale of the diamond device has been sharply reduced in 

the smaller Yomut piece, there has been no effort to miniaturize completely the full-size asmalyk on 

which it is based.   This more comprehensive kind of miniaturization is what attracted Wendel’s 

attention in his early comment. 

 
 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/turkmanscaleexample.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr36.jpg


There was one more thing to note about this Yomut group spindle bag (here is it again below for easy 

reference). 

NR42 

 

Yomut spindel bags are woven “side-ways” in relation to field design.  That is, in the piece above the 

warps are parallel with the short sides.  The oddity in this case is that there is a strip of tan plain-

weave (the color of many Turkman back panels) on one of the short ends of this piece that tempts 

one to think that the warps are parallel to the long side.  I think it was decided that the warps on this 

spindle bag are parallel with its short sides, but I’m not sure we sorted out the presence of this plain-

weave panel. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr42.jpg
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The next piece shifted our “size” grounds sharply. 

NR51 

 

It is Richard’s last piece, a large Jaff Kurd. 

 

Such bags are very heavy, in and of themselves, and it is hard to decide what could have been put in 

them, and how they might have then been lifted. Here are some detail images of NR51. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr51.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr51secondcomprehensive.jpg
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Someone in the audience had brought in another very similar Jaff Kurd bag. 

NR43 

 

Again, a very heavy piece. Here are some detail images of aspects of NR43. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr43.jpg
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The penultimate piece of the morning was this small Uzbek bag. 

NR45 

 

We finished, moving sharply in a different direction. 

NR46 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr45.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/nr46.jpg


This is a Japanese rice bag of the “boro” textile category.  “Boro” means “patched,” and such pieces 

are made originally from fragments of various textiles, stitched together.  The materials are usually 

cotton, and most color is from indigo.  The patches on this piece are patched in areas of wear.  Some 

boro textiles (I lust for a good coat) are pricey. 

I want to thank Neale and Richard for sharing their lovely, small weaving with us, and for being willing 

to have this virtual version of their program produced and published.  Thanks to Wendel Swan for 

recognizing that they could, together, present a good RTAM program.   Thanks, also to Wendel for his 

facilitating this “rug morning” program, and to Wendel, Richard and Neal for their editorial assistance, 

after, as we produced this virtual version. 

As she often does, Margaret Jones provided me with a very useful set of notes. 

I hope you have enjoyed the fresh and interesting material provided in this RTAM on small weavings. 

Regards, 

R. John Howe2 

 

  

                                                            
2 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/19/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/03/ 
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On January 15, 2011, Hunter Morin gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning talk on “Collecting 

Bags and Small Rugs,” here at The Textile Museum in Washington, D. C. 

 

Hunter is a Washington-area business man who has collected rugs and textiles since the late 

196os.  He knew personally many of the stellar figures in the local rug world in these earlier days.  Not 

just Harold Keshishian and Russell Pickering (Russell was in the room for this session), but also folks 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-1/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-1/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/hunter0.jpg


like McCoy Jones and Ralph Yohe.  Despite this, and a long-time association with the TM (he has 

pieces The Textile Museum conserved and mounted for him),  Hunter said that he had not presented a 

“rug morning” for about 15 years. 

One of the contexts of this talk was an exhibition of Hunter’s material that he had mounted in a 

Fredericksburg venue.  In his RTAM, Hunter treated some of them in projected slides.  In preparation 

for this virtual version, I traveled to Hunter’s home and photographed a number of the pieces shown 

below, “in situ.”  

The post your are reading is Part 1 in this virtual version and will present material treated in his TM 

session.  Part 2 treats pieces subsequently photographed in use in Hunter’s home. 

Hunter began by cautioning the audience that he was not much concerned with such things as textile 

structure or close attribution, but instead focused on pieces he found to have continuing aesthetic 

appeal. 

He spoke directly to pieces arrayed on the front-of-the-room board and subsequently to others that 

members of the audience had brought in. 

He began with the mafrash end panel below. Here is a closer look at it. 

  

Hunter said that this piece was for many years on the seat of the chair of a local rug dealer.  He 

attributed it to NW Persia or the Southern Caucasus 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/hunter4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h8.jpg


The next rug had a design that many will recognize. 

 

A large detail of a rug with a design, either close to, or exactly like this one, graces the front jacket of 

James Opie’s “Tribal Rugs.”  But the rug above is a miniature version done in silk.  I have seen one 

other local example of this silk copy. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h3.jpg


Here are some closer details of this small silk piece. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h3a.jpg
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Hunter next treated another small silk rug on the board.   This piece is a copy of a variety of Ghiordes 

niche design. 

 

(Note: This rug was woven upside down, with the niche pointing down, and was shown that way on 

the board, to let us see its colors at their best.  I have turned it here to let you see it in the more 

usual publication orientation.) 

Here are some closer details of this piece. I am not sure where Hunter said this little piece was made, 

but, as many readers will know, the Chinese are making remarkable silk copies of Middle Eastern 

designs. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h4.jpg


   

 

The next piece was the complete khorjin set below(rotated 90 degrees). 

 

Hunter attributed it to the Caucasus, and said that it was once in the Ralph Yohe collection and is 

published in his book. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h4a.jpg
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The next piece shown was the one below.  

 

In an after-session discussion, Wendel Swan said that this piece is a Jozan from NW Persia.  Wendel: 

“…probably one of the finest I have seen, with wonderful wool.”One can spend hours staring at this 

small piece and see something new each time. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h1.jpg


Here are some closer details of this rug. 

 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h1a.jpg
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The next piece treated was another complete khorjin set(rotated 90 degrees below). 

 

This is another piece from the collection of Ralph Yohe and was published in his book. I  know Ralph 

would be excited to know how others are still enjoying his collection  and his forsight. Russell Pickering 

, his confident and dear friend was at today’s session to once again enjoy, bringing back for certain 

many special memories of their collecting days together. Ralph left a legacy, not the least of which 

were memories. Is it not strange how these pieces all bring with them special memories? 

Here are two details of the piece above. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/h5.jpg
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The next piece was a third complete khorjin set.  This piece has great color and was attributed to the 

Qashqai. Here are two closer details of this piece below. 

   

 

The Professor, Mr. Harold Keshishian, a mentor to so many of us, loved this ” Happy Rug” from SW 

Persia and it’s special wool and condition 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h6.jpg
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The next piece as an unusual Anatolian yastik(below left). I say “unusual,” and think that is true, but 

this piece is also virtually identical to Plate 100 in Morehouse’s “Yastiks” catalog (there are slight color 

usage variations).  Below(right) is Plate 100 for comparison. 

  

They are both inscribed and dated 1869.  Morehouse translates the Greek inscription on the piece in 

his Plate 100 as “Woven by the daughter of Anastasia, the design by the father Anastasiou, working 

together with God.  Feb. 15, 1869 – K. Erve.” 

Morehouse attributes Plate 100 to one of the Greek communities in the Kirsehir area of Central 

Anatolia. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h71.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/plate100.jpg


Hunter next treated a series of small bags that he picked up and held in one arm. 

 

Here is a closer look at the one he is holding in his right hand in the image above. This small bag was 

attributed to the Qashqai. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/hunter6.jpg
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Here is a second small bag from this series.  The wool is “harder.”   It has long, tasseled cords along 

its bottom edge. Hunter attributed it to the Khamseh.  Here is a closer detail of half of it(below). Here 

is the back of this piece(last pictured). 

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h10.jpg
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The next piece was a similar SW Persian bag. 

 

A closer look at a vertical half of it(below left). And, again, its back(below right). The colors of this 

back get better in close-up. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h11.jpg
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The next small bag had an interesting design on a white ground(below left). Here is a closer lower 

quarter below on the right. The “wings” on the animal forms become visible. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h12.jpg
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The next piece was a small salt bag. A closer detail and its back below. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h13.jpg
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The next small bag was attributed to Bijar. Incredibly hard wool. 

 

A closer vertical half(below left). And a detail that highlights its field(rotated 90 degrees below right). 

Hunter said that it has great wool. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h14.jpg
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The next piece was a Caucasian rug from Shirvan and was a rag until artistically repaired in Turkey. It 

was too pretty to be used for patches. 

 

Here are some details of this piece. Try to find the repairs 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h15.jpg
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The next piece was a Baluch bag face with a mina khani design. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h15a.jpg
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A closer corner. John’s camera work shows a few holes. Wish he was not so good. Good, “naturalistic” 

flowers in its field. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h16d.jpg
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The next piece, a Josan Saruk, came from a NY dealer or some renown. took me 5 years to get him to 

sell me the rug. Beautiful hard wool. 

 

Initial indications in the room suggested this in a NW Persian rug, perhaps a variety of Saruk.  But 

Wendel Swan, speaking from the audience, indicated that its was almost assuredly a Jozan.  Jozans he 

said are woven in the Arak area of NW Persia, as are a number of types, including both Saruks and 

Hamadans.  Some call rugs like this “Jozan-Saruks,” but Saruks have an asymmetric knot open left 

and Jozans have symmetric knots. 

On the basis of the knot alone, it might be more appropriate to place Jozans with Hamadans (although 

most Hammadans have only one pick of weft between knot rows).  In his “Hamadan” catalog Willborg 

does include one Jozan example, but also says “Technically, [ed. Jozan] rugs are more like Saruks and 

Araks, being doublewefted in construction with almost completely depressed warps.  The designs, too, 

can be confused with Saruks…”  Wendel said that Jozans are a distinctive type and should simply 

called by that name alone. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h17.jpg


Here are some closer details of this nice rug. 

   

 

The next piece was another salt bag. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h17a.jpg
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An early and well used salt bag from SW Persia and earlier than some believe. Nice botehs. 

Here are some closer details. 
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The next piece was a Tabriz. This NW Persian rug has a Senna design, yet is woven typical to Tabriz 

with a turkish Knot on cotton 

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/h19.jpg
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The next piece returned to the Caucasus. 

Hunter acknowledged that this piece has been substantially restored.  It is from the Kuba area, with a 

traditional border and weave.  Dated 4th quarter of 19th century. Here is one closer detail(below left). 

   

The discussion of restoration of the piece above led to a discussion of fragments and Hunter 

acknowledged that he is sometimes attracted to fragments. 

This, in turn, led to an aside in which he said that his daughter has started a business of using rug 

fragments to make attractive purses.  He held up two. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/h20.jpg
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He said that his daughter’s efforts in this regard had become so successful that he has had to ban her 

from using any more of his fragments.  She must now look elsewhere for this aspect of her raw 

materials. 

Wagirehs can be interesting and Hunter had one. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/hunter16daughtersbags2.jpg
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This sampler is of the sort that provides field and border designs for more than one rug. Rugs of this 

type were used by merchants in the early part of the 20th century in Bidjar to instruct weaver on the 

designs desired in a rug , replacing the cartoon used in more sophisticated weaving areas 

Here are some details of it. 

   

I have never determined whether the background is Camel hair or wool, and really do not care. The 

handle of the rug is board like, and cannot be folded. 

Now we moved to an impressive saddle cover. 
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This piece was attributed to NW Persia. I will forever be in debt to John Wertime for sharing this 

saphire blue jewell with me. 

Several closer details of it. 

   

   

The condition is perfect. Few rear end graced this masterpiece. 
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Hunter next held up a framed pre-Columbian piece. This is a kind of cocoa bag. Pre Colunbian. Hunter 

said it was Huari, 700 to 900 AD. 
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A second pre-Columbian bag  was this one.   1100 t0 1200 A.D. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h23.jpg


At one point in his talk, Hunter brought out a series of metal pieces cut into particular, precise shapes. 

He asked whether anyone had seen something like this and if anyone knew what these shaped metal 

pieces were. 

   

Hunter said that they came to him, maybe accidentally, in some rugs he bought and he found out that 

they were used by a U.S. dealer to cover particular areas of a rug as he attempted to expose the 

colors in other areas to the sun and make them more mellow. 

Hunter said this discovery alerted him at a new level to the kinds of things folks in the rug world would 

sometimes do to produce particular effects in a piece they wanted to sell.  He said, that he asked 

himself, that if this is what a U. S. rug dealer might do to “improve” a rug, what might some of the 

dealers he was sometimes using overseas be about? 

We now moved to treat pieces brought in by members of the audience. 
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The first such was a Baluch bag face with a mina khani field. 

 

Hunter examined it side-by-side with the one he had shown earlier(below left). 

   

This subsequent piece is darker, but the flowers are also naturalistic.  Hunter said that he thought the 

piece on the left above was older. 
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Some closer details of the one on the right. 
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Next was a Baluch piece with Turkman influence showing. 

 

Two closer details. A Baluch weaver influence by the so-called “Salor” turreted gul. 
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The next piece was also Baluch, this time in a balischt format. Interesting, less than usual design. One 

detail. 
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The next piece was a shallow Turkman bag. 

 

Yomut.  Not particularly old. But with traditional drawing. 
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The next piece returned us to SW Persia with a khorjin face. 

 

Two detail images. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h28.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h28b.jpg


The next piece is a small sumak half-of-a-khorjin bag, of a sort not frequently seen. 

 

This is a published piece and appears as Plate 55 in John Wertime’s book “Sumak,” 1998.  Wertime 

attributes it to the Hastrud-Miyaneh area of Northwest Iran. 

Here are two details of it. Wertime says that the drawing of the birds is typical of this area. Wertime 

describes its center medallion as “rare.” 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h29.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h29b.jpg


Next was described as a “vanity” bag. Very firm handle.  NW Persia.  Below is a vertical half to let you 

see it a bit closer(right). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h30.jpg
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The next item was a small, complete khorjin set, rotated 90 degrees below. 

 

And a very firm fabric.  There is cotton in this piece.  Here is a closer half of one bag. Northwest 

Persia. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h31.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h31a.jpg


Hunter held up the next piece. 

 

Here is the whole piece closer. SW Persia.  Its owner thinks it’s camel hair. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h32withhunter.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h32.jpg


The next piece is a glorious, complete Shahsavan khorjin set that we get to see “in the wool” here 

occasionally. 

 

It is a published piece and appeared in Parviz Tanavoli’s “Shahsavan,” as Plate 184.  It is attributed to 

the Mianeh-Hastrud area in the late 19th century. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h33.jpg


It is done in a very tough zili.  Some closer details. Wonderful color. The striped connecting piece and 

back are also handsome. 

     

One more close front detail.  This zili structure is an extra weft knotted wrapping. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h33a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h33b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h33back.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h33c.jpg


Next, Hunter held up a Yomut saddle cover. A little closer look. Impactful graphics in its design. 

 

 

Here’s an “existentialist’s bracketing” of the central column in its field. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h34withhunter.jpg
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The next piece was this small Baluch vanity bag. 

 

Hunter said it has great wool.  Two closer details below. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h35.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h35a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h35b.jpg


The next piece was the khorjin face below. 

 

This is a Shahsavan piece, estimated to have been woven in the early 19th century.  Attributed to the 

Khamseh area of NW Persia. Some additional details of it. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h36.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h36a.jpg


   

 

The next piece was a large, flatwoven, Turkman chuval. 

 

The owner thinks it may be Tekke, but work distinguishing Turkman flatweaves by tribe is not 

advanced. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h36b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h36c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h37.jpg


Some closer details of this piece. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h37a.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h37c.jpg


The next piece was described as a “dowry” tent bag. 

 

It appears to have been made in a single piece and then folded in the middle.  There was conversation 

in the room about whether it might be a “repurposed” rug, but the consensus was that it was made in 

this way and intended to be a bag format from the beginning. Attributions varied between Baluch and 

Afshar. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h38.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h38b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h38a.jpg


Next was another small SW Persian bag. 

 

The next piece was the salt bag below. This striking Kurdish piece has both good color and graphics. 

My photo of the back does not do it justice, but facing it, “in the wool,” it is almost as good as the 

front(below right). 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h39.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h40.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h40a.jpg


The next piece was one complete half of a khorjin set. 

 

Shahsavan with “snowflake-like” devices in its field. Here is a closer corner. Effective use of outlining. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h41.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h41a.jpg


The next piece was another colorful bag. Here is a closer vertical half. My notes do not contain an 

attribution. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h42.jpg
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Here is another small bag with a directional design and good color. 

 

A closer detail. This one also has a very striking back(below right). 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h43.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h43a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h43back.jpg


The next piece was a small khorjin-style, but chanteh-sized set.  Cotton foundation. Hunter said that 

he had not seen a similar piece before. Here is a vertical half  of one of these faces(below right). Nice 

the small areas of pink silk use.   Baluch attribution, maybe Aimaq. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h44.jpg
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The next piece was a complete half of a khojin set. 

 

Shahsavan was suggested. Some closer detail images of this piece. The central medallion is a variety 

of Memling gul. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h45.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h45a.jpg


Good color.  Notice Persian closure system. 

   

 

Hunter took us to the next piece. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h45b.jpg
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It was an unusual Jaff Kurd bag face. 

 

“Zili Sultan” field design was whispered in the room. Some closer detail images. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h46.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h46a.jpg


   

 

The next piece was a Baluch balischt. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h46b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h46c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h47.jpg


Here are some closer details of this piece. The character of its colors is more apparent in these close-

ups.  

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h47a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h47b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h47c.jpg


Another Baluch piece followed, this time with a more urban flavor.  My notes say Persian Baluch. 

   

Again, several details. The bright orange-reds and the “electric” blues in this piece drew comment. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h48.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h48c.jpg


At one point in his talk (not in relation to the piece above) Hunter said that he had once said in a TM 

rug morning that the orange in a given piece was too bright to have originated from a natural dye.  He 

said, not long after, a lady in that audience sent him this card with color samples attached. 

 

There was also a card from the lady saying that she had produced these colors entirely from natural 

dyes.  Hunter said this experience made him more cautious about claiming that the fact that a dye 

seemed “too bright,” might be sufficient evidence that it was likely from a synthetic dye. 

The next piece was a Kurdish bag face with a classic 2-1-2 design. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/hunter12.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h49.jpg


The center of its central medallion is a variety of Holbein gul. Here is a look at a close corner(below 

right). 

   

Notice that while the 2-1-2 reading is clearly intended by the use of white, there are in three devices 

in each corner, not one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h49b.jpg
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The next piece was a nicely composed, small bag, described as Kurdish, or maybe 

Bakhtiari.  Interesting abstracted floral medallion in its field.  Effective use of a brighter blue. Cotton 

foundation. 

  

 

The next piece was the small Yomut saddle cover below. This piece is in pile, but has a field design 

often seen in flatweaves woven in zili brocade. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h50.jpg
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Notice that it has a nice purple (I’m tempted to say “aubergine,” but Wendel Swan pointed out to me 

once that this latter term should likely be reserved for pieces of exquisite quality, so I guess this is 

just an instance of “purple.” ) 

There was conjecture in the room about whether,  given its small size, (it is 18 inches wide and 14 

inches tall at it peak) it was likely that it was used as a saddle cover. 

Since the piece is mine, I can test that a bit, and can report that, although I am a sizable male,  I can 

lay it down on the chair on which I am sitting as I type, and it more covers the rug fragment that I 

usually sit on.  I could readily sit on it as it covered a saddle, so I think it was in fact made and used 

(it is worn where the “horn” would come through) as a saddle rug. 

The next piece was described as Baluch and as a small personal bag. The designs resemble what are 

often called “jewelry” motifs, since they resemble some items of Central Asian female jewelry. 

Here is a closer detail(below right). It was described as “Aimaq,” probably woven in NW Afghanistan. 

   

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h53.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h53a.jpg


The next piece was an Uzbek “napramach” bag face. It has good graphic punch and features a strong 

yellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h54.jpg


The last piece shown in Hunter’s session was almost passed.  Hunter thought it might be a hat and 

tried it on. 

   

But in fact it is a Japanese rice bag of the “boro” category of Japanese textile.  “Boro” textiles are 

made originally from patches.  They are one evidence of Japanese frugality.  This evidence is 

redoubled when one notices that boro items have often been patched (over the original patches) due 

to wear. 

Japanese textiles made in the “boro” mode include futon covers (which can be quite large) and 

jackets.  These latter two items can be quite expensive. 

As indicated earlier, Huntersaid that he has sometimes bought fragmented pieces and has also on 

occasion he has had one restored.  He ended his session by bringing out two fragments too small to 

make restoration a consideration, but said that he valued them and felt you could learn things from 

fragments. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/h55.jpg
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Here is a closer look at the first of these small pieces. 

 

And here is the second of these two small pieces. 

 

Hunter said that if you wanted to experience the essence of a pile Senneh rug, holding this piece in 

your hands and examining it would be about the best you could do. 

Hunter took questions, and adjourned the session. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/w56.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/w57.jpg


 

To see Part 2 of this post on Hunter’s collection, use the following link: (insert link to Part 2 after 

publication. 

But before you do, let me say a few thank you’s that bear directly on Part 1. 

I want to thank Hunter for this excellent program, for being willing to have this virtual version 

produced, and for his considerable editorial assistance as we did so.  My thanks also to Tim Hays, for a 

good set of notes, and to Wendel Swan for some after session comment on some of these pieces. 

I hope you have enjoyed this post on Hunter’s “rug morning” program and hope that it will not be 

another 15 years before he gives another. 

Now, on to Part 2. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/18/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-2/ 

Regards, 

R. John Howe3 

 

  

                                                            
3 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/19/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/ 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/18/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-2/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/
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Hunter Morin, Collecting Bags and Small Rugs, 
Part 2 

Posted in Uncategorized on May 18, 2012 by rjohn 

This is the second part of a two-part post, that is a virtual version of a Rug and Textile Appreciation 

program that Hunter Morin gave at The Textile Museum, here in Washington, D.C. on   January 15, 

2011. 

 

Part 1 of this program treated pieces that Hunter bought into the Museum for his session.  If you have 

not seen Part 1 you can reach at at the link below: 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-1/ 

Part 2, here, treats other pieces that were photographed, subsequently, at Hunter’s home. 

We begin with the piece below. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/18/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-2/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/18/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-2/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/hunter-morin-collecting-bags-and-small-rugs-part-1/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/hunterwithh15.jpg


IS6 

 

Comment on IS6: Caucasian , late 19th century.  Great color and design . Harold Keshishian would’ve 

called this a happy rug. 

Here are some detail images of this piece. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is6.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is6c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is6d.jpg


   

The next rug had a classic Karachopf design. 

IS11 

 

Comment on IS11: late 19th early 20th century . Muted Colors in good condition with original 

end  finish. 

Herewith, original and finish, are some detail images of this piece. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is6a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is6b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is11.jpg


   

The next rug was a Ghiordes, old, and showing its age. 

IS14 

 

Comments on IS14: There’s not much to add, except to say that Mrs. Sullivan from Winterthur and 

McCoy Jones used to argue over the age of this piece . I think some of the patchwork repairs could be 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is11a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is11b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is14.jpg


older than the rug itself . My  conclusion , And I agree with Mrs. Sullivan is that the rug is early18th 

century. 

There was a time when Ghiordes niche design rugs were seen as the “creme de la creme,” and no 

respectable Anatolian rug collection was considered complete with one.  But these rugs have fallen in 

favor over time now and I do not know of another example in a local collection.  

But, for me, this rug has merits, despite its type and condition, and I have included details of several 

aspects of it below. 

Many Ghiordes pieces with this design seem to have miniaturized design elements in their 

spandrels.  The scale of those in this example are satisfyingly larger.  

   

 

Cross-panels are infrequent in many kinds of rugs.  Turkmen engsis, famously feature them, and 

some Anatolian designs do as well, including such Ghiordes designs.  Again, the larger scale of the 

devices included in the two cross-panels in this rug add to its attractiveness. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is14a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is14b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is14c.jpg


 

The scale of the main border on this example is also pleasingly large. The drawing of the niche and its 

contents is crisp and detailed and the articulation of the devices at its edge suggest age to me. 

   

On one wall was this elaborate Chinese embroidery. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is14d.jpg
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IS21 

 

Hunter said that although this piece has lost most of its original colors, its continuing strength is that it 

displays a remarkably wide variation in embroidery stitches. This piece was mounted by the Textile 

Museum years ago when they would do such work.  It came from the Belmont estate. Here are some 

detail images of IS21. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is21.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is21a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is21c.jpg


     

 

In some instances, hints of its former colors are retained. Hunter said that this piece, and some of the 

pre-Columbian pieces in his collection were conserved and mounted some years ago by The Textile 

Museum staff. The next piece was on the decorative side. 

IS26 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is21b.jpg
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Comment on IS26: A Hammadan rug , an early purchase that has lived up to its name of providing 

long life and hard wear. 

Here is a detail of one corner. 

 

The next rug was a less than usual Caucasian, with strong graphics. 

IS30 

 

Comment on IS30: There is not much to say about this Caucasian rug except that it is 

extraordinary  for its bold design ,fabulous color,and terrific border . John’s photographs do it justice. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is26a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is30.jpg


Here are some closer details of it. 
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The next piece was a long rug. 

IS36 

 

Comments on IS36: late 19th century Caucasian. Here are two closer details. 

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is36.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is36f.jpg


The next piece was an interesting saddle cover. 

IS37 

 

Comments on IS37: mid 18th century saddle rug from Northwest version, most likely  tag is “Ravar 

Kerman.” Here’s a look at some closer details of it. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is37.jpg
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The next piece was this Yomut asmalyk. 

IS42 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is37c.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is42.jpg


This trapping is attractive, has good color, and is in very good condition, without making any claims to 

great age. 

Here are some closer details of it. 

  

It is sometimes claimed that a good asmalyk must have an effective top stripe.  Although it is not 

dramatic, this piece has a clear one. 

 

The drawing is crisp and articulated and the color use effective. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is42a.jpg
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The height of the field devices is not as great as in some older versions without having the “squashed” 

look of some more recent ones. 

The next piece was this Yomut chuval. 

IS47 

 

The virtues of this nice piece are better seen in close-up. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is47.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is47a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is47c.jpg


 

 

The colors, despite their relative mildness, and the drawing of this piece suggest that it is older, 

possibly before 1850. 

Another Yomut chuval, below, is younger. Its colors are good and it is in excellent condition, including 

its closure cords. Here are two closer details of it below. 

IS51 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is47b.jpg
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The next rug was a longer Caucasian, with clear Karachopf design influence. 

IS54 

 

Here are two closer details of it. 
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There were some pre-Columbian textiles, mounted and hanging on the wall.  I managed reasonable 

photos of three of them. 

The first is the one below. 

IS63 

 

Comment on IS63: an early pre colunbian bag 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is63.jpg


A second small piece was this one. 

IS64 

 

Comment on IS64: a Doll shirt, 700-900 AD 

A third was almost miniscule. 

IS65 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is64.jpg
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Comment on IS65: a doll shirt , 700-900 AD 

The next piece was a front and back of half of a Qashqa’i khorjin set. 

IS67 

 

Comments on IS67: Southwest persian, Qashgai bag ,with beautiful silky wool with a Veramin feel 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is671.jpg


Here are three closer details. 

   

 

The next piece was the square-ish rug below. 

IS71 
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Comment on IS71: Caucasian, late 19th, early 20th century with beautiful color ,great condition ,and 

silk in the center of the small medallions. 

Here are some closer detail images of IS71. 
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The next rug had a medallion design. 

IS83 

 

Comment on IS83: Best handle of any rug I have seen. Beautiful silky wool, very finely woven, 

Southwest Persia , perhaps Khamseh.  Possibly early. 

Here are some detail images of aspects of IS83. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is83.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is83a.jpg
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The next piece was a long rug. 

IS92 

 

Comments on IS92: late 19th century early 20th century Caucasian rug with fabulous colors 

Here are two detail images on IS92. 

   
 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is92b.jpg
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The next piece was an Anatolian rug with a medallion design. 

IS96 

 

Comment on IS96: an early Bergama rug that has been restored and is reminiscent of a Bergama in 

the Joseph McMullen collection 

Here are some detail images of this piece. 
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The next piece was a small item of embroidery. 

IS105 

 

Comment on IS105: this lovely small Turkish piece was in pristine condition until it went through the 

washing machine. 

Here are two closer details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is105.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is105a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is105b.jpg


With the next piece we return to the Caucasus and a Kazak long rug, with good color, and classic 

“cloud band” devices. 

IS108 

 

Here are several closer details of IS108. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is108.jpg
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Next is another Caucasian long rug, this time with Talish-type design features. 

IS112 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is108c.jpg
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Here are two detail images of aspects of this rug. 

   

Another Caucasian long rug followed. 

IS118 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is112a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is112b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is118.jpg


Here is one closer detail of this piece. 

 

Next, is another Karachopf design example. 

IS121 

 

Two detail images of IS121. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is118b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is121.jpg


   

We now move to a small Caucasian rug with a long, narrow shape. 

IS134 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is121a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is121b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is134.jpg


Comments on IS134: there are some who think this small piece might be Turkish 

I took several detail images of this piece. 

   

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is134a.jpg
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The next piece was a departure and seemed old and unusual.  I do not have a comprehensive “all 

edges” photo of it.  Hunter believes that it was likely a hanging of some sort. 

IS141 

 

Comment on IS141: a masterpiece of embroidery with silver and gold Threads.I have no idea about 

its origin. 

Again, I took several closer details of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is141.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is141a.jpg


   

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is141b.jpg
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Comments on details of IS141:  This piece contains a great deal of embroidery in metallic thread and 

is in precarious condition. 

Note:  This is John Howe.  I would be interested to hear suggested attributions for this piece. 

The next piece was a small Tekke Turkman “wedding” rug. 

IS147 

 

Here are some closer details of this piece. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is147.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is147a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is147b.jpg


 

On a nearby wall was a Yomut Turkman “tent pole cover.” 

IS151 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is147c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is151.jpg


The next piece was a small Persian mat, most likely from Ferrahan 

IS167 

 

I do not think this piece is particularly old, but the rendition of the botehs is similar to that in some 

quite august pieces. 

Here are some details of it. 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is167.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is167b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is167a1.jpg


The next piece was a complete Jaff Kurd khorjin set. 

IS171 

 

Here are some closer details of this piece. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is171.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is171a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is171c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is171b.jpg


Here is the back of this khorjin set. 

 

The next piece was the small bag face, below, with fabulous, silky wool 

IS185 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is171back.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is185.jpg


We now moved to a couple of Baluch pieces.  Here is the first one. 

IS152 

 

This piece deserves some looking over.  Here are some details of aspects of this piece which utilizes 

some silk 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is152.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is152a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is152b.jpg


   

 

The second Baluch piece was this salt bag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is152c.jpg
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IS156 

 

Again, a piece that merits some closer examination. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is156.jpg
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The next piece was another long rug. 

IS176 

 

Comments on IS176: a yellow-ground border and a field Memling guls.  This is an early 20th century 

Caucasian piece. 

Here are two closer details of this piece. 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is176.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is176a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is176b.jpg


The next rug was Anatolian with a niche design from Melas. 

IS179 

 

Comments on IS179: please excuse my crude repairs . It is in process. Here are some closer details of 

aspects of this piece. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is179.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is179uncutcorner.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is179b.jpg


 

The next rug is a departure from Hunter’s “Bags and Small Rugs” theme, but I’m going to include it 

because, at least here in the DC area, some collectors of the sorts of material most of us collect 

nowadays, also, will, on occasion, collect a Persian “city” rug. 

I cannot show you an “all edges” image of it, but can give you a sense of its qualities. 

IS162 

 

This is the most comprehensive image of this piece I could manage.  My wife’s collie, Effie, insists on 

inspecting.  This is a room-size Tabriz that Hunter prizes.  He said that a prominent Washington, D.C. 

area dealer offered him a large sum for it. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is179c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is162.jpg


Here are some details of aspects of this piece. 

   

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is162a.jpg
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We end with the interesting rug below. 

S124 

 

This rug has clear “Chi-chi” design aspects, but is different from many Chi-chi’s in that the scale of the 

devices used in it varies considerably.  This rescues it from one criticism of many Chi-chi, that being 

that their dense, design devices tend to be similarly sized, resulting in lack of graphic impact, even 

boredom.  

The white field devices and the red armatures are relatively large.  Even the scale of the blue-ground 

minor borders is smaller than the traditional “Chi-chi” main border usage and so provides contrast and 

effective framing of bout the main border and the field. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/is124.jpg


Here are some details of this rug. 

   

   

This is the end of Part 2 of this virtual version of Hunter’s Rug and Textile Appreciation program. 

 

Again, I thank him for permitting me to produce this virtual version, for inviting my wife and me to his 

home to photograph the pieces in Part 2, and for his considerable editorial assistance in providing 

comments on his rugs. 

I hope you have enjoyed Hunter’s sharing with us, the extensive material in his collection. 

Regards, 

R. John Howe4 

                                                            
4 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/19/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/05/ 
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On April 2, 2011, Doug Klingensmith, a materials research engineer at the University of California at 

Santa Barbara, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program, here at The Textile Museum in 

which he talked about: 

1) his adventures in attempting to repair or conserve rugs and other textiles, and 

2) his beginning exploration of the application of some materials testing methods to wool. 
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He explained that he is a novice collector with minimal experience in the textile world, since most 

people in California collect personal electronic devices rather than antiques. 

Doug was in town because he was conducting some experiments for his department, using Bureau of 

Standards (aka NIST) facilities and equipment. 

He said that he felt like he’s spent much of his life, listening to dull, tedious technical presentations 

and that he was determined not to conduct another. 

His first slide suggested that he could deliver.  It said: 

Never Mix Engineers and Old Wool 

 

That was a good start: no dull, technical stuff so far.  So we listened up. 

 

Doug said that he inherited his engineering tendencies legitimately, that his father had them too. 

He shared this picture of his dad tinkering with a 1928 Austin in England during WWII. 

Dad said he kept it because the engine always died in front of a pub. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide2.jpg


  

 

He blamed his dog Yogi for his weaving obsession. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/doug7.jpg
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There was a major home remodel about 10 years ago. He recommends projects like this as a relaxing 

and inexpensive way to bring a family closer together. He removed the acoustic ceiling and replaced 

carpet with hardwood floors.  

When the dog barked the house rang like a bell;  this led to an innocent search for a few area rugs -

just to reduce the noise of course – and the journey to textile obsession had begun.  

 

In a short while he had gravitated to tribal carpets and flatweaves. 

Things became more complicated when his engineering  impulse emerged.   During a Thanksgiving 

visit, he noticed a rug on the floor of his in-laws’ house.  It looked old and beautiful, but battered and 

disintegrating. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p5.jpg


 

His mother in law complained that it required frequent vacuuming since little bits of yarn were 

continually falling off. 

He posted some photos on the Turkotek website and was advised that the rug had merit and was 

worth repairing. 

The owners were not at all  interested in spending the estimated repair cost, and decided to simply 

leave the rug on the floor until it finished decomposing. 

Unwilling to see that happen, and full of naive enthusiasm, Doug offered to “fix it”.   How hard could it 

be? 

Like all good engineers he looked for a repair  manual, and found Peter Stone’s excellent book on 

repairing oriental rugs. After a lot of clumsy trial and error, this is how it turned out(below).  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p6.jpg


 

 

It remains on their floor and is still intact 

Encouraged by this result, he next tried his hand on a $19 bag face he had found on Ebay, 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide71.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/finalmom.jpg


 

This repair required adding length to the warps along the bottom edge. 

Stone’s graphic, showing how one extends a missing area of warp, is, Doug said, one of the most 

useful things he has encountered in this excellent book. 

 

 

Again, here is the piece after repair. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p9.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p10.jpg


 

Doug next showed how he used Stone’s warp extension method on a rug with lots of “chickens” in its 

design, that had a “bite” out of one corner. 

The corner of the rug is stapled to a small wooden frame.The pile has not yet been trimmed.   That is 

the fun part. 

 
 

The warp extensions can be inserted with a needle while the piece  is unsupported by a frame. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p12-new-warps-on-chicken-rug.jpg
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He said that it’s critical that the warp material you are adding, in the area supplemented, be the same 

diameter as the original warps. 

After rewarping Doug  stabilizes the piece by attaching it to a frame and pulling the warps taut, before 

beginning the repiling. Doug has also done some repair of flatwoven pieces, something Marla Mallett 

has told me requires distinctive skills. 

Here are some images of a Shahsavan mafrash side panel before repairs. 

 

 

Doug said that, although it can’t be seen in the image above, this repair job was an occasion for a real 

beginner’s mistake on his part. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide131.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p14-green-shahsavan-overall-after.jpg


 

He did not wash this piece before repairing it and, in fact, went to the trouble of darkening (with tea) 

the materials he was using to repair the “white star” because the original white cotton was a little 

dingy 

He decided to wash the piece after repair;  the original cotton cleaned up nicely, leaving the carefully 

tea-stained repair on its own… 

 

He mentioned that he had used Marla Mallet’s book “Woven Structures” to better understand the 

structures in the flatwoven pieces he has attempted to repair. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/doug2.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide15.jpg


 

Marla gave him a tip that has proven golden- when repairing damaged white cotton in soumak pieces 

it is much easier to use wool yarn of the same tone and size. Below is another Shahsavan mafrash 

panel before Doug’s repair of it. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/malbook1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p16-shahsavan-end-panel-before.jpg


Here is one area of particular need. 

 

And this is the piece after repair. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p17-shahsavan-end-panel-rip-detail-before.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p18-shahsavan-end-panel-after.jpg


The next piece was a sumak mafrash side panel with corners that needed work. 

Here are the repair steps. 

 

And here is an after repair image of this piece. 

 

Doug talked next about a phenomenon that is occurring in the rug world at the moment and drawing 

some attention. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide19.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide201.jpg


 

Over the last several years the number of antique Caucasian tribal rugs in excellent condition has 

increased remarkably. 

He listed some typical descriptions of a few pieces being offered in large numbers each day the  on the 

web  . 

The sudden huge inventory of classic pieces seems too good to be true.  Here is an array of eight of 

the 21  “eagle Kazaks” that were recently offered on the same day: 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/doug5.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p22-grouped-eight-eagle-kazaks-offered.jpg


Many people in the textile community doubt the authenticity of many of these new arrivals.   He said 

that he knows of some antique rug dealers who say they have stopped buying such rugs because they 

can no longer tell what they are.  It is widely believed that many have been recently made. 

 

A material properties engineer would naturally wonder if there are systematic differences in the 

physical characteristics and behavior of new wool vs. old.  

He came across a reference on the Turkotek website to an article by someone who had used 

mechanical properties test techniques to investigate the age of textile fibers : Randall R. Bresee, a 

now retired materials research engineer, from the University of Tennessee. 

 

Mr. Bresee’s article is available on the web.  You can read it at: 

http://cool.conservation-us.org/jaic/articles/jaic25-01-004_indx.html 

Doug has contacted Mr. Bresee, who is now an accomplished landscape photographer.    He is 

interested in the work Doug is beginning to do and offered some advice and suggestions . 

http://cool.conservation-us.org/jaic/articles/jaic25-01-004_indx.html
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/doug4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p23-article.jpg


Doug took advantage of the good nature and curiosity of Kirk Fields, the head mechanical test 

engineer at UCSB, and began a few preliminary tests. 

The new wool “control group” was provided by Marla Mallett in the form of recently acquired un-dyed 

wool from the Bergama area. 

The old wool for comparison was taken from some antique pieces from the collection of John Howe 

(that’s me) . 

 

This is a rug that many of you have seen images of before.  Its age has been variously estimated as 

early 19th century, 18th century, and one experienced person thinks it might be even older.  It is, I 

think, likely the oldest pile piece I own. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p26-image-of-known-old-anatolian-village-rug.jpg


I had also given Doug samples from a Turkman chuval fragment (what we used to call “Ersari”) with 

an ikat design that has always seemed “old” to me on the basis of the drawing of the “throat” of the 

ikat gul and the “lit from within” color of one of its ground reds.  He tested these fibers as well.  

 

Preliminary efforts  have been limited to taking individual undyed warp wool fibers from these groups 

and conducting tensile elasticity tests.   A few single fibers were carefully removed from the central 

part of the warp yarns in an effort to minimize unavoidable effects of light and wear. 

Total elasticity is a fundamental mechanical property – simply the percentage of original length a 

material will stretch before failure. 

Doug showed movies of several of the tests which we cant include in the format of this post.  Instead 

we show a few frames that demonstrate the difference in elongation between the new & old materials. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p28-image-of-turkmen-ikat-chuval-maybe-old.jpg


 

When my wife and I were driving around western and central Turkey in 2005, we encountered, as we 

came into the Cappadocia area, what I assumed was an obligatory “tourist” camel along the road. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/slide11.jpg
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I took photos and, since it was moulting, gathered some of its hair, which I subsequently passed on to 

Doug. He tested fibers from this sample, too. 

 

Doug said that at one point he had a rug with a Caucasian design that a knowledgeable friend 

described as typical “Soviet era” production from the first half of the 20th century. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/camel.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p32-caucasian-maybe-soviet-rug-from-first-half-20th.jpg


Doug took samples from this rug as likely of a middling age between his “old” and “new” samples. 

He conducted tests on these samples as well. 

He conducted 8-10 elongation tests on: 1) the new Bergama wool, 2) the wool from the “old” 

Anatolian village rug, 3) the seeming older ikat “Ersari” chuval fragment, and 4) the “Soviet-era” 

Caucasian rug. 

He summarized his results in the bar graph below. 

Average Percent Total Fiber Elongation: 8 to 10 Tests Per Rug 

 

Doug did not draw any specific conclusions from these tests.  Although there are clear systematic 

elasticity differences between new wool and older wool it is not known how the life events in older 

wool or how efforts to age wool artificially may affect test results. 

For me, as a clear “man-on-the-street,” is was interesting that the results from the fibers of the 

“older? “Ersari,” with the ikat guls, seem noticeably lower than those from the Anatolian village rug 

that is generally rated “old.”  It is also interesting to me that the fibers from the “Soviet era” 

Caucasian rug produce a “middling” result that might be expected for them. 

Doug had two other side-by-side bar graphs, depicted the multiple  individual test results from the 

“new Bergama” fibers, as compared with those from, the “old ‘Ersari'” chuval fragment. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p33-bottom-elongation-comparison-chart.jpg


 

While there is clear variation between tests of the fibers for each of these pieces, the basic 

relationship of results is confirmed by each individual test. 

Doug believes that it possible that the fracture patterns of rugs of different ages may contain 

information that could help in age estimates. 

 

He has only begun to work with this aspect, but had two electron microscope images of two different 

new Bergama wool fibers. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p34-new-bergama-old-ersari-comparision-multiple-tests.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/doug6.jpg


Here is the first one. 

 

Here is the second new Bergama wool fiber. 

 

These fibers are smaller than a single human hair.    Unfortunately no fracture  images from old wool 

were available in time for this presentation. 

Some other ways to “mess around” with old wool were discussed: 

Doug has a complete flatwoven mafrash transport bag of which the image below is a detail. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p25-fracture-surface-of-new-bergama-wool.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p36-fracture-surface-of-new-bergama-wool.jpg


 

He has built a “toy” box, fashioning a panel of beautifully-grained wenge wood for its top and trim, 

and has used this complete mafrash bag as the covering for its sides and bottom. 

 

Since most folks who use complete mafrash bags as coffee table covers put them on the table upside 

down, with the bottom of the bag over its wooden top, Doug was asked how he keeps the sides of the 

mafrash on his toy chest from sliding down. 

He said that although the box was built to fit the bag, rather closely, there is a little space into which 

he has stuffed cardboard in places to tighten the fit.  In addition, he said, the lip around the top has a 

little space that permits him to tack the piece at its top (the lip then hides the tacks) if that is 

needed.   A member of the audience pointed out that art board would be a safer/more inert material 

for padding the sides of the box. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p37-toybox-a.jpg
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Doug had a couple more before & after examples of pieces he had worked on. 

 

 

Doug noted the alternatives to extensive repair of a damaged piece.  Many collectors choose 

conservation strategies, often couching the damaged piece, as is, onto a contrasting backing fabric. 

Here are a pair of panels mounted in the “as found’ condition 
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Sometimes  partial repair of a damaged textile is an option 

Only the corroded brown field in this old chanteh was rewoven 

 

He leaves to you the estimate of whether this partial repair strategy is best in this instance. 

Doug said that most of his textiles are displayed in a single room of their house. 

A few years ago, Wendel Swan gave a TM “rug morning” in which he offered a typology of textile 

display strategies.  It included at least three, that I can remember.  First, was a “museum” approach, 

then there was a “decorating” one, and third, was one he described as the “yurt” approach to display. 

Doug said that he suspected that his dedicated room falls into the “yurt” display category. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/chanteh-b-a.jpg
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He invited folks to visit him and his wife Leslie in Santa Barbara and said that this (there is a roll-away 

underneath) is where you will sleep. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/p45-left-yurt-2.jpg
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While Doug’s dedicated display room projects the intensity of a “yurt” approach to display, I think he 

may pay a bit too much attention to good lighting to qualify fully. 

Doug and Leslie own a chocolate Labrador Retriever, named “Yogi” who thanks you for your virtual 

attendance at Doug’s TM session, and who sends you good “ruggie” wishes, here at the end. 

 

Doug answered questions, and adjourned the session and the “after” conversations started up.  

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/slide47.jpg
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Doug’s wife, Leslie, had come with him on this trip. 

   

I thank Doug for presenting this program, and for his very real help in producing and editing this 

virtual version of it. 

I hope you have enjoyed Doug’s sharing of his adventures in personal textile repair and his 

suggestions about some directions the study of physical characteristics of wool might take in aiding 

age estimates. 

Regards, 

R. John Howe5 

 

  

                                                            
5 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/19/19 at  https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/06/ 
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On June 16, 2012, Christine Brown gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning Program here at The 

Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. on the subject: Textiles of Romania 

 

Christine had recently traveled in Romania and, drawing on images from that visit and from the 

literature, she illustrated the use of  textiles in Romanian homes, churches, and public buildings 

and talked about such use in traditional Romanian society.  The announcement of her talk said 

that her discussion would include traditional embroidery, the specialized clothing of shepherds, woven 

bags, and carpets. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
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Christine is a student of traditional costume and collects ethnic jewelry.  She is a professional, working 

for USAID, who has traveled widely, both in her work and privately.  She has presented previous 

RTAM programs on textiles of Uzbekistan and the tree of life. 

She began with an illustrated lecture,  an approximation of which follows.  I am often drawing 

verbatim on the lecture notes Christine has provided, but sometimes I will comment and diverge, in 

ways which I hope will not distract.  I have sometimes added illustrative images.  While Christine has 

read and made editorial suggestions about this virtual rendition of her lecture, and while I have 

attempted to implement them, this post remains, unavoidably, my report on Christine’s lecture, rather 

than the lecture she actually gave, and any remaining errors are mine alone. 

Christine: 

In the fall of 2011, I had the pleasure of spending two and one-half weeks touring Romania. 

The trip focused on traditional crafts and took us to the homes and workshops of contemporary 

artisans working in ceramics, egg painting, the carving and painting of wooden grave markers, 

sheepskin vest embroidery, felt hat making, wood carving, and weaving.  

We also visited four of the painted monasteries in the northeast part of the country, a 13th century 

fortified church, the famous Black Church of Brasov adorned with over 100 Turkish carpets, a 

collection of 700 icons painted on glass, and two open-air museums displaying traditional architecture 

from different regions of the country. 

   

In addition, we visited three ethnographic museums and two private collections of traditional clothing, 

textiles, and carpets from across Romania.  One of these private collections was put together by the 

man shown in the photo below, with his wife, children, and grandchildren.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/blackchurch1.jpeg
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The multiple buildings seen behind the family housed his large collection of textiles and other 

ethnographic objects. 

Having spent only 2 ½ weeks in-country, I am in no way an expert on Romanian textiles.  However, 

over the course of the trip, I was blown away by the sheer volume of textiles, their diversity, 

creativity, and very high level of artistry.  I decided to put together this program in the hopes that it 

will inspire any of you who have not yet been to Romania to go.  For those of you who have been 

there, I hope the images and textiles you will see today will bring back wonderful memories of your 

own visits. 

I will start by situating Romania geographically and will then talk about three things:  

1. traditional clothing; 

2. textiles used to adorn homes and churches; and 

3. kilims and carpets. 

Geographical Location: 

Romania is situated in Eastern Europe and is bordered by several countries.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide110.jpg


 

Starting at the top of the map and looking clockwise, there is Ukraine to the north, Republic of 

Moldova, the Black Sea, Bulgaria to the south, Serbia, and Hungary.   The colored areas within 

Romania are actually historical regions. Present-day Romania is divided into 41 counties, but I think 

this map corresponds more closely to the regional and ethnic variations in the textiles we will see this 

morning. 

 In today’s presentation, I will show clothing from most of the areas shown here on the map.  I want 

to stress, however, that what we will see is only a very small part of the many clothing and textile 

traditions in Romania.  Sadly, I am omitting more than I am including.  

One program note:  I will use generic English words to describe the textiles we will be looking at to 

avoid mispronouncing or misusing the Romanian terms.   When known, I have listed the region of 

Romania where a textile is from and the Romanian term for it in italics in the text below. 

The diversity stems in part from the role clothing plays as an indicator of a person’s station in life or 

place within a community, including: 

• Age; 

• Marital status; 

• Occupation; 

• Wealth and social status; 

• Religious affiliation; and 

• Regional and national affiliation. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide21.jpg


   

Diversity is also due to the different purposes that clothing serves: 

• Elaborate clothing is worn in celebration of special occasions such as weddings, religious 

holidays, etc.; 

• Specific articles of clothing were traditionally believed by some to be protective or to bring 

good fortune and fertility, especially to newlyweds; and 

• As is true anywhere, clothing varies by season and protects the wearer from the elements. 

 The examples I will be showing will illustrate these different roles. 

TRADITIONAL CLOTHING 

Let’s look now at traditional clothing.  I will talk first about articles of clothing specific to women, then 

those specific to men, and then two that are worn by both.  The latter include sheepskin vests and 

waistcoats, and an early style of shoes. 

This is John Howe, interrupting for a moment to insert an aside here. 

Amy Rispin, one of the “rug morning regulars” and another serious student of textiles, points out that, 

in her book “Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years, ” Elizabeth Barber has shown that the basic 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/traditionalwomensensemble1.jpg
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elements of traditional European dress, especially women’s dress, are very deep.  Barber also treats 

this phenomenon in her subsequent “Prehistoric Textiles.” 

I am going to draw on Barber’s work in some detail, below, but for the moment, here is a general 

point she makes about what the basic historical components of women’s clothes in much of Europe 

are, and how long they have been around. 

Barber draws actual and “linguistic archeology” (the latter looks for the presence of particular terms 

for various items of clothing) to suggest that, for as far back as 3,000 B.C. ,the basic items of 

women’s clothing for much of Europe have been:  1) a white tunic; 2) belt, and 3) tubular over-

wrap.  She notes that particular items of modern women’s clothing are not much different. 

Now back to Christine’s lecture. 

Christine: 

WOMEN’S CLOTHING - CHEMISE 

A basic component of a woman’s costume is the full-length chemise with long sleeves, and usually 

made of cotton or linen. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide3.jpg


[Photo: Oprescu, Pg 71] 

Since other articles of clothing are always worn over it, only the areas that will show when the person 

is fully dressed are ornamented. These areas include the neck opening, front, back, shoulders, 

sleeves, and the hem when it shows beneath the other clothing being worn.   

Chemise sleeves are constructed in a variety of ways.  

 

[Photo:  Winkel, Pg. 21] 

Some are voluminous and gathered only at the wrist, as shown in the photo at the top in the image 

above. 

Others are gathered at the elbow and then flare out at the wrist, as shown in the  lower of these two 

photos. 

A third type has the same voluminous fabric gathered at the wrist and ending with a short ruffle. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide4.jpg


 

[Photo:  Winkel, Pg. 23] 

In most cases, the sleeve ornamentation is composed of three sections:  a shoulder segment, a 

separating band that is often done in a contrasting color, and then designs running the length of the 

sleeve.   We will see more examples over the course of the talk. 

 APRON AND SKIRT 

A second basic component of a woman’s costume is the apron, or a skirt, or a combination of both, all 

of which are worn over the chemise.  The apron/skirt combinations vary widely, depending on the 

region and the ethnic group.  

In some areas, straight, rectangular aprons (catrinta or zadie) of similar size are worn, often in pairs, 

one in the front and one in back.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide5.jpg


 

[Photo:  Rosu, Pg. 31] 

In the photo above (from Maramures), the mother is wearing two aprons and the daughter one.   The 

aprons have wide, horizontal stripes in red and black and are tied at the waist with cords.  The mother 

is wearing a sheepskin vest that opens at the front and is ornamented with tassels.  Both the mother 

and daughter are wearing headscarves.  Both are also wearing the traditional style of shoes and 

woolen socks that I will talk more about later. 

 The husband is wearing a waist-length embroidered shirt, baggy white cotton trousers, a sheepskin 

vest, and a straw hat.  The sheepskin mantle (guba) he’s wearing around his shoulders is worn by 

both men and women.   

 In some places, the apron worn at the back is larger than the one in front.  It wraps about three-

quarters of the way around the body to overlap with a narrow apron in front.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide6.jpg


 

[Photo Batca, Pg. 139] 

In this example, her ankle-length chemise is heavily embroidered in red, with a contrasting band of 

color near the elbow.  Her front apron is a narrow rectangle, with a horizontal woven pattern, 

including two bands of human figures.  It is only a few inches shorter than the chemise.  The apron 

that wraps around from the back has a vertical, woven pattern and is several inches shorter than the 

front one.  She’s wearing a woven belt over both and a long piece of raw silk draped over her head 

and extending down her arm. 

 Another variation (Oltenia; valnic) is a piece of wool fabric that is wrapped around the body, gathered 

at the waist, and held in place with a woven belt.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide7.jpg


 

[Photo:  Rosu, Pg. 20] 

One source describes this piece as being up to 12 feet long and 3 feet wide.  It is worn over the 

chemise, and has a vertical, woven design of stylized geometric and vegetal motifs.  Note the broad, 

horizontal band of embroidery on the upper chemise sleeve and the vertical pattern running to the 

wrist.  The woman in the middle also has two bands of embroidery down the front.   Both are wearing 

traditional shoes and socks; both have their hair covered. 

The man is wearing a white shirt with full sleeves cuffed at the wrist.  His narrow white trousers are 

decorated with black braid at the pockets.  He is wearing a wide woven belt and an embroidered 

sheepskin waistcoat decorated with the same black braid as the trousers.  He is also wearing a tall, 

black lambskin hat. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide8.jpg


 A very different style of apron is found on the western side of the country (Banat; opreg).  

 

[Photo Winkel, Pg. 8; quote Pg. 30] 

The description of this piece in the 1978 exhibition catalogue from the Craft and Folk Art Museum in 

Los Angeles, states the following:  

QUOTE:  Two dark blue velvet sections, worn front and back, from which hangs a long, multicolored 

cotton fringe.  A panel of gold Romanian coins (lei) is sewn covering the velvet.  Brass tree forms 

punctuate the rows of coins.  The coins are dated 1897-1905.  This is probably a dowry piece.  END 

QUOTE    

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide9.jpg


In the close-up image, below, you can see the coins sewn on side by side.  

 

The rows of tree forms are attached in between the coins and lay on top of them.  The bottom row 

looks like flowers. 

 Here is another example with the same type of fringe but with a woven panel instead of velvet with 

coins.  

 

[Photo Batca, Pg. 127] 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide9a.jpg
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A wide woven belt sits above the apron.  The chemise is heavily embroidered on the front and the 

sleeves.    The sleeves are gathered at the wrist with an embroidered ruffle.  The sheepskin vest is 

ornamented with geometric designs and dark wool trim around the edges and armholes. 

 John:  Again, Amy Rispin gets credit for reminding me that string skirts are the focus of a lengthy 

treatment by Elizabeth Barber in her “Women’s Work” volume. 

The following draws directly, and in detail, on Barber’s treatment. 

Barber says that fossilized, plied, fiber string that dates to 15,000 B.C. has been found in caves in 

France.” 

 

Courtesy Barber, Women’s Work, 1994 

She moves from this to show that there are Stone Age figurines of women from several European 

locations wearing “string skirts” (3,000 to 20,000 B.C.). 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/barber1.jpg


 

Courtesy of Barber, Women’s Work, 1994 

She provides an image of a particular wool, string skirt found on the remains of a  young woman in 

Denmark in the 14th century B.C. 

 

Courtesy, Barber, Women’s Work, 1994 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/barber-2.jpg
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Next, Barber argues that the function of these string skirts was likely not “covering” (some of 

them are too skimpy to do much of that) but rather to signal the availability of the woman for sexual 

activity.  She talks about once wearing a string skirt herself and how “exhilarated and powerful” it 

made her feel.  Why “powerful?”  She speculates that that feeling is perhaps  rooted in the 

predominant role of women in the creation of new life. 

Barber then indicates that the string skirt is still alive and well preserved in the folk costume of south-

central and eastern Europe.    

Folk aprons, worn both to the front and to the rear, that have clear string elements are illustrated in 

Barber’s “Women’s Work…” volume, including one attributed specifically to Walachia, a region of 

Romania.  

 

Courtesy Barber, Women’s Work, 1994 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/barber-4.jpg


Here is a larger image of the Walachian apron (b. above). 

 

Courtesy Barber, Women’s Work, 1994 

Note that Barber describes it as a “front” apron, in the caption, but says that there was also a nearly 

identical, Walachian back apron.  Both of these Romanian aprons have prominent string elements as 

do the two Christine treated above. 

Back to Christine’s lecture: 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/barber-4b.jpg


 

[Photo Batca, Pg. 170] 

This skirt is comprised of one rectangular piece of fabric (fota) about five feet long and three feet wide 

that is wrapped around the body and fastened at one side.  The fabric is often wool, or cotton mixed 

with wool.  The skirt can completely cover the lower part of the chemise, as in this example, or it can 

be slightly shorter, allowing the embroidered hem of the chemise to show below it.   The skirt has 

vertical strips of geometric designs that contrast with the horizontal stripes in the woven belt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide111.jpg


This last example (Buzau District; androc) is a full skirt with side seams and a waistband.  

 

[Photo Batca, Pg. 31] 

It has vertical stripes and a band of dark fabric added at the hem. 

Let’s move on to head coverings. 

 HEAD COVERINGS 

 We have already seen two examples of head coverings—headscarves tied under the hair at the back 

of the head and the long, rectangular raw silk pieces.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide12.jpg


   

I will now show a few examples of some of the more unusual head coverings. 

 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 54] 
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This one is quite unusual but, I am sorry to say, I couldn’t find a description saying what it is made of 

or on what occasion it is worn.  There is a row of coins at the bottom that lay flat on top of her 

hair.  There is also a row of pearls or beads at the base. 

Note from John:  “Each region had its own modes of traditional hairdressing, and in certain regions 

there were special ornate headdresses for wedding ceremonies called in Romania Cununã  (coronet) or 

in Hungary parta).”  It may be that the fancy head gear is most likely wedding dress, since none of 

the everyday head coverings are very large or elaborate. 

This young woman (from Nasaud) is wearing what one source translated as “peahens” (paunite).  

 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 186] 

It is comprised of two circles made of black ostrich feathers decorated with concentric circles of beads, 

red artificial flowers, and a hairpin set in the center.  The peahens are placed over the ears and tied 

with a ribbon at the back of the head.  Although we can’t see it in this image, another five or six 

ribbons are sometimes tied on and hang down the woman’s back.  See the section on men’s hats 

below for the male version of this headwear in the Nasaud region. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide14.jpg


 This bride (from Oas) is wearing a headdress translated by one source as a “bride’s wreath.”  

 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 187] 

The cylindrical headdress was believed to protect the young bride against evil forces at the beginning 

of her married life.  It is made of red velvet and is adorned with fresh flowers in summer and artificial 

flowers in winter.  It is also covered with beads of various sizes and colors (predominantly red) and 

with coins.  She is also wearing multiple beaded necklaces. 
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 This style of headdress (from the Tarnave River area) is constructed in layers.  

 

[Photo:  Postcard] 

A red scarf is tied on the head, so that it covers the hair and encircles the face.  A white circular frame 

is then placed on the head followed by white fabric that also encircles the head.  Decorative metal 

pins, set with colored glass, pearls, and beads, are attached to the frame across the entire width of 

the forehead. 

Let’s look now at men’s clothing.  

MEN’S CLOTHING - SHIRT 

 A basic component of men’s clothing is the shirt.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide16.jpg


 

 

[Drawings, Hedvig- MariaFormagiu, pp.56-57] 

Shirts usually have a white ground color, can be either short (waist-length) or long (extending mid-

thigh and sometimes to the knees and below), and are made of hemp, flax, wool, cotton, or raw 

silk.  Decoration is applied on the neckline or collar, either side of the neck openings, shoulders, and 

the cuffs or edges of the sleeves. 

These men (from Maramures) are wearing short shirts with embroidered collars and cuffs over wide, 

summer trousers.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/mensshirts1.jpg
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 [Photo:  Batca, Pg. 212] 

According to one source, these trousers are tied at the waist with a drawstring.  They are also wearing 

sheepskin vests with red and blue tassels and straw hats with flowers.  

This group of men were decked out in their finest apparel for an event in 1906.  

 

[Photo:  Postcard] 
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The man on each end is wearing a straight, knee-length shirt while those in the middle are wearing 

gored shirts that make them much fuller.   They are all wearing white, close-fitting trousers.  Note the 

various belts, the embroidered textile hanging from the belt of the man at the far right, and the shoe 

laces winding up to the knees.  The laces on the man on the ground at the lower right have pom-

poms. 

The man in the photo at left (from Dobrudja) is wearing a long straight shirt with sawtooth edging at 

the hem.  

 

 [Photo:  Batca, Pg. 15] 

The sleeves are cuffed.  He’s also wearing a very wide woven belt, a double-breasted vest of dark 

wool ornamented with buttons and appliquéd braiding.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide19left.jpg


The photo, below, shows an identical vest buttoned up, forming a V shape. 

 

  [Photo:  Batca, Pg. 163] 

TROUSERS 

Let’s look now at trousers.  The fabric used for trousers is usually white, but the type of fabric varies 

by season.  Winter trousers were “fulled” to make them thicker.  Fulling entails moistening, heating, 

and pressing woolen cloth to make it thicker and, therefore, warmer.  Winter trousers are usually 

tight-fitting while summer trousers, made of thin wool or linen, can be tight or wide. 

  

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide19right.jpg


This man (from the Apuseni Mountains) is wearing tight-fitting summer trousers.  

 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 88] 

He is also wearing a thigh-length embroidered shirt, wide leather belt, an embroidered vest, and a 

hat. 

I think that’s enough said about trousers.  Let’s look at a few examples of belts. 

BELTS 

Belts are made either of woven fabric or leather.   Fabric belts are worn by both men and women and 

can be either wide or narrow. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide20.jpg


 

[Photo:  Rosu, Pg. 37] 

Here we have a very wide woven belt (from Dobrudja).  The end has designs woven into it and a 

fringe that hangs loose over the hip.  The middle section is plain except for two narrow stripes at the 

top.  The book this photo comes from states that men from the region where this belt is worn wear 

white belts when working during the week and red ones, like the one in this photo, for holidays.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide211.jpg


This is a close-up view of a very wide leather belt that is worn throughout Transylvania (Saxon 

heritage).   

 

[Photo:  Rosu, Pg. 37] 

It is ornamented with narrow strips of dyed leather laid down in floral and geometric patterns and with 

eyelets punched into the round lappets.   Note the Ottoman-style tulip. 

 Some belts of this type are decorated using a repoussetechnique, meaning the design is pressed into 

the leather from the underside, creating a raised pattern on the top side.  On others, thick metal 

thread, tin tacks, studs, and more recently, colored glass beads are used to adorn them. 
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[My Photo] 

The photo above shows two musicians who were performing for my tour group.  The man on the left is 

wearing a beaded belt; the man playing the accordion is wearing a leather belt.  The photo below is a 

close-up of the beaded belt. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide23left.jpg


 

 These wide leather belts are often worn by farmers and woodcutters because of the support they 

provide. 

HATS 

Let’s quickly look at men’s hats.  As with the women’s head coverings, there is wide variation in men’s 

hats.  I am going to show three of the more intriguing ones. 

In many regions of Romania, a man was expected to adorn his hat or cap on his wedding day.  In 

some areas, gold or silver coins, given by parents or godparents, were used in hopes the coins would 

bring the young groom wealth in his new life. 

In other areas, different types of feathers were used together with flowers, beads, silk ribbon, small 

mirrors, and a variety of other things.  
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          [Photo:  Batca, Pg. 73; Text Pg. 200]  

This spectacular headdress (from Bistrita-Nasaud) is the male counterpart of the “peahen” headdress 

discussed in the women’s head covering section above.  It is comprised of hundreds of peacock 

feathers set in a fan shape by a specialized craftsman.  It would only be worn by a wealthy 

person.  Note his shirt with its embroidered collar and ornamental edging on the sleeves, the 

sheepskin vest covered in tassels, and his wide leather belt decorated with colored strips of leather. 

John:  This style is dramatic enough to earn a couple more views.  Here is one from different angle. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide24.jpg


 

There are versions on which beads are prominent. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/manshat_feather.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/manshatbeadsandfeathers-caluser.jpg


Christine: Some hat styles indicate the wearer’s profession, as with the case of shepherds.  

 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 207] 

Their hats are often made of very stiff felt and come in different styles. The shepherd’s hat shown 

here is medium height with a narrow, turned up brim.  The shepherds hats made by the hat maker we 

visited were taller and more conical and are worn perched on top of the head.  

 Note the beautiful sheepskin mantle this shepherd is wearing. 

The next piece is a beautiful example of a type of straw hat worn in the Maramures region in northern 

Romania. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide25.jpg


 

[My Photo:  Maramures beaded hat]:  

  It is an exceptional example because of the beautiful beadwork and pompoms.  It belongs to one of 

the artisans we visited on the tour who plopped it on something on her work bench, which is why 

there is so much stuff around it. 

ARTICLES OF CLOTHING WORN BY BOTH MEN AND WOMEN 

Let’s look at two articles of cl othing worn by both men and women. 

VESTS 

The first is the vest or longer waistcoat, usually made of sheepskin and worn with the fleece on the 

inside.  The white skin surface on the outside is embellished in a variety of ways, including with: 

• embroidery, 

• appliqué (often with leather pieces), 

• wool tassels or pompoms; or 

• fur trim. 

 We’ve seen a number of examples already so I will only show a couple more. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide26.jpg


 

[Photo:  Rosu, Pg. 81]:  

The four images above show the front and back of two types of women’s vests (Saxon heritage).  

The one on top is beautifully embroidered with floral designs front and back and has crocheted edging 

at the sleeve holes of the same blue color as the skirt.  The vest is held together with white buttons on 

each side laced up with a cord. 

The two features I want to point out in the embroidered sheepskin vest in the lower two images are: 

1. The vest closure is at the side underneath the arm.  You can see the loops in the picture at the bottom 

right.   Many women’s vests close in the front. 

2. This vest is cut so that it comes to a point in the front and back, making it especially elegant.  The 

others we have seen have straight edges.  The neck and bottom edges are lined with black wool. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide27.jpg


Traditional Shoes 

The last item of clothing I am going to talk about is the traditional shoes that are worn by men and 

women and can still be seen today in smaller communities. 

 

 [My Photo] 

I took these two photographs last fall.  In both instances, these ladies were sitting out along the road, 

whiling away the time spinning wool or chatting, and watching the world go by.  

The lady in the photo above is not wearing traditional shoes. 

But two of the ladies in the photo below ARE wearing the traditional type of leather shoe (opinca; 

opinci (pl.)). 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide28left.jpg


 

  [My Photo] 

Note that all four women are wearing headscarves, and two of the four are wearing vests. 

 As with the other articles of clothing we’ve looked at, there is variation in the cut and stitching of 

these shoes, but this diagram shows the basic technique.  A shoe is cut from a single, rectangular 

piece of pigskin or cowhide.  The variation occurs in the way in which the hide is folded and gathered 

around the top of the foot, how the heel is shaped, and the manner of tying the laces, either around 

the ankle, as shown here, or wrapping around the lower leg. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide28right.jpg


 

[Photo:  Batca, Pg. 77] 

 

[Photo:  Oprescu, Pg. 44] 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide29.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide30left.jpg


The excess hide in the shoes worn by the woman (from Bukovina), in the photo above, comes to a 

point over her big toes and the straps crisscross her feet and wrap multiple times around her ankles. 

 The shoes of the young woman, in the image below (from Transylvania) are similar, but different.  

 

[Photo:  Oprescu, Pg. 39] 

If you look at her left shoe, the excess hide seems to be folded back over her foot so that the front is 

squared off.  There is less lacing over the top of the foot, and even though it’s hard to see, the lacing 

goes up much higher on her leg. 

John:  This basic style, with the laces moving up the leg, have been used in the part of Europe in 

which Romania is located for a long time.  It is visible in one of the Stone Age “string skirt” 

illustrations we saw from Elizabeth Barber back near the beginning.  Here it is, again. 

Stone Age figurines of women from several European locations wearing “string skirts” (3,000 to 

20,000 B.C.). 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide30right.jpg


 

And Barber makes sure we’ve notice this in her caption comment on drawing (d) above. 

TEXTILES IN HOMES 

In the last part of her lecture, Christine turned our attention to textiles adorning the interiors of homes 

and churches. 

She said: “The group I traveled with was fortunate to be invited into the home of this woman in the 

photo below. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/barber-2.jpg


 

 [My Photo] 

The photo below shows the exterior of her house. 

 

[My Photo:  Exterior]  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide31left.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide31right.jpg


You can see the chopped wood piled up at one end and some clothing hanging over the rail. 

The image below takes us inside and shows a bedroom with embroidered towels hanging along one 

wall just below the ceiling.  

 

[My Photo:  Interior] 

On the bed is a striped woolen cover and two pillows, each with pillow cases embroidered only on the 

closed ends.  There is at least one small carpet on the floor. 

The photo below, shows her two black skirts hanging on nails from the ceiling beam.  

 

[My Photo] 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide32left.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide32right.jpg


In some homes, the quantity of textiles is substantial and practically covers the walls as well as the 

furniture. 

 

[Photo:  Postcard] 

Textiles hung on the walls are positioned according to the weight of the material they are made of, 

which can be wool, flax, hemp, or cotton.  

 In the image, above, you can see the layers of textiles encircling the room, beginning with the section 

at the top.  The larger piece below has at least two small embroidered pieces on top of it.  The square 

one at the left appears to have pictures in wooden frames hung on top of it.  There is a plaid wool 

covering on the table. On the bed, there are multiple pillows with embroidered cases 

 Although we don’t see them in this image, there are often icons painted on wood or glass and ceramic 

plates or jugs hung in a row above the textiles. 

 TEXTILES FOR WELCOMING VISITORS 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide33.jpg


 

[My Photo:  Sheepskin Embroiderer with Bread] 

One other special textile shown in this photo is a long, heavily ornamented rectangular piece on which 

a special loaf of round, braided bread and salt are offered to arriving guests.  Each guest tears off a bit 

of bread, dips it into the salt, and eats it. 

The man offering the bread is one of the few remaining artisans in Romania that embroider the 

sheepskin vests we saw earlier.  He is also the one who embroidered the vest we will look at during 

show and tell.  That is his wife to the right and his granddaughter presenting a plate of salt.  

Here is another “bread and salt welcoming” photo. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide34.jpg


 

[Uncredited internet photo] 

My “title” photo, back at the beginning was still another example of the use of textiles in this 

welcoming ritual. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/welcomebreadsaltnasaud_bn.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide11.jpg


TEXTILES IN CHURCHES 

Textiles are also used to adorn churches. Many of you know of, or have visited, Romanian churches 

that are hung with donated Turkish carpets.   

Since the focus today is Romanian textiles, I’m not going to talk about these Turkish carpets. 

Instead, let’s look at this beautiful wooden church and the traditional woven fence with the slanted 

wood covering to funnel the rain away. 

 

[My Photo] 

Visiting this church was not part of our planned itinerary, but we asked if we could stop to look at the 

exterior of it.  As it happened, the pastor of the church happened to see us and asked if we would like 

to see the interior, which of course we did.  

 This is what we saw when we entered—textiles everywhere!  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide35.jpg


 

[My Photo] 

All of these embroidered cloths had been made for, and donated to, the church over time. Here is a 

closer view of some of them. 

 

[My Photos:  Church interior]  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide36.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide37.jpg


Some of these textiles are  specifically sized to be hung over the arms of the chandeliers. 

 

 [My Photo:  Chandeliers] 

Woolen textiles also covered the side benches and the floor. 

 

[My Photo:  Wool Bench and Floor Coverings]  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide39.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide40.jpg


KILIMS 

Finally, we come to kilims.  

The tour included lunch on the balcony of the refectory at a monastery.  We walked through a couple 

rooms to get to the balcony and I took pictures of two of the kilims that, I believe, were woven in the 

Oltenia region.  

 

[My Photo] 

In the photo below, note the embroidered cushions on the dining room chairs. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide41.jpg


 

[My Photo] 

John: Note that there are curvilinear elements in the designs in many Romanian kilims.  These are 

likely produced using eccentric wefts. 

Christine: The next two images were sent to me by dealers. 

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide42.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide43.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide44.jpg


John: Here is one more dealer piece from the internet. 

 

Here is a closer detail. 

 

Notice that there are bird and human figures in this piece.  We’ll talk later about this sort of thing in 

the discussion of pieces brought into this session. 

Christine: The small weaving in the photo below was hanging on the wall of a restaurant my group ate 

at during the tour. It is about 18 inches wide and 24 inches long. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/marlaromanian1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/marlaromaniandetail.jpg


 

[My Photo] 

A last photo is of a contemporary weaver and her daughter from the region of Bucovina. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide45.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/slide46.jpg


John: A number of us in DC are familiar with this kind of Romanian textile.  A year or so ago there was 

an exhibition of it in the French Embassy here.  A French artist had become interested in this type of 

Romanian weaving and had worked with some Romanian weavers producing it.  The entire exhibition 

was of this kind of contemporary Romanian weaving.  Both the color palette and the designs were 

identical. 

Christine answered questions and ended her part of this program. 

 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

For those of you who would like to learn more about the textiles of Romania, there are books available 

in English.  Christine said that those that she referred to when preparing this talk include: 

Batca, Maria:  The Romanian Folk Costume, National Centre for the Preservation and Promotion of 

Traditional Culture, Bucharest, 2006; 

 Gervers, Veronika: “The Historical Components of Regional Costume in South-Eastern Europe,” 

Textile Museum Journal, Volume IV, Number 2, 1975, pp. 61-78, Washington, D.C.; 

 Oprescu, George:  Peasant Art in Romania, The Studio Ltd., London, 1929. 

 Petresco, Paul and Paul H. Stahl:  Tapis Roumains, Editions Meridiane, Bucharest, 1966. 

 Rosu, Georgeta; Maria Magiru, and Mihai Dancus: The Traditional Costume in Romania, ALCOR 

EDIMPEX, Bucharest, 2011; 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/christine2.jpg


 Winkel, Joyce:  Romanian Folk Textiles, Craft and Folk Art Museum exhibition catalogue, Los Angeles, 

1978. 

End of Christine Brown’s bibliography. 

While preparing this virtual version, I (John Howe) have also drawn on: 

Barber, Elizabeth Wayland: Women’s Work: The First 20,000 Years, New York and London, 1994. 

Formagiu, Hedvig-maria: Portul Popular din Romania, Bucuresti, 1974.  Note: This is a Soviet era 

publication that strains too hard toward an abstract typology, so as to avoid much explicit treatment 

of ethnic differences, but still retains a good deal of useful information about basic components and 

variations of traditional clothing and especially where particular variations were worn. 

Snowden, James: The Folk Dress of Europe, New York and London, 1979. 

End of Bibliography6 

We now moved to examine the material that had been brought in. 

To see that you need to follow the link below to Part 2: 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-2-the-

pieces-brought-in-and-a-few-more/ 

 

  

                                                            
6 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/22/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/ 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in-and-a-few-more/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in-and-a-few-more/
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This is the second part of a two-part Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program given by Christine 

Brown on “Romanian Textiles.”  

 

The first part of Christine’s program was a lecture which you can reach using this link: 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-1-the-

lecture/ 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in-and-a-few-more/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in-and-a-few-more/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-1-the-lecture/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/09/christine-brown-on-romanian-textiles-part-1-the-lecture/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/christine6withopenbook.jpg


I need to be clear that this Part II is entirely my own treatment and neither Christine, nor anyone else 

I’ve consulted or drawn on, is responsible for any errors in it. 

There was a remarkable amount of material in the room, and Christine moved to that next. 

On the first level of  the front-of-the-room board there were four pieces. The round piece is a cushion 

cover. 

   

The second one was larger, a table decoration. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/firstlevelcomprehensive.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r1-2.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/oval-red-embroidery.jpg


As we saw in Christine’s lecture, aprons are an important component of the traditional costumes of 

Romanian women.  The next piece was such an apron. 

 

Some of the bands in this apron are woven.  Others are embroidered.  This style of apron is worn in 

the Nasaud region where the peahen and peacock headwear is worn. 

On the far right side of the board, was this square-ish textile. The five decorative devices on it are 

beaded rather than embroidered. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r3a.jpg


 

Christine had two items of embroidered sheepskin, shown under plastic to retain their dead white 

color.  The first of these was the vest below. Here is a closer view of the front of this vest below(left). 

Here is the back of this vest(right). 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r5frontandwendel1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r5front.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r5back.jpg


There was also a hat.  Here are two images of it. 

   

We moved to the second layer of brought-in pieces. 

 

To treat this material, Christine had invited a special guest, Nadine Dutcher, who taught English as a 

foreign language, in the years 1977-78, in an area of Romania close to Hungary. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r6a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r6.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/secondlevelcomprehensive.jpg


 

Starting on the left again, she said that this first piece was intended as a tablecloth, but was large 

enough to use as a bedspread. A closer detail of this piece below on the right. 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/specialguest1a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r7.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r7a.jpg


The item on the right side is also a tablecloth that is shown folded in half. A closer detail of this 

piece(below right). 

   

My images of the four small pieces on this level of the board are not good, but here they are, for what 

they are worth. 

The first of these four pieces is a small bag. The other three are pillow covers. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r13.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r13a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r8.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r9.jpg


The next two images below are deceptively large.  Both of these pieces are about the same size as the 

two above. 

   

The remaining piece, on this level of the board, was the one below. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r10.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/panel-piece-5.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r11.jpg


This is a signed wall hanging by a known Romanian artist in the 1970s.  Its designs depict carved 

wooden spoons. The next piece was a sizable kilim. 

 

The weaving is slit tapestry, but the curves in the designs in its field are accomplished with “eccentric 

wefts.”  In her discussion of eccentric wefts, Marla Mallett, in her book, Woven Structures, indicates 

that their use suggests “an extremely stable warp, held under excellent tension.”  Marla also notes 

that “shallow, curved shapes are easily created,” when a weavers is employing slit tapestry. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r14.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r14b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r14a.jpg


There were several more of these kilims.  I’ll just show them without much comment. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r15.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r16.jpg


   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r17.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r18.jpg


 

Notice that the designs in the kilim above include birds (we saw a kilim during the lecture that had 

birds and humans in its designs). 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/long-slit-tapestry.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r19b.jpg


About such motifs, in Balkan kilims, Tim Hays (who was traveling and not able to attend Christine’s 

session) and who, with his wife, Penny, is a student and collector of Balkan textiles, writes: 

“Tree of Life” motifs are very common on kilims woven by Christians in Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria and 

elsewhere in the Balkans. They also appear on the kilims woven by Muslims in Bulgaria and Anatolia. 

But not the birds. These seem to be restricted to pieces woven by Christians. Many older Balkan kilims 

were woven by Christians for the Ottoman market and later for the European market. Serbian Kilims 

even have fish. These are a symbol of importance to Serbian Orthodox weavers. 

This material seems quite young and designs can move rapidly from traditional usages, but the 

presence of birds in the 19th century would suggest that a given kilim was woven by Christian 

weavers. 

Another member of the audience had brought two pieces she had bought in Romania. The first of 

these was a table runner with embroidered ends(below right). 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r21andr22andowner.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r21.jpg


The second piece was a bag with its source prominently indicated in its design. 

 

Jeff Krauss brought a Romanian folk mask. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r22.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r23andjeff.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r23.jpg


There are apparently various types of such masks that have been a part of Romanian tradition. 

On the internet site “FolksRomania.com” I found the following passage and explanation. 

“The traditional masks are ancient remains of the collective memory. Masks were used in the fertility 

rituals, rain calling rituals, hunting rituals or in ritual dances. They represent characters from folk 

mythology. 

“The mask games are played in specific moments of the year (Christmas, New Year, etc.) or on the 

events definitive for humans� life (wedding, death). 

“In Vrancea County, at the dead watch, men wearing masks on their face dance in the courtyard, at 

the fire. Accompanied by drums, they offer a last party to the one who passes the threshold between 

the two worlds. 

“Only men wear masks. It is forbidden to say the name of the persons under the masks. These 

customs are probably the remains of ancient initiation rituals. 

“Masks are made of fur and animal skin, of cloth, ceramic, carved wood, lime, fir or birch bark, metal 

rings or pieces, thick colored rope, bird feathers, hemp tow, horse or pig hair, beans and corn, straw, 

colored paper, beads, buttons, glass pieces, horns or pieces of objects. Some of these materials are 

colored. 

“The most used tools for making masks are the knife, the clasp, the scissors, the hammer, the chip 

axe, the hand drill and the pincers. 

“Masks are remains of a strange, symbolical world which is getting lost in the industrialized world of 

today.” 

The next piece shown was much larger and looked to me as if it could have some age.  Someone 

suggested 1900. 

http://www.folkromania.com/shop.php?ownerid=3


 

As Tim Hays’  notes in his comments, immediately above, such “tree of life” designs were used by 

both Christians and Islamic weavers in the Balkans. There was a suggestion in the room that the 

border devices in this klim are a Turkish usage. 

Here are some closer details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r20-1.jpg
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Wendel Swan’s daughter is married to a Romanian, and last year, they traveled there where he has 

family. 

Subsequent to this program (which they attended) they sent Wendel some additional images of 

Romanian textiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/r20c.jpg


The first of these pieces, below, is an item of contemporary tapestry similar to others we have seen 

above. 

 

This is a piece they bought during their trip and brought back. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/wendelsdaughterthirdrug.jpg


But the other two images are of textiles in the husband’s family.  These two pieces are still in 

Romania. 

The first is a round table cover.  (The photo may not show it at its best.) 

 

It’s not clear from the image what technique was used to create it.  Marla Mallett, looking at this 

photo, says it is likely done in needlepoint.  Tim and Penny Hays report that is similar to pieces they 

saw while traveling in SE Europe. 

The third piece is a fragmented half of a large kilim. Here is a closer detail of it(below right). 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/wendelsdaughterround.jpg
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This kilim has some interesting features.  First, its colors.  It has two reds, a lot of green, a clear 

yellow and a strong purple.  If from natural dyes, these colors could suggest some age. 

Another feature that attracts my eye is the large scale of its design devices.  These seem larger to me 

than those we usual encounter in larger Anatolian kilims. 

Tim Hays has consulted some European sources who indicate that this piece is definitely Romanian 

and may be over 100 years old.  He says it was likely woven in the Banat area of southwestern 

Romania. 

The presence of some seemingly older kilims in the room tempted me,  as I built this virtual version of 

this program, to look about for some more older Romanian kilims.  

Tim Hays drew my attention to a lecture by Stefano Ionescu, the Romanian textile scholar and tour 

leader, entitled “Folk Kilims from Romania.”  If you want to hear Stefano’s lecture, you need to invite 

him to give it, but we have his permission to show you a few of these older Romanian kilims. 

This first piece is described as  “Rupea, Ottoman kilim” and is estimated to the 17th century.  Stefano 

indicates that this is the only kilim surviving in the Church collections in Transylvania. 

 

Rupea is in the north of Romania.  It is a town in Brasov county in Transylvania. Here is a closer detail 

of it. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano1rupeaottomankilim17thcent.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano1a.jpg


A second piece is described a woven in Wallacia, in the second part of the 19th century. Wallacia is a 

historic area, parts of which are in today’s southern Romania. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano2walachian2ndhalf19th.jpg


The third of these folk kilims is said to have been woven in Oltenia and is dated 1788. Oltenia is in 

southwest Romania and is a part of Wallachia. 

  

Below is a closer detail of this third kilim. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano3olteniandated1788.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano3a.jpg


The next piece was also from Oltenia. 

 

This piece is said to be a “trousseau” weaving.  It is dated 1857 and the calligraphy on its right side in 

this image, reads “Made by me.” (the “me” apparently assumed to be self-evident to those who would 

read it). Here is a closer detail of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano4olteniandated1857.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano4a.jpg


This would have been a time when the presence of a bird would signal a Christian weaver. 

Next is a kilim from Banat in south Transylvania.  Tim Hays suggests that its probably from the 

Romanian Banat. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano5stransbanatlate19th.jpg


The piece below is also from Transylvania, but this time from the county of Maramures, in its northern 

part. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano6ntransmaramureslate19th.jpg


The next piece is from the Dan Basta Collection. 

 

It is dated 1835 and is attributed to Bucovina, a historical area, part of which is now in far eastern 

Romania, with the other part in the Ukraine. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano7bucovinachurchkilimdate1835.jpg


The last piece I want to show from Stefano’s lecture on “Folk Kilims of Romania,” is attributed to 

Bessarabia.  

 

This is another historical region which has, over the years, been passed back and forth, divided up and 

combined with, some neighboring areas on the far eastern edge of Romania.  “Moldavia” is to its 

immediate west. Here is a closer look at a detail of its field. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano8bessarabiadated.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/stephano8abessarabiadetail.jpg


So you can see that there are some older “folk” Romanian kilims worth our attention. 

Christine took and answered further questions and adjourned the session. 

The usual interactions occurred. 

   

   

Bibliographic Addendum: 

There are also some remarkable sites on the web that focus on Romanian ethnic clothing (and often 

that of other groups as well).   Here are a few: 

RomanianMuseum.com has a costume page with levels: 

http://romanianmuseum.com/Romania/RomaniaFolk.html# 

The Ethnographic Museum of Transylvania has  a site: 

http://www.muzeul-etnografic.ro/enpermanent-exhibition/traditional-folk-costume.php 

A British web site Elsnik, has Romanian costume pages. 

http://www.eliznik.co.uk/ 

http://romanianmuseum.com/Romania/RomaniaFolk.html
http://www.muzeul-etnografic.ro/enpermanent-exhibition/traditional-folk-costume.php
http://www.eliznik.co.uk/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/after2.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/after62.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/after7.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/after4.jpg


The Brooklyn Museum via The Metropolitan Museum of New York, has interesting, quality Romanian 

costume material. 

http://www.ludique.ro/romanian-heritage/ 

As I indicated in the text above, I drew my description of Hungarian folks masks, 

from FolksRomania.com. And to repeat another credit, my eight examples of older Romanian “folk 

kilims,” were taken from an illustrated lecture fashioned and given by Stefano Ionescu. 

Here, also is a link to information about a Romanian tour that Stefano conducted under TM auspices. 

http://www.textilemuseum.org/PDFs/Transylvania_Bucovina_Study_Tour.pdf 

The above link may not be “live,” but you can copy it and paste it into your browser. 

Stefano indicates that he will lead two tours in Transylvania (in 2013; one in May, one in June) based 

on a program, which includes dozens of Romanian Folk Kilims. Ordinarily, this would be the end of 

such a post, but,  in this case, it is not quite. 

Christine and I talked, as we worked on this virtual version, about how diverse traditional ethnic dress 

was in SE Europe, and how impossible it is even to suggest the diversity that in fact existed in a single 

lecture and program. 

Still, “going out the door, ” here, we can try. 

Here are some additional images of traditional Romanian dress we encountered as we went 

along.  They are not specifically credited, but all have been drawn from sources in the Bibliography or 

from internet sites. 

Sometimes there are captions, but often not, and you may have to guess at what some items are. 

Only one thing is certain: these are all items of traditional Romanian costume. 

Enjoy. 

R. John Howe7 

                                                            
7 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/22/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/ 

http://www.ludique.ro/romanian-heritage/
http://www.textilemuseum.org/PDFs/Transylvania_Bucovina_Study_Tour.pdf


   

   

    

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end1caption.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end2.jpg
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The well-coated Romanian gentleman, above, wishes you adieu from the year 1844. 

The End 

 

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end11.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end12.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/end131844romanianethnicmansdress.jpg
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Fine Rugs From Northwest Persia 
Posted in Keshishian, Harold on August 24, 2012 by rjohn 

On October 3, 2009, Harold Keshishian gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program on “Fine 

Rugs from Northwest Persia,” here in The Textile Museum in Washington, D.C.  

   

He was assisted by his wife, Melissa (seated, left foreground) and his older son, Kirk (standing at 

right) in the above picure(right). 

As an attribution, “northwest Persia, is frequently said, jokingly, to be to admit that we really don’t 

know very specifically where a given rug was woven. 

But the term has more legitimacy, if we are pointing more generally to a geographic area in Iran 

where a great many types of rugs were woven.  This latter was Harold’s intent. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/24/fine-rugs-from-northwest-persia/


Harold’s topic had a geographic dimension, but also signaled that he intended to focus on rugs from 

this area that he felt were of better quality. 

He said that, despite the geographic reference in his topic, he had found, as he was preparing, that he 

had some Kermans of the order of quality he wanted to illustrate, and so he wanted to begin with a 

short detour to central Persia, so as to include them as well. 

He had five of the six Kermans he had brought arrayed on the board at the front. 

 

We’ll go through these pieces, and the one other, one at a time. 

(Note: Some of the pieces shown in this session have been seen as recently as Harold’s “small bags” 

program, and I have sometimes supplemented the photos taken during this current program with 

images taken during that prior session.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The first was the piece below. 

 

Harold described this piece as a “fine Kerman, composed of assembled fragments.  It projects the 

complexity of design that so enthralled Cecil Edwards. 

 

 

 



Harold’s next Kerman was the piece below. 

 

He described this as a “small, Qajar, Kerman, figural rug.” 

The “Qajar” reference, many will know, is to a Persian dynasty of three monarchs that began in 1796 

and ended in 1925.  A “Qajar” rug could have been woven at any time during this period, but Edwards 

says the “revival” of serious rug production in Kerman began about 1875. 

 

 

 



The third of Harold’s Kermans was the one below. 

 

He described this piece as a “small ‘true’ Kerman.” 

The “true” designation indicates that he sees this piece as woven more strictly in the tradition of 

Kerman city rugs rather than those of the region’s more general environs [e.g., many “Kerman-

looking” rugs are Afshars, and even Ravar Kermans (although Edwards says the latter are 

indistinguishable from those woven in Kerman proper) were woven at a distance from the city]. 

 

 

 

 

 



Harold’s next Kerman was the one below. 

 

This piece is another figural rug with the sort of elaborate drawing and effective use of a wider color 

palette for which Kermans are noted.  Many will know that most Kerman reds are from cochineal 

rather than from madder. 

 

We saw the next piece in a fairly recent “rug morning,” but it is one of Harold’s special favorites. 

 



Three realistically drawn rabbits cavort among leafy foliage surrounded by a wide main border, richly 

embellished with colorful curvilinear designs. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 



Harold’s fifth and last Kerman was the piece below. 

 

Although full of rich, dense, colorful design this piece seems something of a departure from the “city” 

and “figural” pieces above.  Most will know that we can be confident that such a piece was woven in 

the Kerman region because of the distinctive three-weft structure used by Kerman weavers. 

With this bow to the “fine” part of his topic in Kerman, Harold moved to the pieces he had brought 

from northwest Persia. 

Harold moved around among the various northwest Persian types, eclectically, not treating those with 

a given attribution together.  We are following his presentation sequence here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The first NW Persian weaving he showed was the one below. 

 

Harold said this is a side panel from a “mafrash-type” cargo bag from Senneh.  Three plain, diamond-

shaped, medallions float on a rich herati field. 

Some closer looks.  First, at one of the diamonds and surrounding field, and, then, of a lower corner. 

   

 



Here is his second NW Persian piece, a pile  khorjin face. 

 

This piece was attributed to Hamadan.  A great many rugs were woven in Hamadan, but khorjin faces 

are not encountered frequently.  The light blue border frames effectively. 

The next piece was the square one below, attributed to Heriz. 

 



This attractive rug has a large central medallion with a bright-ish, blue edge that nearly fills its entire 

field.  Nevertheless, there are graphically, strong corner brackets, that use white effectively, and “hold 

their own.”  A border of a much smaller scale and color frames the piece nicely without competing at 

all with its other elements. 

I have heard Harold say that he is attracted to square rugs.  They can usually be displayed readily and 

with great flexibility. 

The next piece took us back, again, to Senneh. 

 

This is a saddle rug of the sort that was placed over the saddle.  The large dark area of the field 

contrasts dramatically with the balance of the piece that is ornamented with typical Senneh devices all 

approximately of similar sizes. 

 

 

 



Here are some closer looks at this piece. Notice the deliberate vertical red line coming down from the 

edge of the opening where the back of the saddle would come through. And a lower corner. 

   

 

The next piece was the one below. 



 

This is another of Harold’s favorite pieces.  He draws attention, when he shows it, to the “henna-

dipped” paws (indicating, he believes, that this was a much-loved cat), and to the “Kaiser Wilhelm” 

mousthache, a style that was very much in vogue in Iran for a time. 

 

The next piece is one in which Harold indicates an “NW Persian” is particularly appropriate. 

 

It has some Kurdish, some Malayer, some Senneh characteristics, and these are further muddied by 

some repairs.  So it is a piece of uncertain parentage, despite its nice looks.nSome people look down 

on fragments, and they do have their disadvantages, but Harold is among those who treats some 

fragments seriously.   



The next piece he had brought was one of these. 

 

This Ferahan fragment features an light green ground (some see green usages as a “Ferahan” 

indicator) and a large-scale design device. 

A second fragment was from a Malayer rug.  It has good color usages.  

 

A third fragment was from a rug with a “Zill-i Sultan” design.  



 

“Zill-i Sultan” designs are composed of repeats of vases and floral sprays.”  The reference is to a Qajar 

prince who governed Iran’s southern provinces at the turn of the 20th century. 

Harold now moved to three Bijar pieces, two of which appeared in his recent “small bag” program. 

 

 

 

The first of these was this “gul Farange” example. 

 

Harold pointed to the good colors. 

A second Bijar piece exhibits roses on a field with  striking “zig-zag” devices. 



 

A smaller scale border frames nicely. 

 

 

 

The third Bijar piece in this sequence was the mat below. 



 

The color palette is close to that on the “gul Farange” piece above, but the addition of a gold hue 

enriches it further. 

Harold’s next piece was the one below, 

 

A well-composed, Veramin “mafrash” side-panel with clear Turkmen motifs. 



When you walk into Harold’s shop, the fragment strip, below, taken from a Bakhtiari “garden” carpet, 

hangs near the counter. 

   

Neither of these images quite does justice to its colors. 

 

 

 



Harold moved to the rug below(below left). Notice the inscription at the top. Harold’s next piece was a 

Manchester Kashan(below right). 

   

He also had another Kashan, small, antique and with an unusual design and a pinkish red. 

 



Next was the antique Saruk rug with the white field below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Next, Harold showed a Malayer. 

 

Pretty good width of palette. 

 

 

 

 

 



Next, was another small Senneh. 

 

This piece does not come up to the aesthetic level of some of the other material Harold presented in 

this session, but he admires its fine weave. 

The next piece was a Senneh kilim with botehs. The drawing and instrumentation of the botehs in this 

piece resemble that in the great Garrus bag face that Harold also owns and that we will see at the end 

of this session.  

 



Harold’s next rug was an Ingelas. Many are seen to be among the higher quality Hamadan 

varieties.  This one has a darker palette than many Injelas rugs project. 

 

The next to the last rug that Harold presented in this “rug morning” program was the Senneh below. 

It features a typical Senneh palette and a herati design. 

 



Harold ended his “NW Persian ‘fine rugs'” program with his great Garrus bag face.  It is a side panel 

from a cargo-type “mafrash.” 

 

Published in the “ground-breaking” From Bosporus to Samarkandflatweave catalog in the 1960’s, it 

still merited a place of honor in John Wertime’s quite recent Sumak Bags. 

One of the finest and oldest superior quality sumak textiles known. 

It is a source of continuing wonder to those of us you have had this piece in hand, to see (look at the 

right side of the image above) that, at one point, someone cut the right border of this wonderful bag 

face (why?), but that, almost miraculously, (mafrashes with borders all round on a  side panel do not, 

usually, have the opposite side panel similarly decorated) someone else found another piece of the 

same border and attached it(below right)! 

   



It is a piece that many collectors envy ownership of. Harold took questions, and the program came to 

an end. 

 

Harold talks, sometimes, about a given Rug and Textile Morning he has given being his last.  We keep 

documenting them because it is important to capture, not just the enjoyments they afford, but also 

the rug knowledge and wisdom that reside in his long experience. 

My thanks to Harold, Melissa and Kirk for permitting this virtual version of this program and for some 

editorial assistance after.  Thanks also to Wendel Swan, who did the final editing and took almost all 

of the photos used above. 

I hope you have enjoyed, yet another, virtual Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program. 

Regards, 

R. John Howe8 

 

  

                                                            
8 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library no 4/19/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/08/ 
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Rug Hooking and Tufting: Materials and Tools, 
1840 to Present 
Posted in Uncategorized on September 6, 2012 by rjohn 

On August 4, 2012, Michael Heilman gave a program at The Textile Museum in Washington, D. C. on 

“American Home Rug Making.”  

   

Tom Goehner, the TM Education Curator, introduced Michael, saying: 

“With us today is Weaver Michael Heilman, who will discuss and demonstrate tools developed and 

invented since 1840 in the United States for use in making rugs in the weaver’s home 

 Michael is a self-taught rug maker and he has been making various types of rugs for about 13 years. 

Michael became interested in the rug making process through the discovery of an old rug making tool 

that he found in an antiques shop; he still uses that very tool to this day. After his interest continued 

to grow Michael signed up to take a weaving class and since then he has built a number of looms. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/09/06/rug-hooking-and-tufting-materials-and-tools-1840-to-present/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/09/06/rug-hooking-and-tufting-materials-and-tools-1840-to-present/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/m3.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/m7.jpg


When creating a rug Michael combines weaving with tufting and hooking. Michael uses many of his 

own hand dyed yarns to make his rugs. His rugs have been displayed in a number of  venues and 

he he also demonstrated  rug making techniques in places such as the Maryland Sheep and Wool 

Festival, the Art League of Alexandria and the Virginia Fall Fiber Festival. His recent work has 

centered  on experimentation with various materials and techniques and design. Michael has spent the 

last 5 years teaching nontraditional rug making at the Art League of Alexandria.” 

Michael began by saying that while there were a variety of ways in which rugs have been (and still 

are) being  made in American homes, his particular focus would be on the kinds of rug making that 

consisted of pressing some sort of material through a backing to create loops.  The loops could be left 

or subsequently cut. 

This kind of rug making, he said, is usually described as “hooking” or “tufting.” 

There is a debate among authorities about the origins of hooked/tufted rugs.  Some say it emerged in 

England as a way of using scrap yarns from the textile mills.  Others have suggested that it was 

brought to Scotland by the Vikings.  

Anthony Landreau, once a Director of the Textile Museum, published, in his “America Underfoot,” the 

hooked rug below, with this caption: 

  

Landreau indicates that the Shelbourne Museum hooked rugs were made in Amish communities. 

Whatever the date of its first beginning, here, the sort of hooking/tufting Michael was treating seems 

to have developed more broadly in the northeastern U.S. and some parts of eastern Canada, including 

Labrador and Newfoundland, during the last half of the 19th century.  It was primarily a way for 

poorer folks to make rugs for their own use. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/56hookedrugabout1820.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/56hookedrugabout1829text2.jpg


One hears “hooking” and “tufting” used almost interchangeably.  Technically, “hooking” should be 

reserved to describe the process above in which a hooked tool is used(below). 

 

But working with a simple hook has some disadvantages.  

Each time one must identify the hole in the backing material to be filled,  push the hook through the 

backing and grasp, with the needle, the strip of material,  or yarn, to be hooked through. 

In addition, the rug maker must also  control the length of the loop when pulling the  cloth strip or 

yarn through the backing.  This  can be particularly challenging if the material  is dark, as it is difficult 

to discern the height of the loop  against a dark background. 

But it was discovered that things could be sped up considerably if the working end of the tool was 

more like a needle with a hole in it than like a hook.  

 

Once the working strand was threaded through the needle, the needle (now it was advantageous to 

work from the back of the backing material) could be punched through the backing material as rapidly 

as one could find the next hole to be filled.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/hookbasictype1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/tool15.jpg


There was no longer any need to search for and hook the working material strand because it was 

threaded through the hole in the needle. 

Michael said that he would describe the materials and tools used over the years in this sort of rug 

making and would demonstrate a variety of “tufting” tools. 

He had a demonstration setup in the front of the room.  

 

It was a frame with a backing cloth stretched taut on it.  The frame was attached to a weighted 

pedestal that provided a firm basis for holding the frame stable in the face of back and forth 

movement of even the fastest and most vigorous tufting needle, as it pierced the backing cloth and 

then withdrew.  

He said the backing cloth would usually have some sort of design on it (he had drawn some simple 

ones on this backing).  The drawn design would often indicate what colors were to be used in 

particular areas. 

(Note:  Technically, when working with a simple hook, one does not have to stretch the backing on a 

frame.  But it is advantageous to do so, and necessary, when the tool one uses entails real 

acceleration of the back and forth movement of the tufting.) 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh91.jpg


Michael said that a variety of cloth has been used for backing.  

 

   

 

He passed some of these labeled samples into the audience for a closer look. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1407-small.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1409-small.jpg


   

   

 

Although they vary in fineness, you can see that these backings are all woven in a balanced plain 

weave (that is both the warps and the wefts are equally visible).  There are clear “holes” framed by 

the warps and wefts. 

Often the choice of backing is made for the rug maker, since designs are available commercially, and 

come on a particular backing. Michael had some examples of hooking/tufting designs available to rug 

makers. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh3.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh5.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh7.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh6.jpg


 

The design above is for a single open rose and a nearby bud.  Notice that color usage is specified with 

a kind of code. 

The commercial design below seems rooted in a device often seen on “penny” rugs. 

 

Michael, personally, believes that something important, on the creative side of rug-making, is lost if 

one does not fashion one’s own designs. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh17.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh18.jpg


Below is one of his own designs, not yet realized in actual tufting. Here is a closer detail of it. 

   

There is something else it might be useful to note, while we are talking about tools and materials, and 

that has to do with usual practices of hookers and (non-mechanized) tufters, as they worked. 

In her book “Floor Coverings in New England Before 1850,”  Nina Fletcher Little indicates that the 

usual practice was to “fill every hole” in the background material, and it is true that some hookers, like 

those at the Grenfell Mission in Labrador, did adopt this standard. 

But Michael says that Ms. Little’s statement is too general, and the question of the optimum number of 

holes to be filled (that is the interval between loops that will be adopted) depends on a number of 

factors, such as the width of the cloth or yarn to be hooked or tufted, and the weave structure. 

For example, he says, “…if one tried to stuff a wider strip, say that 1/4 inch or wider, into every hole, 

one would end up with, what hookers call, a “highly packed” rug, that would be susceptible to 

puckering and would, probably, curl up around the edges.” 

Michael adds: “Among the rugs I have, I do not believe that any of them meets such a standard, nor 

do I consider this fact to detract from their quality. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh19.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh19a.jpg


“In hooking, the important issue is whether the loops (ed. on the front side) cover the backing so that 

the backing is not visible.  (ed.  Remember this sentence when we look at a miniature, tufted piece, 

below, which shows that this can be achieved, sometimes, with quite large areas on the back 

seemingly empty). 

“I am tempted to say,” Michael continues, “that if one sees a back that is as uniform as Ms. Little 

proposes, it would be a good indication that the rug is a machine-made manufactured rug.” 

In her, “Silk Stocking Mats: Hooked Mats of the Grenfell Mission,” Paula Laverty, reports that the 

Grenfell supervisors insisted on a “fill every hole standard,” and also, in another kind of uniformity: 

“straight-line” hooking.  ”  A few Grenfell designs required departure from straight-line hooking, but 

Grenfells are famous for their nearly universal, visible use of it 

 

A “Grenfell” Silk Stocking Hooked Mat 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/scan0027.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/scan0028.jpg


About straight line hooking, Michael says, “As to Canadian hooking, especially from the Maritime 

Province, it is true that many rugs show a one directional hooking, usually from bottom to top.  This 

approach, in my view, can create a very static effect on the surface.” 

The Grenfell supervisors would agree about the “static effect” on the surface, but it was part of the 

standard they wanted to achieve.  They wanted to create a very smooth surface of even loops, 

resembling needlepoint. 

Michael said that the “present day successor of the Grenfell enterprise is Red Spruce Rugs 

(www.redspruce.ca).  He was of the opinion that they did not practice straight line hooking. 

(ed. I visited their site and found that design seems to determine whether they use straight line 

hooking or not.  If the design is rectilinear straight line hooking seems to be used, but not if the 

design has curves.) 

I kidded Michael that his dislike of “static effects,” potentially, saves him a lot of money, because 

Grenfells are usually expensive nowadays. 

Now that Michael had treated backing materials and designs (and in a very preliminary way), the 

hooking/tufting  tools, he moved on to a survey of how these tools (they are now all “tufting” tools) 

developed.  

 

The move from the hook to a needle with a hole in it, was only the beginning of a considerable 

articulation of a variety of tufting tools. 

Next, it was discovered that the use of the needle could be mechanized slightly to make things go 

even faster.  One version looked like this. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/dsc_0041a.jpg


 

This tool is made of two separate pieces of wood (vertical in the image).  There is a needle with a hole 

in it attached to the front of the top part (the right side in the photo above).  The two pieces of wood 

are attached to one another toward the bottom of this photo by the rectangular metal device that 

slides in a slot in the upper part, permitting the top part to move forward and backward.  Another 

metal strap holds the two wooden pieces together at the front while this movement is occurring. 

This move to mechanization is not without ideological potential.  Any move away from the simple hook 

is seen by some to be an impoverishment of the tradition (although Michael said this sort of thing 

does not worry him, personally).  Some sites on the internet, that identify themselves as “hooking” 

sites, and that sell supplies, offer plain hooks, but not any tools that are even slightly mechanized. 

Michael demonstrated the use of this kind of tufting punch. It was remarkable to watch.  He put the 

needle through the backing and could put loops in as fast as he could move the top half back and 

forth. The result looked like this(below right). 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1373-small.jpg


   

Needles can be changed in such a simple machine.  And they can be of different sizes (as can the 

fineness of the backing and working material).  

This move to mechanizing the tufting process also makes automatic, the selection of the interval 

between one tuft and the next.  The tufter no longer has to search for and direct the punch to the 

desired hole.  The machine does that as an artifact of the movement of its parts back and forth.  And 

this interval will always be uniform.  Michael said that it is usual to have things set so that about every 

other hole in the backing material is being filled. 

Two additional points need to be made with regard to the image above.  

First, Michael said, folks new to tufting of the sort that uses a needle with a hole, and that is at least 

somewhat mechanized, often try to “move ” the tool to make it track in a desired direction.  A tufting 

tool cannot be “moved” to control the path of its tufting.  Instead the rug maker must “rotate” the tool 

around its long axis.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh11.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh121.jpg


 

The tool is already “moving” in a path, as it forms one loop after another, but its tracking  path is 

determined by  rotation of the tool, not by attempting to physically press it in one direction or 

another. 

Second, a row of loops put in by either hooking or tufting can be pulled right out by pulling on the end 

of the strand of material forming the loops. (Michael did it repeatedly during his demonstrations.) 

 

To secure a section of tufting one needs to take the end of the strand of material used to form the 

loops and press it to the back, through the  backing material, this time without looping.  Now do the 

same with the other end of this same working strand.  It seems odd, but this  move, taken on both 

working ends of a strand of loops, will make the row of hooked/tufted loops in between them secure.  

As you have seen, above, the most basic hooking tool looks like this. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/m8.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/marlatuftingdrawing.jpg


   

It is a small, cylindrical metal rod with a hook on one end and secured in a wooden handle on the 

other.  Michael said it likely evolved from a bent nail. 

The basic hooking process is to take a length of the material to be hooked (a narrow strip or an item 

of yarn) behind the backing material, then push the hook through the backing material from the front 

and catch it  on the strand of material being  hooked, and pull it back through the backing material so 

that a small loop appears on the front side(shown above right).  

In general, the loops should have the same height and be the same distance apart.  The top loop in 

the image above will need to be pulled from the back to reduce it height before the next loop is 

hooked. 

Here is a drawing you saw above, taken from Marla Mallett’s web site, that shows this process from 

another perspective using a needle with a hole in its end rather than a hook. 

 

Simple tufting tool (no hook; hole in needle), worked from the back 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/hookbasictype1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh8a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/marlatuftingdrawing.jpg


Because they are digital (that is, each loop in a backing hole can be a discrete unit) hooking and 

tufting are both very unrestrictive rug making processes. 

Take, for example, the hooked rug below. 

 

One could make this rug in any sequence of colored loops one wanted.  There would be, sometimes, a 

time advantage in doing colors one at a time, but that is not necessary.  

In hooking and tufting, there is no restriction parallel to that faced by a weaver of a pile rug, who 

must tie all the knots in a given row before moving to the next row above it.  The primary reason for 

this pile weaving restriction is that one or two strands of weft must be inserted the full width of the 

rug before the next row of knots can be begun. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugg.jpg


 

Kilim weavers, weaving tapestry, have more flexibility than do pile weavers, since they can build up 

tapestry unevenly in areas in which the patterning wefts  do not continue across the entire piece being 

woven. 

 

For example, in the drawing above of slit tapestry, the weaver could build up, independently, sections 

where there is a turning back of patterning weft.  Both the top areas of light and dark can be 

continued independently (although a long vertical slit would be a structural weakness). 

Note: Some flat weaves, noticeably sumak, are, in principle, completely digital, and therefore, as 

flexible as hooking/tufting.  It is not the case that all flat weaves are more restrictive than are 

hooking/tufting. 

The hooker has no limitation at all, in this respect, and can, theoretically, fill any hole in the backing 

material with any color and in any order. 

You can get a concrete sense of this flexibility by examining the front and the back of a hooked/tufted 

rug.  

Here, below, are some images of a miniature tufted rug that fits nicely on my scanner, being about 8 

inches by 10 inches. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/asymmetricknotopenrighttwowefts.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/slittapestry.jpg


First here is an overall photo of its front, showing its Art Deco design. Here is a closer view of a 

quarter detail of this front. 

   

Notice in this close-up that you can see that the “loops,” that form something like “pile,”  are not 

arrayed in terms of the strict grid-like rectilinearity of the backing cloth. 

 

Instead, “rows of tufting seem to move in various directions, even the large “white” area on the left, in 

the front detail image above, shows no grid-like arrangement of the tufts. 

This flexibility becomes even clearer when one examines the back of this piece. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/artdecominiaturefront.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/artdecominiaturefrontdetail.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mh6.jpg


Here, again, is an overall view. And here is a closer quarter detail of it. 

   

Notice that not only do the tufts move in different directions, but that, despite the front looking 

entirely “filled in” in all of its areas, there are, in fact, some gaps and blank areas where no tufts were 

pushed through.  

But the central point of this example is to show how flexible tufting can be.  Look at the black areas 

with the triangular shapes in the image above, and see how “messy” the tufter’s progression seems to 

have been as he/she moved the tufting  around to form the triangular designs on the that are neat 

and look completely filled in on the front. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/artdecominiatureback.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/artdecominiaturebackdetail.jpg


Here is another, much larger, example, about 4 feet by 6 feet. 

 

This is a rug that has been made using a variety of materials, likely including some from old 

clothing.  I don’t know its actual age, but this is a classic “poor man’s” rug.  Notice, even in this 

overall image how, except for the black bands, its various colors swirl without any real pattern of 

design devices.  The hooking/tufting tool tracked all over the backing in various directions. 

The way the maker moved in nearly any direction with any color at any time is even more evident in 

these closer detail images. Only the use of black, to make it seem, perhaps, a bit like an oriental rug, 

is more controlled and regular. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/hookedrugjohn1.jpg


   

The balance of  Michael’s talk was largely devoted to showing, describing, demonstrating (sometimes 

passing into the audience) the various kinds of tufting tools that have developed since 1840. 

You’ve already seen the first two types of tool and Michael showed. Tool 3 is an all-metal version of 

the two-piece, largely wooden, Tool 2. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/hookedrugjohn1a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/hookedrugjohn1c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1376-small.jpg


Comment on Tool 3:  A popular shuttle hook sold  in stores and by catalog, perhaps   around 1900. A 

predecessor  version appeared first in  1870, sold by Ebenezer Ross, under the name “Novelty Rug 

Machine.” These shuttle hooks were a significant step forward in  rug making tools. They allowed the 

rug maker to set the height of the loop and the tool design allowed the  tool to advance at a uniform 

paces across the rug surface, unlike the  original rug hooking tool which  required the maker to control 

both loop height and spacing of the loop. Hundreds of version of this tool eventually entered the 

market. 

The next tool was the one below: 

 

Comment on Tool 4:  A shuttle hook  apparently meant to appeal to a  rug maker by the addition of 

extraneous stenciled motifs.  It is a heavy tool and its weight detracts from its function. Perhaps from 

about 1890. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1377-small.jpg


The fifth tool looked like this: 

 

Comment on Tool 5:  A curious version of the shuttle  hook, probably around  1890.  In use, it is an 

awkward tool to control, as it tends to wobble from side to side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1378-small.jpg


The next tool was not a hook or punch, but rather a cloth cutter, used to create strips of hook/tufting 

material. You can see that it clamps onto a table or bench. Here is the other side of the tool. 

 

Comment on Tool 6: This tool appeared around the turn of the  20th century, and  greatly increased 

the speed at which hooked and tufted rugs could be made, .  It  can cut  3 or 4  uniform narrow cloth 

strips basically as  quickly as the  user can turn the handle.  It replaced the tedious process of tearing 

or  cutting  cloth pieces with a scissors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/tool6otherside.jpg


The following tool looked like this: 

 

Comment on Tool 7:  Yet another version of the shuttle hook sold by mail order catalog.  Probably 

1890 and later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1382-small.jpg


The eighth type tool, with a kind of crank, to accelerate its back and forth movement, was provided in 

the two versions below: 

 

Comment on Tool 8:  The one on the left is a Perfection “Tufting and Embroidery Machine.”  The yarn 

used in the tool is  threaded through the hollow  brass tube, which has an eye at the tip.  The 

Star  rug machine next to it has the same  set up. These tools appeared in  1880 and after. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1388-small.jpg


The next tools, below, are variations on Tool 8. 

 

Comment on Tool 9:  The manufacturer of the tool on the right offered the option of  several needle 

sizes. 

Here is the next tool Michael had: 

 

Comment on Tool 10: This is the rug needle manufactured by the Columbia Minerva company and also 

sold as a Lees and presently as a Craftsman needle.  It  appeared  sometime after  1900.  It consists 

of a  hollow tube with  notched flanges that allow the user to set a prescribed height of loop. The tube 

fits into the  Bakelite handle. Up to 4 needle sizes were available.   It is  necessary for the user to 

control the  spacing of the  loops.  This tool is still  made and sold. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1390-small.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1394-small.jpg


Here is the next tool shown: 

 

Comments on Tool 11:  An example of a Rug Crafters  “Speed Tufting Tool ” from about the  early 

1970’s, when  crafts enjoyed  something of a resurgence.  

It is in the shuttle family as the user holds the wooden handle in one hand and  pushes  the metal 

flange back and forth with the other hand. 

This tool was sold in kits and the manufacturer also sold yarn and backings. For a brief period, Rug 

Crafters also had small stores in shopping  malls. This tool was promoted for use as a family activity. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1398-small.jpg


This next tool Michael had brought was this one: 

 

Comment on Tool 12: This Danish tool was sold in fairly large numbers in the  1960’s 

and  1970’s  through  Better Homes and Gardens Magazine.  A crank type or “egg beater” type, as it 

was commonly known, it had the advantage of  a reversing cam that allowed the user to reverse 

direction by simply changing the direction in which the handle was turned.  A drawback was 

the  narrow diameter of the needle which limited the size yarn that could be used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1399-small.jpg


The thirteenth tool Michael had was this one: 

 

Comment on Tool 13: The Rumpelstiltskin  Hand Needle from about  1973. It contains features that 

drew on  prior  tools.  

It is a crank type tool with a hollow needle and flat “tongue” that passes back and forth inside the 

needle. The tool has 5 settings  for loop heights. The “foot” on the end of the tool  which travels 

across the surface of the  backing material allows for the  loops to advance at a uniform rate, as well.  

Like other crank type tools it  can be operated  very quickly. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1401-small.jpg


The next tool featured a move to electrical power and looked like this below(left). Other side of tool 

below on the right. 

   

Comments on Tool 14: This is the electric version of the Tool 13.  It operates at a high speed, and was 

often used by  artisan rug makers to do commission work on a fairly large scale. It is no 

longer  manufactured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/img_1403-small.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/tool161.jpg


The last tool Michael had brought was a dramatically large, commercial tufting punch.  It looked like a 

large electric drill or a small jackhammer. You can see that Michael enjoys a tool he admires. 

   

This  heavy tufting gun was originally made for use in  commercial carpet factories, to repair  defects 

or “skips” in carpet runs. Sometime in the 1980’s it  crossed into  use by artisan rug makers 

who  valued its  speed and maneuverability.  

It comes in  different versions, electric, electric/pneumatic and completely pneumatic. Most 

are  manufactured in China and Thailand. 

When I first  became interested in this tool, I could only find versions sold through a limited  number 

of companies in the  U.S., and the asking prices were  about $2,000 and up.  

One day, browsing the internet, I came across a  Chinese site that displayed the same photo of a 

tufting gun as used  by a U.S. seller.  I contacted  the Chinese factory and discovered that they would 

sell it to me for $140. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/tool17a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/tool17b.jpg


Michael had also brought in several hooked/tufted rugs.  They were arrayed in two levels on the front 

board.  Here is the first level. 

 

These are not rugs that Michael has made himself.  They are types that he brought to illustrate 

particular variations in hooked/tufted rugs. 

Let’s look at these rugs, more closely, each in turn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mike-heilman-4-send.jpg


The first rug treated was the one below. 

   

Notice that there are subtle designs in the gray field area that look a bit like calligraphy. The woman 

who made this rug was very skilled, as she used  very narrow wool strips that tend to break easily as 

the rug is hooked.  Given the uniformity of the  width of the strips, it seems all but certain that the 

maker used a cloth cutting machine. I would venture to say that the floral design came from a 

commercial source, or was copied from a design, but the rug  is elevated from the ordinary by the 

artistic use of the “calligraphic” motif in the field and the free form  hooking in different colors in the 

border.  Probably made in the 1920’s or 1930’s, and apparently kept stored away most of its 

existence. 

  

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugd.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugd1.jpg


The second rug Michael had brought in was this one: 

 

Comment on Rug 2: A courser and less accomplished  rug than the previous example, but in that 

sense, more representative of the majority of  hooked rugs.  The cloth strips are fairly wide and  as a 

result, this rug  could have been hooked  quite rapidly. 

The design  closely resembles a “log cabin” pattern commonly found in  U.S. quilts.  

It is hooked on a burlap backing that exhibits a fair amount of fraying along the edges. There are 

also  loose  strips. These defects indicate that this rug was actually used on a floor for some time. 

Perhaps made in the 1930′ or 1940’s. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/ruge.jpg


The next rug shown was this one: 

 

Comment on Rug 3:  Though at first  glance, this appears to be a commonly used commercial pattern, 

a closer examination shows that the design was developed with a great deal of freedom.  For instance, 

the flowers in the field are all different, and the scallop or shell motifs on the ends are of 

different  colors and slightly different pattern.  

This  rug also shows signs of use, as its burlap backing is unraveled at the ends.   

Probably from the  1920’s. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugf.jpg


Rug 4 was the one below: 

 

Comments on Rug 4: This rug was found in a box wrapped in a newspaper dated  1905, and 

apparently was packed away for most of its life, as its colors are  still quite vibrant. 

This rug was probably made on a commercially stenciled burlap backing,  given the overall uniformity 

of the design.  

It is the colors that make this rug attractive. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugg1.jpg


The last rug on the first level of the front board was this one. 

 

Comment on Rug 5:  Just a fun rug.  Its abstract, “modernist” design suggests that it was probably 

made on  a commercially stenciled  burlap backing,  sold in the 1950’s. 

Mostly wool strips, with some cotton strips 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugh.jpg


The rugs on the second level of the front board were pieces that Michael had made himself. 

Here is the first of these. A little closer look at it. 

 

 

Comments on Rug 6:  This is a rug made with hand dyed, wool yarns, on a cotton monk’s cloth 

backing, the ends unraveled and  knotted to form a fringe. 

The “tree of life” design is drawn from a computer circuit board. This rug was made with a 

Rumpelstiltskin Hand Needle, and a Wilson Brothers shuttle hook. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mike-heilman-3-send.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/mike-heilman-5-send.jpg


Rug 7 was this one: 

 

Comment on Rug 7:  A simple geometric pattern of the type that succeeds or fails with the color 

choice. 

Made with hand dyed  yarn on  cotton monk’s cloth backing, using a Wilson Brothers shuttle hook. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugb.jpg


The next rug was this one: 

 

Comment on Rug 8: A fairly large rug, about  3′ x 5′.  

It is made with  plied weaving yarns, wool and cotton and synthetic blends on a commercial 

polypropylene rug backing. 

The color blocks are wool strips  added with a shuttle hook. 

Because it is a simple design, I was able to make it with a Rumpelstiltskin  Hand Needle. 

The last of the rugs Michael had brought in was this one: 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/ruga.jpg


 

Comment:  This is a rug made with a variety of tools and materials.  Most of it is hand dyed  wool 

yarns. Interspersed in the stripes are shuttle-hooked cloth strips,  looped  wool and cotton yarns 

added  with a Rumpelstiltskin Hand Needle, and tufted wool yarn added with an electric  tufting gun.  

This rug was sheared at the end, with an electric sheep shears, to  give a more uniform pile. 

It was made on a German rug backing  of unknown  content. 

The discussion and questions had been vigorous as Michael went along, but he answered the 

remaining ones and adjourned his session. 

 

Folks in the audience moved to the front. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/rugi.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/m6.jpg


       

  My thanks to Michael for this interesting program, and for working with me after to fashion this 

virtual version of it.  Thanks, too, to Wendel Swan who took the useful close-up photos of the tools 

afterward. 

I want to testify, here at the end, that I like hooked/tufted rugs, myself, and can demonstrate that 

with one that just came in the mail to me as I was typing this sentence. 

 

I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of Michael Heilman’s exploration of hooking, tufting and 

the development of the associated tools over the years. 

Regards, 

R. John Howe9 

 

                                                            
9 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/24/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/09/ 
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David Weiss: Oriental Rugs and the Art Market 
Posted in Uncategorized on September 19, 2012 by rjohn 

On April 30, 2011, David Weiss(below left) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning Program on 

April 30, 2011 on the subject of “Oriental Rugs and the Art Market.” 

   

David is well-qualified to speak on such things since he is Vice President and Senior Specialist at 

Freeman’s Auctions in Philadelphia, the oldest auction house in the U.S.  David is also an expert 

appraiser of U.S painting and you may have seen him on the television program Antique 

Roadshow.  He was accompanied and assisted by his Freeman’s associate, Richard Cervantes(above 

right). 

                                

The Myers Room was full. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
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We usually do not treat dollar value of the pieces we see and discuss in The Textile Museum, but for 

this session, that prohibition was relaxed somewhat, so that David could talk about how they saw 

particular pieces and decided on what range of value to place on them in the auction estimates.  In 

general, David’s strategy is to place quite low estimates on pieces offered at auction, since the 

primary objective is to have them sell.  If the seller is agreeable, that estimate strategy encourages 

the greatest number of bidders. 

In this post, we are able to go a little further.  These rugs were sold in auctions that occurred after 

this program was given, but which have been completed now.  David and Richard have provided us 

with the “hammer” price for which each piece sold.  We can watch to see how David’s low estimate 

strategy worked out. 

 (Pieces were often displayed by hanging them over the top of the front board and so “all edges” 

comprehensive shots were not always possible) 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/audience1.jpg


 

The first piece shown was described as Kurdish from Northeast Iran. This was described as likely from 

the Quchan area.  It is mildly worn, with some oxidized areas.  The border design echoes the “beetle” 

bags.  It feels Kurdish.  The estimate placed on it was $1200 – 2000. 

Hammer price: $2700 

Here are some details of this rug. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d1.jpg
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The second rug moved us to NW Iran. 

 

This rug was described as a “Malayer-Saruk,” because of its symmetric knots.  It has a single pick of 

weft between rows of knots.   Some might say “Ferahan-Saruk.”  Its estimate was $1000 – 1500. 

Hammer price: $3500. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d1c.jpg
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Again, some detail images. 
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The next piece was a long, Malayer runner.  16 ‘ x 4’. Its field design is taken from a “Garrus” border. 

   

Its own borders are less distinctive. 

Its estimate was $1500 – 2000. 

Hammer price: $2400 

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/malayerwithbijarborderinfield.jpg
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The next piece was this small Senneh mat. 

 

It is single-wefted and finely woven.  Estimated ca. 1900.   

Auction result estimate: $1000 – 1500. 

Hammer price: $850 (as part of a group lot) 

Here are some details of it. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3.jpg


   

   

Here is its back. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d3back.jpg


The next rug was described as a Kurd Karabagh. 

 

It is estimated to have been woven 1900-1920 in NW Iran.  Its “star” design was noted.  Its auction 

estimate was $1000 – 1500. 

Hammer price: $1700 

Here are some additional details of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4a.jpg


   

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d4d.jpg


David said that the next rug was a Kazak from a private collection in Pennsylvania. 

 

It has a near “mat” size and its condition is not good.  It has red wefts and reddish corded 

selvedges.  It “tomato paste” red has faded.  It was estimated to have been woven about 1880. 

Estimate. as part of a group lot with two other rugs: $200-400. 

Hammer price: $750 (as part of this group lot) 

Here are some detail images of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5a.jpg


There was mention in the room that the particular abstraction of the border design was unusual. 

   

Here is a look at its back. 

   

 

 

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d5back.jpg


The next piece was another Caucasian Kazak, this time of the Moghan design variety. 

 

The rug has a nice square size and exhibits two large Memling guls,  pronounced abrash and modest 

wear.  David estimated that it was woven in the late 19th century. 

Hammer price: $1100 

Here are some details of it. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d6.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d6a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d6b.jpg


 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d6c.jpg


The next rug also featured Memling guls. 

 

Another Kazak type, it has good proportions.  David estimated it to have been woven in the late 19th 

century.  Its auction estimate was $1500 – 2500. 

Hammer price: $2400 

Here are some detail images of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7a.jpg


   

   

Here is its back. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d7back.jpg


The next rug was still another Kazak, this time with a classic “Bordjalu” re-entrant niche design. 

 

The center instrumentation of the two diamond-shaped guls in the field is unusual.  The size and the 

borders are typical Kazak usages.  David estimated that this rug was woven about 1875.  Its auction 

estimate was $2500 – 4000. 

Hammer price: $ $2400 

Here are some detail images of this piece. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d8.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d8a.jpg


   

 

  

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d8b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d8c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d8d.jpg


The next rug was a very interesting Shirvan. 

 

The rug, compartmentalized, figural, pictorial, and densely populated, is one of the most unusual 

Shirvans most of us have seen. 

This is a rug that merits detail images. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9.jpg


 

It was noted in the room that some of the compartments have triangular “indentions” (in truth they 

move “in” on one compartment and “out” on the neighboring one(s)). 

 

David noted that the naive drawing of the people and clothing resembles some usages in Amish crafts 

in rural areas not far from Philadelphia. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9l.jpg


   

It was noted that there are camels and lions in this rug, something seen to suggest Persian influence. 

There seems little doubt that this piece was woven without reference to a cartoon. 

The auction estimate was $2000 – 3000. 

Hammer price: $3000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9n.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d9ecamel.jpg


The next rug was another Caucasian with recognizable design features. 

 

This rug exhibits a classic Avar design.  The Avars are a Sunni ethnic group in Daghestan in the 

Caucasus.  Comment in the room indicated that the colors of this piece are typical, including some use 

of synthetic dyes.  David said that the design derives from palmettes in 18th century “blossom” 

carpets. 

As you can see, this rug has condition problems.  Its auction estimate was set at $1000. 

Hammer price: $1700 

Here are some closer details of it. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d10.jpg


   

 

  

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d10a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d10e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d10d.jpg


David said that aspects of the next rug excite him, but that he has not been able to date to get many 

others to join him in his enthusiasm. 

 

This rug was described as an Afshan Karabagh, from the eastern Caucasus.  It is 6′ x 5.5′ and has a 

“blanket-like” handle.  It has both symmetric and asymmetric knots in its structure. 

David dates it to 19th century, possibly earlier.  Its auction estimate is $2000 to $4000. 

Hammer price: $5500 

Here are some detail of this rug. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d11.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d11a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d11b.jpg


   

 

 The next piece was a panel of Uzbek flatweave. 

 

Its auction estimate is $800 – 1000. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d11c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d11d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d12.jpg


Withdrawn from sale. Here are some closer detail images. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d12a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d12e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d12c.jpg


The next piece was small, Yomut Turkmen and in pile. 

 

This little piece is a “spindle bag.”  It would have been folded on its vertical axis here and sewn up the 

side.  Most readers will know that one oddity of such bags is that the warps run horizontal in relation 

to the design.  

It was withdrawn from sale. 

Here are two details of this piece. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d13.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d13a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d13b.jpg


 The next rug was a sizable Turkman main carpet. 

 

This is the sort of piece that has traditionally been attributed to more settled Turkmen weavers under 

the heading of “Beshiri,” and, in truth, that usage, like the term “Ersari,” is very much in use.  

But the scholarship has moved a little and the preferred designation now is “Middle Amu Dyra” a 

section of that river in which a wide variety of tribes lived and though which, even more, passed.  The 

contents of “Middle Amu Dyra” is beginning to be defined, but there is much work to do. 

As you can see, this rug has some areas with condition problems.  It is dated to the late 19th century. 

Hammer price: $1200 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d14.jpg


Here are some details of this rug. 

 

The designs and drawing are dense, precise and traditional. 

   

Here is its back. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d14a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d14b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d14e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d14back.jpg


  

The next piece was an interesting, old long rug in poor condition. 

 

In the room, it was accepted, without noticeable dissent, that this piece was probably woven in 

eastern Turkey.  Subsequently, some students of this area have suggested that it is not Anatolian, but 

more likely a species of Kurdish weaving in NW Iran. 

This rug is estimated to have been woven in the early 19th century and perhaps before that.  It has a 

lot of what was seen as a good purple and there are two greens. 

Hammer price: $2400 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15.jpg


I am going to let you look around this rug with several detail images. 

   

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15h.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15e.jpg


   

Here’s a look at its back. 

 

 

Eiland and Eiland distinguish four types of samplers (vagirehs).  1) ones from which an entire rug 

could be woven; 2) ones showing a variety of field and borders available, without, necessarily, 

including all those required for a complete rug; 3) ones that may exhibit designs, but which are 

primarily designed to show texture and colors (Zeigler made many such samplers); and 4) those that 

indicate only colors that are available. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15i.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d15back.jpg


David’s next piece was a sampler of this last sort.  This one is for a Chinese rug.  The auction estimate 

was less than $500. 

 

Hammer price: $200 

Here is the back of this sampler. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d16.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d16back.jpg


 Next were two Chinese mats.  Here is the first one.  It was described as  a “seating” mat. 

 

Both this piece and its mate, which follows, were attributed to Ningsia in the 19th century. 

It was noted in the room that this piece has “eccentric” knotting in its borders.  This term is a global 

usage referring to several knotting practices that the Chinese use, often to achieve curvilinear designs 

in fairly coarse rugs.  These knotting variations from the usual practice of knots arranged in columns 

each on two warps, include “offset knotting,” “stacked knots, “half” knots, and “overlapping half knots. 

You can see signs of such “eccentric” knotting in some of the detail images below. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d18.jpg


   

 

 Hammer price on D18: $5000 (as part of a two-piece group lot that also included D19 below) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d18a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d18b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d18d.jpg


A second Chinese mat was this one.  As yu can see it features dragon designs. 

 

“Eccentric” knotting is also visible in its border usages. 

Here are some closer detail images. 

   

 

  

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d17.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d17a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d17b.jpg


The next rug was a larger one, and for some, the “star” of the morning. 

 

This is a rug described as likely woven in Kansu in western China.   The medallions in such rugs can 

either be inside compartments (called “coffers”) or simply be placed on the rug’s field.  This instance 

seems to be of the “uncoffered” variety. 

Hammer price: $26,000 

This, too, is a rug worth some detail images. 

 

Again, the knotting variations described in the room as “eccentric knotting” is visible. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19.jpg


   

 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19f.jpg


Here is the back. 

 

  

We ended with two East Turkestan safs.  

This is an area in which Hans Bidder’s indications are interesting.  He makes a controversial argument 

that “prayer” niche designs (in general) do not, he thinks, originate in Islamic “architectural” sources.  

Bidder sees “prayer” niche designs as more likely sourced in the character and decorations associated 

with  pre-Islamic, pre-Christian, shamanistic burial cults and tombs.  

He also seems to argue that the pile wool saf form became prevalent in east Turkestan during Yaqub 

Beg’s fanatically repressive Islamic rule (1862-75) and that it stopped being woven there when his 

regime came to an end and the Chinese took over. 

  

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d19backbetterphoto.jpg


The first of these two safs was this one. 

 

(Again we are not seeing the entire length of these two pieces, since they were hung over the top of 

the front board. I have turned this image 45 degrees to show this piece with its its niches pointing 

up.) 

This piece has at least eight and perhaps more niched compartments.  David estimates that it was 

woven in the early 19th century. 

Here are some details most of the visible niches in this rug. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d20.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d20a.jpg


One test of whether a piece with a saf design was intended for actual use in prayer is whether the 

individual niches are large enough to permit an adult to pray on them.  The individual niches on these 

two safs were. 

   

 Hammer price: $17,000 

The second of these two safs had better color. 

 

Again, the image above is one in which I have turned 45 degrees a photo taken of this piece thrown 

over the top of the front board. 

Here are closer details of most of the visible individual niche-topped compartments. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d20b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d20c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21.jpg


   

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21d.jpg


   

 Hammer price on D22: $30,000 

David took questions and brought the session to an end. 

 

There was vigorous movement forward, to get hands on some of this interesting material. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/d21f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2011/05/after8.jpg


       

The gentleman in the striped shirt, below, liked the unusual pictorial Shirvan rug. I encouraged him to 

hold it up. He did, trying to hide his face, but I had already “blown his cover.” 

     

   

I want to thank David and his Freeman colleague, Richard, for this interesting program and for being 

willing to have this virtual version of it produced.  Thanks is also due to them for very real assistance 

in the editing of this post, and for providing the “hammer” prices subsequently realized for these 

pieces. 

David was concerned when he was initially invited to give this session, that the “luck of the draw” with 

regard to what he might have submitted for auction, might not support a sufficiently interesting 

program.  But I think you will agree that things turned out very well indeed.  The material was 

interesting and we got a look at the “hammer results” of David’s” low estimates” strategy. 

I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of another interesting Rug and Textile Appreciation 

Morning program here at The Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. 

‘Til next time, 

R. John Howe10 

                                                            
10 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/24/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/09/ 
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“Potpourri” with Mark Keshishian 
Posted in Uncategorized on December 7, 2012 by rjohn 

On November 3, 2012, Mark Keshishian gave a “potpourri” session at The Textile Museum, here in 

Washington, D. C. 

Mark is active in the family rug business, is a accredited appraiser, and used to be successfully active 

in competitive  “strong man” events. 

 

He had brought several pieces, some from his family’s collection, and he started with these. 

https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/12/07/potpourri-with-mark-keshishian/
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/mark3.jpg


 

Mark said that this is a fragment of a Caucasian rug woven in Karabagh in the late 17th century.  It is 

from a rug of the “dragon” type that is long and relatively narrow.  He said that there are a number of 

such fragments in the family collection. 

Here are some detail images. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1b.jpg


  

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p1f.jpg


Mark’s second piece was this one. This rug has a field dominated by Lesghi stars.  It was published in 

Harold Keshishian’s (Mark’s uncle) book.  It is attributed to Armenia in 1903. 

 

Here are some detail images. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p2.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p2b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p2a.jpg


 

 

The next piece was the one below. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p2c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p3.jpg


Here is the most comprehensive image I can manage. 

 

This is, of course, what is popularly known as a “cloud band” or  “Khondzoresk” Kazak.  Mark said that 

“Khondzoresk” translates to “the worm in the apple.” 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p3a.jpg


As the detail below shows, this rug has some anatomically correct human figures in its designs and is 

dated 1833.  It is thought to have been woven in Armenia and was likely published, Mark thought, in 

his father’s book on Armenian rugs. 

 

Here are close-ups of two of its medallions. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p3c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p3e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p3b.jpg


The next piece was the one below. This piece is a contemporary rendition of a familiar Kazak type 

(Fachralo Kazak design), woven in Turkey by Woven Legends.  Its dyes are alleged to be from natural 

sources.  Mark said this piece just needs to get “a little dirty” to look better. 

 

Some detail images. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p4.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p4a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p4b.jpg


   

 

Mark’s fifth piece was another contemporary one, this time a Bijar replica also by Woven Legends 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p4c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p4d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p5.jpg


Details of this piece below. 

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p5a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p5b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p5c.jpg


With the next rug, below, Mark went back to older material. 

 

 

This mat is a “Manchester” Kashan, with a design seen with fair frequency here in the U.S. for obvious 

reasons.  A finely woven rug with a good range of color and precise drawing.  The pinkish ground of its 

field is somewhat unusual. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p6.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p6a.jpg


Mark said this is one of his favorite rugs. Details below. 

   

The next piece was another Manchester Kashan, this time with a niche and “tree of life” design. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p6b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p6c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p121.jpg


 

It has a wider color palette than an initial look at it suggests. Here are some closer detail images. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p7.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p7b.jpg


   

Mark drew attention to the back of this piece, noting its lighter colors.  

   

He said that more definite reds, especially wine-reds, were preferred, in the U.S., to these light 

shades, and so the market arranged for such rugs to be “painted” in more desirable ones. Mark said 

that such painting started in the early 1920s and ended by the mid 1930s. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p7a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p12b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p12back1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p12back2.jpg


The next piece was this one. 

 

My notes indicate that this is an Indian rug done with “Manchester” type wool.  Mark said  that the 

front of  this piece looks different from a typical Manchester Kashan, but that the wool feels better 

than the Persian one. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8.jpg


Details below. 

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8f.jpg


 

Here is a closer detail of the back. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p8back.jpg


The next piece was a Ferahan Sarouk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p9.jpg


Some details. 

 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p9b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p9a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p9c.jpg


The next piece was another Ferahan Sarouk. 

 

There was talk in the room about,  since the warps of this piece are parallel to its short side, whether 

it could have been the face of a chuval.  The consensus was that while there are, on rare occasion, 

pile chuvals in NW Persia (some Bijar instances were remembered) no one knew of a Ferahan Sarouk 

example. These pieces tended to be seen in pairs, with the pair to this piece actually now owned by a 

member in the audience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p10.jpg


Some details. 

   

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p10a.jpg
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https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p10d.jpg


The next rug had a very different look. 

 

Mark said that this rug is a contemporary piece, woven in Turkey with Ushak designs. 

Wool quality is great. Here are some closer detail images.  

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p11.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p11b.jpg


   

 

The next rug was the one below. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p11a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p11c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13.jpg


This is a silk Kashan, woven, just before or after WWI. 

Mark used this rug to talk about some distinctive characteristics of silk, particularly with regard to 

washing it.  

He said that silk doesn’t have a “memory,” like wool does, that lets its individual fibers return, after 

washing, to their previous, “separated” posture.  That is, when washed, silk’s fibers often tend to stick 

together.  

He said, that ideally one should avoid washing a silk rug, but that there are some solutions (not 

available at the retail level) that can help prevent this “sticking together” tendency.  It is also 

necessary to comb a washed silk rug frequently until it is dry. 

Here are some closer detail images. 

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13d.jpg


   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p13e.jpg


The next piece was the small, Tabriz mat below. 

 

Here are some details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p15.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p15b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p15c.jpg


 

 

The next piece was Caucasian. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p15a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14.jpg


This ivory-ground rug is a small Kazak.  Its design is described by Bennett as a hooked polygon.  He 

groups it with some “miscellaneous” Kazaks of no great age.  Its ivory ground is attractive and its 

restricted color palette is graphically effective. 

Here are some detail images. 

   

 

Mark called attention to the nice, enriching, touch of “barber pole” centers of the “leaf” forms. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14c.jpg


   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p14e.jpg


The next piece was another silk rug.  Its owner has given me a detailed description of it after the fact.  

Modern Qum.  Silk pile on silk warp and weft.  Knot is asymmetric open on the right.  Relatively finely 

woven (600+ kpi).  Signed top and bottom.  Lobed medallion with center flower, surrounded by red 

carnations, on bed of leaves, with outer row of flowers.  More flowers in lobes, with leaves in 

field.  Flowers surrounding center field. Asymmetric borders, with flowers in cartouches in main 

border.  (There are good detail images on all of this below.) 

 

Mark said that such Persian silk rugs are “drying up” in the market, due to the U.S. trade sanctions 

aimed at Iran.  

He estimated that it could be as much as 25 years old.  Its owner volunteered from the audience that 

it was woven quite recently. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p16.jpg


Here are some detail images. 

   

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p16d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p16g.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p16e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p16h.jpg


Mark attributed the next rug, another “tree of life” design, to Kerman. 

 

Asked whether this rug has the distinctive, three-weft between rows of knots, Kerman structure, Mark 

said that he bases his attributions mostly on such things as design, color palette and character of the 

wool, and doesn’t usually delve deeply into structure. 

He said this size is called a “meditation” carpet. 

Mark said that he wondered whether this piece might not have been painted. 

I do not have a comprehensive, unobstructed shot, but here are some details below. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17.jpg


  

  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17g.jpg


   

 

The next rug was Caucasian. 

 

Its central medallion could be an abstracted version of some seen in rugs woven in Karabagh.  

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p17h.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p18.jpg


 

Its owner said that it was purchased in Baku.  He said that this is an old rug, and was woven in the 

1880’s. 

Its border was seen to be unusual. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p18a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p18c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p18f.jpg


Its owner said that this piece had at one time been cut up into four quarters, but was subsequently 

restored in Istanbul.  Mark, examined it, more closely and noted that the ends were too perfect for the 

wear this rug would have had had it been used on the floor. 

The next rug was this one. 

 

Its colors were said to suggest that it is an Azeri weaving.  Its owner said that it was purchased in 

Istanbul. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19.jpg


Here are some details. 

   

   

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19e.jpg


Design devices like the one below, are of the sort that invite fanciful names, like “space-shuttle.” 

 

The are six such devices in the rug.  The four like this one are oriented at the side.  I have turned it 

45 degrees here, just to cause trouble. 

 

The next rug has the look of a classic “Seichur.” 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p19d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20.jpg


As you can see, it features a great green an unusual coloration for this type. 

 

This rug has the classic “Seichur” running dog border, but its owner also drew attention to its inner 

“cabbage” border which he said is a Kuba usage. 

The field of this rug features three so-called “St. Andrew’s cross” devices. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20d.jpg


Its owner estimated its age as 1880-90’s.  Nice corrosion. Here are some additional detail images. 

 

Its owner said that its structure is closer to other Kuba pieces, since its alternate warps are 

depressed.  Shirvans usually have warps on a single level. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p20e.jpg


The next piece was another Caucasian, this time with a white ground and monumental-sized field 

devices. 

 

 The owner of this rug, collects mostly eastern Caucasian rugs and so this piece seems likely to be 

from that area.  

The borders and collect seem similar to Shirvan usages, but the white ground of the field and the 

large scale of the devices in it, are unusual. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21.jpg


Here are some detail images. 

   

   

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21withmark.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p21c.jpg


The next rug was Anatolian. 

 

This rug has good color and a nice complexity of design.  It is estimated to have been woven about 

1875. 

Its owner said that when we think of Anatolian rugs woven in Milas, we tend to think of “niche” 

designs, but this Milas is not of that sort. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p22.jpg


Here are some details of this piece. 

   

This rug has a good purple. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p22d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p22c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p22e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p22f.jpg


The next rug was another woven with silk. 

 

Its owner said this it was woven in the Kayseri area of Anatolia.  He said that it was woven properly 

for a silk rug, that is, with the pile pointing toward the niche-end, but that this makes it “upside-down” 

when hung as most prefer the the pile pointing down. 

This rug has cross-panels, a design usage rare in Persian rugs, but that we see in Turkmen ensis and 

a few varieties of Anatolian rugs.  They occur with some frequency in the once, very desirable, but 

now largely neglected, Ghiodes rugs. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p23.jpg


Here are some details. 

   

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p23c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p23d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p23b.jpg


The next piece was a compartmented design. 

 

It owner said that the dealer called it “Baluch,” but that others have said it’s “Middle Amu Dyra.”  Mark 

said that is an unusual and interesting piece. It has a wider range of color in the lower parts of its 

field, as if the weaver had run out of some colors. Here are some closer details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24b.jpg


   

Here is a look at the back of this piece. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24a1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p24d.jpg


The next piece was this bag, attributed to the Luri-Bakhtiari . 

 

 

This khojin half has some interesting features that are worthy of closer examination. 

The motif on the front face of the bag clearly comes down from the device that appears on the famous 

Berlin phoenix-dragon rug. 

 

Courtesy Peter Stone 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p25withmark.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/12/07/potpourri-with-mark-keshishian/berlindragonandphoenixdevice/


This motif appears in both Persian and Anatolian weaving.  There is a comment on it on p.75 of John 

Wertime’s sumak bag book.  

One question that remains is whether the motif on this bag (below) is the dragon or the phoenix?  To 

me, the top horizontal strip of the Berlin device is the more plausible candidate for the halves from 

which the “gul-like” device,” below, is formed.  Maybe it’s the phoenix being used. 

 

As a former Turkmen collector, my initial reaction was less elevated, and based on what I “see.”  The 

field of this piece contains six devices that seem like “fractured” guls. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26h.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26g.jpg


Their horizontal division, is “clean” enough, although the shapes of the top and bottom halves are 

such a half rotated 180 degrees.  The result is that the outside perimeter outline of the comprehensive 

“gul” form seems slightly askew.  

 

This “broken” character is strongly reinforced by jagged vertical division of the two halves.  

This drawing (and a rich use of attractive colors) heightens the aesthetic interest this piece 

projects.  If, as seems to be the case, these field devices are not gul forms at all, but rather come 

down from the “dragon and phoenix” rug in Berlin, so much the better. 

There are also quadruped devices in the field of this bag’s front, and in one stripe on its back there are 

camels. 

     

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26h.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26i.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26j.jpg


Here are a couple more details of this interesting piece. 

   

An attractive yellow-ground pile panel at the lower edge of the bag’s front, a frequent Bakhtiari usage. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p26c1.jpg


The next piece was Baluch.  An unusual camel-ground design. 

 

Its owner said that it contains lots of actual camel hair. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28.jpg


 

Some additional detail images. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28c.jpg


 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28g.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28d.jpg


 

Mark looked at its back. A little closer look for you, too. 

   

Aha! Quadrupeds in this one, too. 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28back3.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p28marklooksatback.jpg


The next piece seemed a “face” of some sort. 

 

Mark said that it looked to him like something is missing.  He praised its colors, especially its good 

green. 

I wondered if this could be a fragment of an Anatolian yastik. Yastiks are almost always rectangular 

and would be taller in this orientation.  If this is a yastik fragment , what might be missing are lappets 

on both ends. 

Morehouse shows at least six Central Anatolian yastiks with a center medallion surrounded by four 

“armature” forms.  Oddly, the one  with the most similar field design to this one has cross-panels at 

its ends, but no lappets. 

As luck would have it, I’ve been working on a couple of posts, going back and forth and by chance 

found an instance that will let us test our suspicion that P25,  above, could be a yastik fragment. 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p29.jpg


This is an older yastik in very poor condition, but with a very similar field. 

 

If the lappets at the ends of the piece above were removed it would look like the truncated image of it 

below right. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/johnbeatyastik1.jpg


  

  This piece looks very much like a former yastik that has lost its lappets.  

 

Here are some closer detail images. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/johnbeatyastiksanslappets2.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p291.jpg


   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p29a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p29b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p29c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p29d.jpg


The next rug was a long, classical Talish. 

 

This rug has great color and the classic Talish, main border. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31.jpg


   

Talish rugs, its owner said, are woven in the Southeast Azerbaijan part of the Caucasus. 

Fields in such Talish long rugs are often plain.  This one has an attractive, colorful drawing of a lattice 

design, with stars in compartments. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31c.jpg


   

Some Talish rugs have blue wefts, visible on their backs, moving in occasionally from the side 

selveges.  Some claim that this feature is definitive for Talish pieces.  Below is a look at the back of 

this piece.  It has these interpenetrating blue wefts. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31g.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31j.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p31backbluewefts2.jpg


The next piece was a flat weave in slit tapestry. 

 

It was attributed by its owner to Karabaugh.  He said that it had been cut in half and has now been 

sewn back together. Here are details. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p32.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p32b.jpg


  

 

The next textile was another Caucasian flat weave: this time a Shirvan kilim. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p32a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p32d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33.jpg


Mark said that this piece has great color, great wool and a nice, tight weave.  He said that late 19th 

century would be a safe age estimate. 

Here are some closer details. 

   

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33d.jpg


 

 

The next piece was an “envelope” bag of some sort, complete with a seeming triangular flap. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p33f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p34.jpg


My notes say only that this is an “end panel” from a Bakhtiari piece, presumably a cargo-bag type 

mafrash. 

Here are some closer details. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p34c.jpg


   

The next piece was this pile panel with good graphic punch. 

 

This is one front panel from an Anatolian saddle bag set, Mark said, from the Bergama area.  They are 

called “heybes.” 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p34a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p34b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p35.jpg


 This seems a frequent heybe face design.  I found one in a local flea market.  But it may, also, be a 

quite old design.  This is what the front of a complete heybe with this field design, likely looked like, if 

it was reinforced with leather (some were). 

 

Because the back of this analogous piece was likely covered with leather, we do not have an image of 

it. 

But perusal of the only book on heybes (by Bieber, Pinkwart and Steiner) allows the conjecture that its 

back might look like this. 

 

The striped backs of heybes vary widely, and to some extent, systematically.  They are, more than the 

fronts, used for determining attribution. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p35typefront.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p35typebackpossible1.jpg


Here are two details. 

   

 

The next piece was a small Turkman rug. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p35a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p35b.jpg


 

This piece is the size often called “wedding rugs,” although this one features “chuval” guls, rather than 

the more frequent small version of the main carpet gul. 

The owner called attention to the variation in the size of the guls.  This is something seen in more 

than a few Turkmen pieces.  It has led to the fanciful suggestion that such size differences are often 

deliberate and meant to represent birds in swooping flight. 

Its owner said that this rug is Tekke.  I didn’t look at it closely, but the main border made me wonder 

whether it might not be Yomut. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p36.jpg


 

Its owner said that its “chalky” white is from the use of cotton as pile. Here are some more detail 

images. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p36c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p36a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p36b.jpg


 

The next piece was a small Anatolian kilim. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p36d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37.jpg


It is in slit tapestry and was attributed to the Konya area. Its green was admired. 

 

Here are some additional details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37c.jpg


 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37e1.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37f.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p37d.jpg


The next piece was one I had brought.  It is an Uzbek needlepoint in silk 

 

Mark as whether I knew how old it is and I jokingly said that I thought you “could look at your watch,” 

that such things are still being made. 

Seemingly a little suspicious of my joke, Mark looked around on this piece a bit, and found that it is 

dated, something I had not noticed at all. 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p38.jpg


 

So it’s a little less “fresh” than I would have guessed. 

Here are two more details of it. 

   

Although is just a function of the fine silk and the digital needlepoint technique, I like the crispness of 

the drawing, especially of the Memling guls. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p38cdate.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p38a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p38b.jpg


The next piece was a “double-niche” Turkish rug in silk. 

 

Notice the architectural features on the sides of the niches that become floral at the top.  The details 

of the lamp designs are articulated, made possible by the fineness of the silk. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39a.jpg


Here are some additional detail images of P34. 

   

   

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39d.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39e.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p39c.jpg


The next rug was a small Malayer. Mark said that it has a really soft handle for a Malayer. 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p40.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p40c.jpg


He noted that it is single-wefted.  There is just one pick of weft between rows of knots (warps are 

visible whenever the weft passes beneath them) and the wefts are “fat,” and make the warps seem to 

“undulate.” 

Here are a couple more detail images. 

   

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p40a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p40b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p40e.jpg


The next rug was a fairly large Kazak with three over-sized “Lesghi guls” dominating its field. 

 

Mark noted that there is an orange used, and said that this is unusual for a Kazak. He admired the 

greens. He said that the weft is medium brown and could suggest that it is Karabagh (ed.:although 

Tschebull found tans, and even dark brown warps in some of the pieces in his catalog “Kazak”). 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p41.jpg


   

Here are a couple of additional details. 

   

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p41a.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p41b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p41c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p41d.jpg


The next rug was Chinese. 

 

Mark placed it just after WWI. 

 

My notes include an indication that some thought this rug was likely woven by non-Hans in 

China.  They said something about “Persian” women weaving in the north of China, where the Great 

Wall meets Mongolia. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p42.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p42andmarkback.jpg


Here are some details. 

   

   

 

 

 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p42b.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p42c.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/dsc_0641.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p42f.jpg


The next piece was the kilim below. It owners said this piece was woven in either northwest Bulgaria 

(Chiprovtsy) or southeast Serbia (Pirot). 

 

It has eccentric wefts that follow the curves of it designs.  In the market, these are all called Sarkoy 

kilims. Has a border executed in the Serbian style. 

 

https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p46.jpg
https://rjohnhowe.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/p46c.jpg


Recently purchased in Istanbul. The field is primarily very dark blue green with some small areas of 

blue. The purple red in this example is particularly nice and may be cochineal or Balkan kermes. 

Mid-to late 19th Century. Owner: “We aren’t certain of the origin of the motifs covering the field-

perhaps they are a local version of Ottoman floral style. 

“Depending on its age, the kilim may have been woven by Orthodox Christian folk or by Orthodox 

Christians and Muslims living and working side-by-side.   

“Everything changed in this region after about 1868. 

Here are two more details. 
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The next piece was is a Manastir prayer-format kilim from northeast Bulgaria, likely from the Delioman 

region. 

 

Its owner said that the ivory ground is unusual. End borders are typical for a particular sub-group of 

Manastir kilims.  

Attention was also called to the pronounced use of outlining on the sides.  The width of the outlining is 

varied to produce a three-dimensional effect. 

Third quarter, 19th century. 

Its owner said Manastir kilims were frequently woven by the women of heterodox (Alevi or Bektashi) 

Muslim families in Bulgaria for domestic religious use, to provide a protective function against bad 

luck,  and to serve a devotional function. 
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There is some debate as to how many of these textiles were actually used for prayer.  However, 

Ottoman records for the 19th Century in Bulgaria document the practice of requiring Muslim conscripts 

to the Turkish Army to bring their own “prayer” kilim.  Some Manastir kilims have features that 

document this practice. 

Here are some details. 
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The next piece was large and delicate. 

 

Its owner said that this piece was woven in Syria in or near the city of Aleppo.  

It may have originally been a wall, window or door hanging (a portiere) which was subsequently been 

repurposed as a bed or table cover. 

The piece consists of two panels sewn together longitudinally.  

Although the piece is relatively delicate, it is also quite heavy due to the use of a large amount of 

metallic wrapped thread. 

This cover dates before 1910 and was reported to have been collected in Adana, Turkey. 
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Its design reflect a typically Syrian interpretation of the ottoman floral style with lavish use of metallic 

thread: fine metal wire wrapped around the yellow silk fibers.  This technique results in the textile 

having a shimmering gold tone and texture 

Here are some closer details and its decorations. 
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I have rotated the devices below to give you larger close-ups. 
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The next piece was the one below. This piece is fragmented in the sense that all of its edges have 

been bound. It owner said that it was woven by her grandmother in an Armenian area of Anatolia.  

 

The grandmother wove three of these.  The was a suggestion that it could have been a yastik (it is 

yastik-size). Here are two details. 
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The next piece was a framed Chinese textile. 

 

This is embroidery on silk. Metallic thread used. Needle embroidery rather than brocade. 
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Here are some closer details. 

   

Made in two panels, then sewn together. 
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The next piece was a familiar type Yomut Turkmen flat woven bag. 
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I own one that it nearly identical and have a story to tell about mine.  

I bought it from a Selcuk dealer in 2007, in partial recognition of an exception job of hosting he did for 

us during a several day stay in his town.  

But the interesting thing is that he claimed it was a specialized type of bag and was used to hold seed 

as planting occurred.  I was skeptical, but he persisted, saying that he had seen a photograph of a 

Turkman farmer using this kind of bag in this way. 

I didn’t debate, but Turkmen were very practical folks, and many bags could be, and likely were, used 

for a variety of purposes.  This bag is of a size that would suggest that it was not strictly reserved for 

use in planting. 

Here is one more details. 
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The bands with designs on this piece are woven in sumac.  Turkmen uses of sumac are relatively rare, 

and so noteworthy. 

The next piece was a small Anatolian bag in species of brocade. A relatively coarse, but attractive 

piece.  
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Here are two closer details of it. I did not manage a photo of its back. 

   

A potpourri RTAM will always attract at least one recent Turkman piece, and this was the one for 

today. 
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Mark said that this is Tekke Turkmen Soviet era production. 

I have heard that the white ground stripes at the ends of this piece are nearly a signature indicator of 

Soviet production. 

The last piece of the day’s session was was large and heavy. It is Qashqa’i. Southwest Persia. 

 

 

Here are some detail images. Odd, “chickens” in the center of the field. 
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Dark warps. 

   

Here is its back. Wefts seem less dark than the warps. 

 

Mark took questions, and adjourned the session. 
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After-session conversations and explorations started up. 

   

   

I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of an, admittedly, long, “potpourri” RTAM. 

My thanks to Mark for permitting this virtual version to be produced, and for his editorial work on my 

draft. 

‘Til next time, 

R. John Howe11 

 

  

                                                            
11 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/26/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/12/ 
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On November 17, 2012, Ali Aydin, conducted a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program, here at 

The Textile Museum, in Washington, D.C. in which he discussed “appropriate measures to take in 

conserving, protecting and repairing rugs and textiles.”  He also talked about some of the things to 

consider when choosing among the various repair/conservation alternatives.  

 

Ali is a long-time restorer of, and dealer in, rugs and other textiles.  He is associated with Mark 

Keshishian and Sons, but also deals and repairs, independently.  He is active at collector shows, 

visible in Hali, and was one of only two U.S. dealers to exhibit at ICOC XII in Stockholm. 
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He said that if one has a damaged textile one was considering, a first question is whether it would be 

best only to conserve it rather than repair it. 

During his talk he treated a number of things that affect repair/conservation consideration: 

o The seeming value of the piece. 
o How unusual it is. 
o The degree and character of the damage. 
o What can reasonably be accomplished. 
o Whether a restoration should be when completed “invisible” to those other than experienced 

experts. 
o How much one is prepared to invest in the conservation or restoration. 
o How the owner plans to display or use it. 

This listing is not exhaustive, but does provide a good introduction to some of the issues involved.  It 

should also make clear, that, and why, sometimes, it is better to conserve than to restore. 

Ali had brought a number of examples to illustrate such considerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The first piece he treated was the one below. 

 

This was Ali’s example of an older, flat-woven, bag face in excellent condition.  Its edges are all there 

and in good shape, and there is no visible damage to the interior areas of the piece. 

Here are some closer details. 
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A second piece was the one below. 

 

This is another, older,  flat-woven bag face, but one that is not in as good condition.  Even in the 

comprehensive image above, one can see damage on the lower left edge and to the multi-colored slit 

panels at the bottom. 

Here are some closer details. 
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There may be minor damage in the brown part of the center of the gul-form below(left). There is also 

some damage along the top edge of this piece, but it is older, has good color and graphics and its 

interior areas seem mostly sound(below right).  Ali said that, in his judgement, this is a piece to invest 

in restoring. 

    

The next piece was a Caucasian pile rug with Lesghi guls in its field. 
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At first glance, this rug seems to be in pretty fair shape.  All its edges seem undamaged and there are 

no readily detected difficulties with its field. 

But this is an example of a rug that has been badly repaired. Here are some closer details. 

   

Those of its back make clear that has been repaired at a low level of quality. 

 

This rug has apparently been repaired using what is called “Kashmiring.”  Kashmiring is a method of 

simulating pile knots on the front by using a “wrapping” approach (much like that used in weaving in 

sumak).  No effort is made to tied individual knots on the warps in the areas being repaired.  Instead, 

the warps in such areas are wrapped with pile yarn of the same color as that used in the knots in 

sound pile areas.  The result can look quite good on the front side.  But Kashmiring is always readily 

detectable on the back of a rug on which it has been used. 
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Kashmiring is not always an inappropriate repair technique for damaged pile rugs.  If a rug is worthy 

of repair on other grounds, but has pile worn down so that only the “collars” of the knots are visible 

any longer, Kashmiring may be the only way to produce a repair that looks like the surrounding 

areas.  Tied knots can, sometimes, not be clipped closely enough to make their “brushy” ends 

essentially disappear. 

But Kashmiring can be done faster and less expensively than can a pile repair in which knots are tied 

on the warps.  So one needs to be alert, when one encounters it (or has it proposed) to whether it is 

being selected for sound reasons.  

The use of Kashmiring in this particular repair is seen to be inappropriate because the pile of this rug 

is not worn enough to make it necessary.  The repair person who used it here was likely “cutting 

corners.” 
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The next rug was Chinese. 

 

Ali said that this is a younger rug with “old” repairs. Chinese wool and been used but the original 

colors have been changed in the repairs. 
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Here are some additional detail images of A4. 
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The next piece was half of an Anatolian kilim. 

 

Let me rotate this image 45 degrees so you can see it a little closer but comprehensively. 

 

It has good colors and some unusual design features. 
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Here are some closer details. 

   

   

There is some work to be done here on ends and edges, but Ali said that he would recommend repair 

of this kilim. 

This is a good place to talk about one of the most difficult aspects of sound repair; obtaining and using 

the right repair material. 
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If one wants a repair that is largely undetectable, one needs to find old wool with the colors one 

needs.  The colors of new wool will shift differently than those of old wool and repairs made with it 

may become visible after a few years.  

Old kilim fragments are a frequent source of such old wool.  The kilims are unraveled to permit this 

wool to be used in high quality repairs.  You can see with the kilim above that a wide variety of shades 

can be harvested. 

The next piece was a Tekke engsi with good age. 

   

Notice in the upper right of the image below that a patch from and entirely different rug has been 

used to fill in a missing corner. 
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Here are some additional details. 
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Ali said that he would fix only the edges and ends on this engsi. 

Many Turkmen pieces present a special challenge, on the “old wool” dimension, because the materials 

from which they were woven are often so fine.  That difficulty might be a strong reason for resorting, 

on more a few occasions, to conservation rather than to repair of a weaving for which more repair 

material is be needed. 

Someone from the audience asked whether restoration adds value to a piece. 

 

Ali said that this is a good question, but in his experience the answer is, usually, “no.”  Restoring a 

piece (even some instances of conserving one) will, mainly, usually, allow its owner to enjoy it in a 

condition closer to that it had when it came off the loom. 
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The next piece was another Chinese one. 

 

Again, let me turn it so you have a larger comprehensive image of it. 
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We can see in the comprehensive images that this rug is missing some from both ends. Let’s look 

more closely at some details of it. Here we can see that it’s missing some pile in the left side of the 

image below. 

   

This detail suggests that the sides are intact.  There is a transfer of red in one area, but that is likely 

from another rug since there are no reds in this one. 

   

The detail above confirms that the sides (this detail is with the warps horizontal) and the ends 

“bobtailed.” 
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There is, in the detail above an instance of loss of pile. 

The piece is nice, but not really unusual.  Fixing the ends is going to require the extension of two sets 

of warps across the entire width of this piece and then the reweaving of approximately this much of 

both ends (acknowledging that this is a detail of a side and selvedge). 

 

I’m not sure that Ali said this, explicitly, but the quality of the rug seems not to merit what would be 

required for restoration of it.  Instead, it might be best to secure both ends (my notes say “binding the 

with cloth” an inexpensive procedure) and consider whether any repiling at all should be undertaken 

(probably not). 
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We took a little side trip at this point to deal with an example of conservation. 

 

The piece used for illustration is one of my own, so we can talk frankly about it.  This is a piece I 

bought long-distance out of a Jordanian flea market. It is, it may not be too redundant to say, 

fragmented, worn in places and features holes. 
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It is no surprise that is was, from the beginning, a candidate for conservation only.  The conservation 

needed was of two sorts: 1) to secure all it edges (including some interior ones) so that no more of it 

is lost, and 2) to minimize the holes in it. 

The conservator chose a backing cloth close in color to the red ground of the piece.  Here is the 

comprehensive shot again.  Check your sense of whether the “minimizing holes” objective has been 

achieved. 

 

The couching of the piece onto the backing achieved the second “securing” objective. 

I recently had it up on a wall, and a visitor noted that it seemed to sag a bit, and it would have been 

better to use a “stiffer” backing cloth.  

I think this observation is correct, but it draws attention to the fact that,  often, a number of variables 

would, ideally, be simultaneously addressed in either conserving or repairing a piece, and it is 

frequently impractical to do so. 
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I give this conservator high marks for choosing a ground cloth the color of which minimizes the holes 

in this fragment.  It seems unreasonable to me to ask that she also take on the task of finding a 

backing cloth of an ideal stiffness.  In fact, if I had to choose between a good color selection and 

“stiffnes,” I have no problem choosing the color match first. 

This not to argue against the likely correctness of the suggestion that a little stiffer backing cloth 

would likely present this piece a little more crisply.  It merely acknowledges the complexity of the 

decision-making entailed in repair and conservation undertaking and the fact that compromises with 

the ideal almost always have to be made. 

The next piece was a Caucasion pile rug from Shirvan with a niche design. 
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The comprehensive image above suggest that this rug is in good condition. Let’s look at some closer 

details of it. The color is quite gorgeous. 

   

 

The cotton selvedges are classic, but look chalky white. Restored? 
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Don’t see any obvious problems. Ali said that this is an  example of a good repair. The lower end had 

been restored and some edge work had been done to it. 
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The next piece was another Caucasian with “Memling” guls in its field. 

 

Nice size, good color. Some damage visible on the right side in the image above. The damage on the 

right side seems restricted to the selvedge. 
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Ali looks at the back in this area. Some details of aspects of this piece. 

   

Ali points to something wrong on the right side of one gul. Looks almost like a patch. 

 

But there is rather little serious damage.  This rug is a candidate for repair. 
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The next piece was another Tekke engsi. 

 

It appears to have a complete outside parameter, but the field is very worn. 
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A look at its back reveals a backing apparently needed to reinforce this worn center. 

   

Estimates in the room suggested that this piece is younger than the earlier one.  Tekke weaving is 

pretty fine.  Damage is extensive.  Would be very expensive to repair and it’s not that 

unusual.  Probably best kept as a “study” piece.  No repair or conservation recommended. 
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The next piece was yet another Turkmen engsi, this time a Yomut, with a design sometimes 

associated with age. 

 

Here are some closer details. Minor damage on the right side of the image above.  Looks to be mostly 

selvedge. 
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A restricted look at its left side seems OK. Color in this piece seems very good. Let’s look more closely 

at its back. More damage, old repairs visible here. More of the same. This piece not in the condition 

the first images suggested. 

     

Problem is general: little bare spots all over and lots of old repairs. 
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This piece could be repaired, but the extent of the damage to it, and the fact that repairing it might 

not raise its value, makes it one difficult to decide about.  If retained no real conservation work is 

needed. 

 

The next piece was a Yomut Turkmen asmalyk. 

 

Ali puts his finger on a problem area. 
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Some repairs in several color areas visible here. This part of the bottom edge seems OK(below right). 

   

Outside perimeter seems sound here but a few more repairs visible.  Note that weaver changed the 

white-ground border as she moved up. 

 

Possible repair on the left side of the central blue diamond.  Possible bare spot on the lower right 

narrow, diagonal, “barber pole” stripe. 

This is an attractive asmalyk.  Repair might not be extensive.  Consider for repair. 
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The next piece was Anatolian with a Melas niche design. 

 

Its outside perimeter seems OK at this distance.  There is a color change under the niche that seems 

too irregular to be abrash.  Also a brighter yellow area in the left border. 
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Here are some closer detail images. 

   

   

A large bare area.  Structural level seems pretty good.  Mostly repiling work. Ali puts his finger on a 

bad repair(above right). 

There is quite a bit of work to do on this piece, but it is an old type and the work is mostly 

repiling.  Consider for repair. 
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The next piece was half of a sumac khorjin. 
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Very good color.  It has damage on it sides. But not a lot of work. 

     

Some repair of sumac in the field visible in the image below. Repair this piece. 
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The next piece was a classic six-gul Tekke Turkman torba. Initial impression at this distance is quite 

good. 

 

Here are some closer details. Ends a little irregular and ends show slight damage. 

   

Something suspicious in the lower left part of the upper gul in the image above. Yes, some damage 

here. Closer image also shows that there is some additional moth damage. 
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More moth damage visible in the image above. 

This is a well-drawn classic type with good articulation of the interior of its major guls.  Robert Pinner 

once told me that he considered the apricot orange this piece has to be an indicator that it was woven 

before 1850. 

Ali said that he would fix the ends and edges and leave the holes and the moth damage. 
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The next piece took us back to China. 

 

This little mat is in pretty bad shape with both edge and field problems. Here are some closer looks at 

parts of it. 

   

This is a piece to conserve, not to repair.  Ali said that he would all of its edges with cloth. 
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Ali held up the next piece, small and in pile. 

   

Although it may not be apparent, initially, this is the front of a large-ish Anatolian yastik. 

This piece is unusual in several respects.  

It is yastik size, but lacks the top and bottom lappets that many yastiks have (although quite a 

number do not).  

Its field devices are a version of the so-called “baklava” design, although the diagonal use of color 

with the baklava devices is very unusual.  Morehouse provides several examples that use this device, 

but all of them turn it 45 degrees from their orientation in the image above. 

Its simple, compartmented border is similar to usages in several Eastern Anatolian yastiks and all of 

Morehouse’s “baklava” examples are in his eastern Anatolian section (although he admits the this 

device was widely used).  The yellow ground and its reddish wefts may press its attribution back 

towards central Anatolia. 
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Here are some closer details. Notice that the reddish areas are not color runs, but rather the reddish 

wefts of this piece visible where pile is missing.  It seems to invite repiling. 

   

The question of whether not to restore this piece likely bears, in part, on how old we estimate it to 

be.  It has a bright orange that some would see as a likely synthetic, but there are 13th century 

Anatolian rugs with oranges that are (still) equally bright, so we might be justified in giving it an 

earlier date. 

There’s a lot of repiling here, but it might be justified, if the piece is seen to be older, as well as very 

unusual for a yastik.  

Ali said that he and the owner have agreed that this large yastik, which is almost a fragment, would 

be too expensive to repair, so they are mounting it on a cotton fabric for wall display. 
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The next piece was this nine-gul Turkman torba. 

 

Here are some closer details. 
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This piece, Ali said, is an example of a pretty well-done repair, mostly for moth damage. 

He said that older pile rugs with long, thick pile are another potential source of old wool for such repair 

jobs.  You can remove such pile, thread by thread, and use it to fix small areas of missing pile, such 

as those that limited moth damage can present. 

He did note one poor color match in one border. 

 

Here are two more close details. 
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The next piece was an Anatolian nich design with detailed, delicate design elements. 
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Ali looked at one area of its edge from the back.  Selvedge damage is visible. A check of the ends 

from the back shows that they have been secured using a species of “whip stitching.” 

   

If the side selvedge repair is all that is needed, this piece is a definite candidate for repair. 
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The next piece was a large square-ish, pictorial kilm woven in Romania or Serbia. 

 

Ali and a member of the audience  considered it. 
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Let’s look at some closer details of it ourselves. 

   

There is lots of damage to the kilim structure. 
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And there are some color runs. 

   

Ali said there is too much repair work here to undertake.  He would do “minor things” and back it with 

cloth. 
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The next piece was the fragment of a rug attributed to east Anatolia. 

 

This piece has lost edges all around, has holes and was one medallion longer at its lower end. 
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Here are some detail images. 

   

   

It is a clear candidate for conservation on a backing. 
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The next piece was Caucasian with unusual large medallions. 

 

Here are some details. 
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Interesting designs but another candidate for a backing conservation. 
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The next piece was small. 

 

Unusual and attractive design and color use.  Its owner thinks it is Kurdish. 

Here are some closer details. 

   

This lovely little piece might be worthy of nearly complete restoration, but it would be expensive.  An 

alternative would be to repair the sides and make sure that the top and bottom are secure. 
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The next piece curved a bit on the front board. 

   

It was attributed to east Anatolia in the late 19th century. Unusual border. Also a lot of damage. 
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Here are some more details. 

   

   

Ali said that the condition of this piece is too poor to restore.  He would fix the ends and put it on a 

backing. 
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The next piece was very colorful. 

 

Ali said that it is Caucasian, but he is not sure of what part.  It projects very good condition.  Someone 

in the room wondered whether it might not be a reproduction.  Ali said subsequently, that he knows 

its provenance and that it is late 19th century. 

I took more than a few images of it. 
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Top and bottom borders are different from the design used on the side borders. 
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Some signs of wear and of small repairs?  

   

   

Not much repair need or work here.  Remarkable condition for an old piece. 
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The next piece was a Borchalu Kazak. 

 

Looks to be in pretty good condition. 
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Here are some details. 
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Ali looked at its back. An example of a rug skillfully repaired. 

 

The next piece was another Tekke Turkmen engsi with an older look. 
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Large scale “candelabra” devices at the sides are unusual. 

   

Ali took a look. 
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A little damage on the left here. 

   

This is a rug with relatively little damage, it may have some age and is worthy of the repair needed. 
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The next piece was Baluch. 

 

Some damage visible right away.  Looks like moth. Camel field are frequent in Baluch piece but the 

borders in this one are unusual. 
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Borders, especially the one based on the “mina khani” motif, are interesting, but moth damage is 

extensive. 

Here are some more details. 
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A look at a back edge below (right). 
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This piece is an interesting rug but not a candidate for repair.  Damage is too extensive. 

About 15 years ago I bought a fragmented Kazak, thinking that I might experiment on it by 

attempting some repairs.  Time passed and no experimentation had occurred and so I sent it off to 

Turkey and had it restored. 

I brought it to this session and asked Ali to assess its repair in unvarnished terms. 

He was good.  He started by saying that the repair job was “not too terrible.”   

 

Then he was specific about what he meant.  He looked at the top edge and said that the repaired area 

was clearly noticeable, in part, because new wool had been used. 
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You can see in the image above that in the rewoven areas, the “new” knots cover the under-lying 

structure more completely. 
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And, of course, warps have been extended at both ends and added at the sides. 

 

The repairer told me when he returned it that he “hadn’t made any money” on it.  Perhaps, he had to 

“cut corners” somewhat. 

Readers of these posts will remember that I have said from time to time that I collect on a budget and 

as a result look in places and buy things that most collectors, who see themselves as serious at all, 

would not considered.  So I’m positioned well for participating in a session such as Ali’s here, 

especially with regard to conservations. 
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The next piece is one of mine that presses the question of “when should you conserve” a piece? 

 

This piece is in a state of pretty advanced decay.  And it came to me without a backing.  BUT it has 

great color, so I invested in one. Let me turn it so you can see it a bit closer but still comprehensively. 

 

The conservator and I agreed on a blue similar to the top stripe of this piece (it would also, we 

thought, “pull out” the lighter analgous blue in the middle. 

Earlier in Ali’s session the question came up of when to stop repairing a weaving.  Here, having 

decided to start conserving, the question became when to stop putting in additional “couching” 

stitches?  The conservator said to me, “Frankly, this is a piece where you could continue that almost 

indefinitely.”  She smiled. 
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Here are some closer details. 

   

This kilim is Anatolian and I asked Marla Mallett where in Turkey she thought it might have been 

woven.  She said that, these kinds of kilims were what were used to cover floors in Turkish homes and 

that they were woven everywhere.  She added that the strong yellow did suggest that it was not 

woven in western Anatolia. 

The next piece is also mine and in very bad condition of another sort. 
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This, most will recognize is an Anatolian yastik face that has retained much of its basic perimeter but 

lost most of its pile.  It was likely woven in central Anatolia and, I think, it has some age. Here are 

some details. 

   

Now the truth is that this piece could be entirely restored, and if I didn’t have limited disposable 

income, I might have it done.  I would enjoy seeing it more like it looked before it became largely 

bald. 

But it would be very expensive, and most would say, instantly, that it’s too far gone to 

repair.  Reluctantly, I agree. 

The next piece was a kind of curiosity: a scarf made in the structure and known design of a U.S. 

coverlet. 

 

Coverlets are frequent, even quite good ones.  But I’ve never before seen a scarf in a coverlet 

structure and design. There are two problems with this scarf. First is has a stain in one area. And it 

has some damage on one edge. 
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I’m talking to a museum quality conservationist about this scarf (she’s not seen it yet).  It is not an 

expensive item, so I think I will ask her to try to get the stain out and to stabilize the area of edge 

damage, unless it can be repaired very inexpensively. 

My last piece, and it was the last of the day, is a kind of “hair shirt” of mine. 

It is a rug likely woven in the Middle Amu Darya (we used to say “Ersari,” or if something looked more 

urban, “Beshiri”) with a field that features a “mina khani” design. 

 

Ali looked at its, less than appropriate, selvedges. I quite like the rendition of the “mina khani” and the 

devices on its elems suggest age to me. 
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But you can see that it has a lot of damage, and things get much worse when you look at its back, 

because there is a wide area of glue that continues across its entire width (the white spots are glued 

on fragments of newspaper). 

 

Now some say the presence of glue means the rug is entirely ruined, but others say it can be removed 

(there is something called “Zip Strip,” a paint remover, that some have employed with some success 

to remove glue).  But the general condition of this piece has immobilized me and it has sat in my 

stack for a number of years. I had about decided to cut up its “good” parts for pillows, when Elena 

Tsareva’s new book on the Hoffmeister collection came in the mail and, there, in it, was the piece 

below. 
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Now there is a great temptation to associate something one owns with published, perhaps remarkable 

material (Elena estimates the Hoffmeister rug as 18th century).  Mine is much younger (lots more 

borders); BUT the elems are nearly the same.  And the visual “feel” of the two pieces seems similar to 

me. 

I’m not ready to restore my rug, but maybe I should consider trying to get the glue off its back. Ali 

took questions, and brought his session to a close. 

 

Conversations and the surge to “pet” the rugs began. 

I want to thank Ali for permitting this virtual version of his interesting session to be produced, and for 

his editing of my draft. 

Thanks are due as well, to Ruth McDiarmid who took a useful set of notes for me. 

I hope you have enjoyed this brief consideration, with the help of a professional, of some of the issues 

and decisions one often confronts when thinking about either repairing or conserving a weaving one 

owns. 

Have fine holidays, 

R. John Howe12 

 

                                                            
12 Retrieved by the Arthur D. Jenkins Library on 4/24/19 at https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2012/12/ 
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